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FOREWORD

The production of energy by use of ultra high temperature plasma
comprised through magnetic confinement is economically feasible only when
superconducting magnets produced of superconducting materials with zero
electrical resistance can successfully be applied to fusion power systems.

Comparisons of energy consumption between normal conducting and
superconducting magnets have shown that only by using superconducting
materials a profit could be realized in the energy balance of the system. In
particular, even the question of the behaviour of superconducting materials
and magnets exposed to severe neutron irridiation and huge electromagnetic
forces, which may impact the superconducting materials and deteriorate their
properties, is of important concern. Therefore, the development of
superconducting materials and magnets is the key of the realization of the
system and intensive worldwide efforts have been devoted bringing these
technologies in practice.

Oxide superconducting materials, recently discovered, which show zero
electrical resistance above the liquid nitrogen temperature have initiated new
activities in research and development areas. These new materials might
provide an additional option for superconducting magnets. But also in the
field of superconducting wire manufacturing, successful investigations have
been performed.

For this reason, the Agency convened a Specialists' Meeting to provide an
opportunity for experts to present and discuss their recent work of research,
development and application in this area and to review gained experiences and
to show next steps for further development directions.

The following report contains all papers presented during the meeting.
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SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

H. Wada
National Research Institute for Metals,

Tsukuba City, Ibaraki, Japan

J. Kupitz
Division of Nuclear Power,

International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

On invitation of the Government of Japan the IAEA convened the Technical
Committee Meeting on Superconducting Materials and Magnets was held in Tokyo
on September 4-6, 1989. The meeting was hosted by the National Research
Institute for Metals, and included a lab tour to the host institute. The
meeting was attended by 33 participants from CEC, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, the USA, the USSR and the IAEA.

The purpose of the meeting was to provide an international forum for the
review and discussion of the state of the art and recent progress made in the
development of sperconducting materials and magnets and their applicability
for fusion devices. Thus, the scope of the meeting included the topics on
practical high-field superconductors, oxide superconductors showing
superconductivity above liquid nitrogen temperature, and superconducting
magnets and applications. The meeting was ended up with a round table
discussion on the subjects proposed by the participants.

1) Practical high-field superconductors
3 sessions were devoted to the presentation and discussion on

practical high-field superconductors. At the beginning a general review was
given on the development of advanced superconductors for fusion, referring to
ac/pulsed-field superconductors and high de-field superconductors. Then, the
sessions covered various topics mainly on alloy and intermetallic compound
superconductors, such as NbZr, NbTi, Nb,Sn, V0Ga, Nb_Ge and PbMo,S0.J J J Do



Italy: The fabrication of multifilamentary Nb Al wires by the Jelly-
Roll method was reported, together with superconducting properties of the
short sample wires, and problems related to the production of industrial scale
lengths of wires and possible ways to overcome such problems were discussed.

Japan: The research and development of NbTi, Nb Sn, V Ga and Nb Al
in universities, national laboratories and industries was reported in terms of
fabrication techniques and properties. Fundamental studies on the flux
pinning and the strain effects in superconductors were also presented.

USSR: The development of technical superconductors, such as NbZr, NbTi,
Nb Sn and Nb Ge, designed by some research institutes and commercial
plants was reported. This report also emphasized the importance of the
research and development of oxide superconductors in connection with the
progress of applied superconductivity.

It emerged in the sessions that Nb Al might be a new practical

superconductor for high-field as well as ac use.

2) Oxide Superconductors
Due to their potential importance on the development of the fusion

power system, the presentation and discussion of oxide superconductors was
specially added to the topics in this meeting. All the papers were submitted
from Japan.

Fabrication as weel as fundamental studies were discussed in 2 sessions.
A review talk was made on the development of fabrication processes for high-Tc
oxide superconductors in Japan. Then, efforts were reported in fabricating
Pb-doped Bi oxide superconducting tapes and wires, and it was pointed out that
oxide superconductors might be able to be used at very high fields if they
cooled down to liquid helium temperature where metallic superconductors were

3used. For example, a critical current density of 7x10 was reported for a
tape at 23T. High-resolution electron microscopy was presented on the



characterization of microstructures in Bi oxide superconductors. The
application of superconducting lens electron microscope was also discussed.

3) Superconducting magnets and applications
3 sessions were assigned to the presentation on superconducting

magnets and applications, and various projects involving superconducting
magnets were reported.

CEC: The model coil testing program to complete the database for the NET
fusion device was presented, and the definition and test requirements for the
model solenoid test facility were reported. The subsize and full size
conductors developed will be tested at the SULTAN facility in Switzerland or
the FENIX facility in the US, while the full size conductors and the model
coils will be tested at the TOSKA facility in FRG.

Italy: A collaborative project among Italy, the Netherlands and
Switzerland, the SULTAN III Project, was reported. The SULTAN is a major test
facilitry in the EC for the development of high-current superconductors, and
the SULTAN III will be remodeled out of the SULTAN II and used for the NET
Project.

The Netherlands: The research in the development of high-current
conductors for large magnet systems, such as accelerators like LHC-CERN and
HERA-DESY or fusion tokamaks like NET-ITER, was reported. Measurements of dc
and ac properties and losses, theoretical models and calculations, and the
construction programme of a Nb Sn dipole magnet were presented.

Japan: The development programs of superconducting magnets reported
could be classified into 2 types. One involved the development of a variety
of superconducting dc and pulse magnets to be applied to fusion machines, such
as tokamaks and heliotrons. The other referred to the construction of
high-field facilities where superconducting magnets and hybrid magnets as well
as pulse copper-magnets were used to evaluate developed superconducting
materials including oxide superconductors.



USA: SSC-related magnetization studies on NbTi-based multifilament
composite strands demonstrated positive effects of Ni additons into the strand
formulation on field stability and homogeneity. ITER magnet development
program was presented, including the development of 12T class Nb Sn-based
toroidal and poloidal field coil conductors as well as the construction of a
magnet test facility, FENIX. A design study of high-current cable-inconduit
superconductors were presented, indicating the high capability of such
superconductors for stable operation at quite high current densities.

USSR: A stability study was presented which analyzed the stability of
superconducting wires in fast changing fields by taking into account the heat
capacity and the matrix resistivity. It was shown that for thin wires the
permissible field changing rates were 10 times as large as those for the
frozen flux model. This may explain the contradictions between the theory and
experimental results, and allow to estimate stability limits in ac and pulsed

magnets.

4. Round Table Discussion
The IAEA planned a round table discussion at the end of the meeting

as an informal opportunity of directly exchanging opinions and comments among
participants working in various projects. 2 subjects were in fact proposed and
discussed by the participants.

(a) When has a Cable-In Conduit Conductor (CICC) to be preferred?
It turned out from the discussion that some concern existed about the

fixation of the cables in a CICC, allowing conductor motion and high local
heat generation. It was then suggested to divide a CICC coil into parallel
subcoils and charge them by separate power supplies, resulting in better
mechanical fixation, lower ac losses and more effective heat removal.
Expectation was presented that ac losses be lower than in Rutherford type
conductors, whereby use of a CuNi alloy and absence of solder would further
reduce the losses, however, at rather higher production cost.
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(b) Is there any need for international coordination in the utilization
of large test facilities for superconducting magnets?
A potential need for international coordination was suggested in

terms of collaborative utilization of existing large superconducting magnet
facilities developed in fusion, accelerator or many other large projects. It
was then pointed out that each magnet in a particular project had been
designed for a particular purpose and would be rather difficult to be used for
other purpose, while some facilities such as large cryostats could be useful
for different experiments, too.

Finally, future activities were discussed, and recommendation was made
for convening a meeting on engineering problems of superconducting materials.
Such meeting should be organized as an international seminar on the occasion
of a large conference, e.g. Applied Superconductivity Conference, August 1990.

Next page(s) left blank 11
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DEVELOPMENTS OF ADVANCED SUPERCONDUCTORS
FOR FUSION IN JAPAN
(Abstract)

K. TACHIKAWA
Faculty of Engineering,
Tokai University,
Hiratsuka, Kanagawa,
Japan

AC and Pulsed Field Superconductors
Nb-Ti conductors for pulsed field use upto several Hz,

e.g. poloidal field magnet, with filament diameter of 1-20
urn and large current capacities have been developed. Con-
ductors for AC power applications with filament size of 0.1
-1 urn are being developed. A 500 kVA superconducting coil
was successfully operated at 50-60 Hz. The development of
superconductors for AC use will bring about a large impact
in the electric engineering. However, there are »till a
few parameters to be optimized, e.g. barrier material, fila-
aent fabrication, wire configuration design etc., for AC
superconductors.
High-Field Superconductors

The high-field performance of NbjSn has been significant-
ly improved by the Ti doping. The aultifilamentary (Nb,Ti}3Sn wire with Ti bronze are being widely used for generating
fields 12-17 T at 4.2 K, The conductor was used also for
the construction of axicell coils of MPTF-B at LLNL. The
strain tolerance of HbaSn wire was also improved by the Ti
doping.

The fabrication of NbaAl-based superconductors with high-
field performance superior than that of (Nb.Ti)gSn is being
studied through different methods. However, stoichiometric
Nb3Al is stable only at elevated temperatures, and then a
rapid cooling technique, e.g. continuous beam irradiation
process is required to attain good high-field properties.
A critical current density Jc of 1.6x10^ A/cm2 has been ob-
tained at 30 T and 4.2 K for the EB-irradiated NbafAl.Ge)
tape.

Moreover, superconductors with crystal structures other
than A-J15 type are being developed. CIS V2(Hf,Zr) was fab-
ricated by a composite method, and B-I type NbN was process-
ed by a continuous sputtering. Recently, the Jc of Chevrel
phase PbMogSg wire prepared by a powder metallurgy process
has gained appreciable improvement by Sn substitution for
Pb, HIP treatment, reduction of strain effect etc. A Jc
of Ixlo4 A/cm2 has been obtained at 25 T and 4.2 K. The
possibility of using high-Tc oxide tape at 4.2 K for gene-
rating high magnetic fields is also under consideration.

Next page(s) left blank 15



TECHNICAL SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS

A.D. NIKULIN
A.A. Bochvar's Ail-Union Scientific Research

Institute of Inorganic Materials,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The main design characteristics and properties of superconducting wires
of round and rectangular sections on the base of niobium-titanium alloys,
intermetal1ic compounds, developed by a number of scientific and
research institutes and produced by the Soviet industry, are given, The
superconducting wires of round section in a copper matrix with the number of
Nb-Ti filaments up to 8910 have the Nb-Ti packing factor from 0.16 to 0.5 and
the filaments dia from 6 to 190 mm. The 0.5-2.0 mai dia wires with a twist
pitch from 8 to 25 mm depending on their purpose and construction have
jc= (1.4-2.75)x 10° ft/cm2 in the field of 5 T. The wires of rectangular
section 7-28 mm2 with a number of filaments up to 3000 and the packing
factor from 0.3 to 0.7 have Ic=5.8-18 kA in the field of 5 T. Super-
conductors on the base of Nb3Sn, V3Sa, V3Si , Nb3Al intermetal1ics, obtained by
the method of diffusion interaction in solid or liquid states are investigated
in detail. Jc of single wires on the base of Nb3Sn ( on the section
without copper ) has reached (2,7-5.0)xlO* A/cm2 in the field of 14 T, that
made it possible to use an analogous wire type for the Tokamak-15 installati-
on. The V3ßa base wires with the number of filaments up to 15000 have jc=3xlO*
A/cm= in the field of 14 T. The main trends of the development and proper-
ties of high temperature superconductors, produced in the USSR, are
consi dered.

INTRODUCTION

In the Soviet Union and other countries the developments in the sphere
of technical superconductivity were primarily stimulated by the needs
of nuclear science and engineering in the field of high energy physics,
plasma, nuclear and solid-state physics. Research and developments to produce
technical superconductors greatly progressed in the second half of the 601""
/!/. During a short period of time helium temperature level superconductors
were designed for different purposes first based on ni odium-zirconium and
niodiurn-titanium alloys (Tc=8-ll K) and at the beginning of the 701"*
on the basis of intermetal1ic compounds of the A3B type (Te=14.5-23.2 K) I2I.

At the same time throughout the whole world higher transition tempera-
ture superconductors were searched for. Beginning from 1973 Nb36e was
a record in relation to the critical temperature equal to 23.2 K and this
gave hope that it could be used at l i q u i d hydrogen temperatures. Recent
discovery of high temperature superconducting oxide compounds LaSrCuO /3/ and
later YBaCuO, BiSrCaCuD, TIBaCaCuO and others having the transition tempera-
ture of 33-130 K was a revolutionary jump in the progress of applied super-
conductivity.

The analysis of the problem status shows that the promising search for
ways of high current and high temperature superconductor production will
proceed simultaneously with the design and operation of traditional low
temperature superconductor devices including large magnetic systems for
charged particle accelerators, fusion plants and others.
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PRACTICAL SUPERCONDUCTING WIRES
This paper briefly discusses the Soviet developments of high current

superconductors for technical purposes. Superconducting alloys and compounds
cannot be used directly for practical purposes. Mechanical and electromagnetic
perturbations can destroy superconductivity condition; to prevent this a
superconductor must be stabilized. Procedures used for superconductor
production and the operational conditions of a magnetic system sophisticate
their structure. In this relation an engineered superconductor is a complex
composite system comprising dissimilar materials /4/. It is usually a
oiulti* < latienlary wire in which fine superconducting filaments are placed in a
copper or bronze matrix with diffusion barrier layers, reinforcing elements
and partitions made of a high electrical resistance material.

The work on superconductor materials comprises a large complex of
physical examinations of the current carrying capacity nature of supercondu-
ctors, the electrophysical characteristics of wires, superconductivity
properties of alloys and compounds. One IB required to solve fundamental and
engineering problems such as development of methods for physical and process
design of superconducting wires, calculation of their characteristics. For the
commercial production of superconductors high quality metallic and non-
metallic materials as well as technically elaborate equipment and processes
are needed. The quick development of the commercial production of supercon-
ductors was encouraged by the Soviet experience gained from the work with
rare, refractory and non-ferrous metals and their base alloys. Nevertheless,
processes were required for the production of special grade high purity
titanium, niobium, vanadium, copper as well as bronze, high electrical
resistance alloys and various semi-products such as tubes, rods, shapes, wire
and sheets. The use of vacuum metallurgy including electron beam, arc
(conventional and skull), induction meltings provided for the production of
high purity metals and alloys having adequate chemical and structural
uni for mity.

The studies into the rhéologie regularities of hot and cold
multicomponent composite deformations made it possible to find the wanted
engineering solutions for the commercial production of technical long-size
superconductors. The processes such as extrusion, drawing, r o l l i n g , welding,
soldering, electroplating, vacuum or protective atmosphere heat treatments
are widely used for the production of superconductors. The major operations
for conditioning composite precursors, their assemblage and sealing require
the technology of the "white gloves" type. Unique procedures and equipment
have been developed for many operations, among them twisting of multifilame-
ntary conductors. Methods and devices have been designed to control the
superconductivity characteristics, mechanical properties, composition and
structure of superconductors. Comprehensive studies were required to improve
the critical current density of superconductors having different compositions
and to establish the relationship between the critical current density and
process parameters. Investigations into the fine structure formation and
diffusion barriers using electron microscope, X-ray diffraction, X-ray
microspectrometry methods, Auger analysers together with the process
development made it possible to establish the scientifically documented
approach to the technology.

Different magnetic systems require different superconducting materials.
At the same time under commercial production conditions excess diversity of
wire gauges is not economical. This discrepancy is solved by the
metallurgical production of modular elements that can be directly employed
for winding small magnetic systems; at the same time with the cable produc-
tion methods they are used to produce high current carrying elements for
large magnetic systems /5/.
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NIOBIUM-TITANIUM ALLOY BASE SUPERCONDUCTORS

Niobium-titanium composite superconductors in a high purity copper
matrix are the major material of superconducting magnetic systems. This is
primarily accounted -for by the adequate mechanical properties of the alloys.
To-day, commercial plants produce a wide range of superconducting wires and
modular elements on the HT-50 (507. Nb,50X Ti) alloys base. Table 1 lists the
principal characteristics of Nb-Ti technical conductors produced in the USSR.

Table 1, List of Soviet HT-50 Alloy Base Superconducting Materials

Diameter
section,

mm

2
3
4
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
011
0
0

.0x3.
x 5
x 7
.85
.5;0.
.0; 1.
.5;!.
.38;0
.5;0.
.85;!
.5jO.
.0; 1.
,75;2
.85
.2-0.

5

85
2
75;2.0
.5;0.7
7
.0
7;0.85
2;1.5
,0
5*##

Filament,
number

2970
2970
3000
8910
2970
2970
2970

6
60
60

210
210
210
IS

75000

PF*

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

42
42
5
42
42
42
42
4
5
5
5
5
5
16
3

Fil
dia
ß

30
42
70
6

ament
i
m

6;10
12;
18;

14.5
21;24

104; 129; 182
45;
76;
24;
48;
84;
71
0.4

63
90
34;4i
58;72
96

Twist
pitch,
mm

150
150
200
8
8-10
15-20
20-25
8-10
15-20
15-20
10-25
10-25
10-25
10-25
1.3-3.3

Current carrying
capacity H=5 T, T=4.2 K

le, A
5800
10000
18000
550
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Jc**.
2.0
1.7
1.3
2.5-2
2.5
2.2
1.8
1.5
2.6-2
2.2-2
2.5-2
2.0-2
1.4-1
2.5
1.6-2

10-"A/cm2

.75

.8

.5

.8

.2

.6

.0

#PF - ratio of Nb-Ti alloy area to total superconductor area.
#*Jc - critical current density of Nb-Ti alloy.
#** - highly resistive matrix.

The superconductor range comprises rectangular wires for medium size
magnetic systems and excitation windings for crycelectromachines. Conductors
7 to 28 mmz in section have about 3000 filaments 30-70 mm in dia and
the factor of packing with Nb-Ti alloy equal to 30-50X. The high unit face-
to-face length to 1.5 km with a relatively large wire section requires
largesize precursors in case of the metallurgical fabrication or the
soldering of a small diameter fine wire into a rectangular section shape. The
need for high critical current density requires high cold work. Cold working
processes have been developed for large section precursors which enabled the
critical current density of 2.0 and 1.3x10° A/cm2 in the field of
5 T to be attained in 2.0x3.5 mm and 4.0x7.0 mm section wires, respectively.
Fig 1.

For some years the design and technology have been developed to produce
a superconducting wire for the Acceleration-storage comples (UNK) in Serpukhov
/6-8/. Stringent requirements are placed upon this conductor, its critical
current, copper stabilizer quality, twist pitch, losses and other

19



Fig 1, Cross section o-f CKHT-0.05-8910-0.42 (A), CnHT-3x5-2970-0.42 (B)

characteristics. The large-scale production of conductors for UNK required
large-scale operations under commercial conditions. The developed commercial
process using composite precursors up to 315 mm dia, the selected
thermomechanical treatment conditions made it possible to master the
production of 0.85 mm dia conductors with 8910 filaments, the packing factor
of 0.42, the filament diameter less than 6 jnm and the critical current
density more than 2.5x10° ft/cm3 and more than 2.75x10° A/cma in the field of
5 T depending on the precursor sizes and process conditions. Fig 1. The
introduction of a diffusion niobium barrier and the uniform optimized
structure made it possible not only to realize the high critical current but
also to increase the length of single wire up to 5-6 km.

Assemblages more than 300 kg in weight were used for the fabrication of
wires 0.85 mm dia containing 14190 filaments 4.5jnm dia in a copper matrix
in which the critical current density of 3.4x10° A/cm2 at 5 T was
reached. To-day superconducting wires in a high ohm or combined matrix with
75000 filaments 0.4-1.0 mm dia are being successfully designed, they will be
used at alternate currents.

INTERMETALLICS BASE SUPERCONDUCTORS

Comprehensive investigations into superconductors on intermetallie
Nb3Sn, V36a, V3Si and oth. base produced by the methods of
solid and liquid diffusion interaction permitted the design and commercial
production of a rather wide Nb3Sn base wire gauge. Table 2 gives the
list of the wires produced and their principal characteristics. Despite the
fact that some specialists are sceptical about Nb3Sn conductors due to
the inherent brittleness of Nb3Sn compound, scientists and plant
engineers have found technical solutions that furnish the commercial produ-
ction of single conductors and current carrying elements for the large
magnetic system of the fusion facility Tokamak-15 /9/.
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Table 2. List of Soviet Nb3Sn Intermetallics Base Superconducting Materials

Hire dia,
nn

Filaient Filaient
number dia,

Twist

It* H'

Current carrying

=8
le, A Jc.

0.
1.
1.

1.

1.
1.
1.
1.

5;0.8
Oil. 2;
5

0; 1.5

0;1.2;
5
O i l - 2 ;
5

14641 1.
14641 3.

5.

44521 2.

14641 3.
4.

44521 2.
3.

7i2.7

5;4.0;
1

2j3.3

4;5.1;
0

2;2.6i
3

10-25 200:450

25 600; 800;
1000

25 700; 1200

25 550;750;
1080

25 5£0;900;
1180

10

7.
6.

a.
10
8.

10
9,

T

10"* fl/ci:

.2(9.0

U7.Il
3

9;6.8

.0;9.4;
7

.6;10.4;
t>

capacity Notes
H=14 T

' Ic,A Jc.
40; 100

140;
280

150;

135;
265

140;

190;

300

180;

210

2
1
1

2

2
2

2

10-* fl/c«*
.0;2.0

.8il.7i
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Nb3Sn superconductors are produced both as stabilized and without a
copper stabilizer. In the latter case niobium-tin composites are twisted,
heat treated to form a superconducting compound and then electroplated with
copper. The critical current density of single wires is (7-il)xlO* A/cmz (for
the section without copper) in the field of 8 T and (2-2.7)xlO* A/cma in the
field of 14 T. Nb3Sn base conductors 0.5-1.0 mm dia were used to manufacture
a great number of magnetic coils with the induction of 11-12 T.

To-day niobium-tin superconductors are being designed with the alloyed
bronze matrix and niobium filaments; in this case in the fields of 8-14 T the
critical current density increases by a factor of 1.3-1.5. Conductors with an
internal tin core have been commercially fabricated; conductors 0.5-1.0 mm
dia (1938 filaments 5-10 mm dia) have the overall current density more than
14 and 5x10* A/cm* in the fields of 8 and 14 T, respectively. Fig 2.
A wide range of examinations have been carried out comprising mechanical
properties, irradiation of superconductors and methods of producing in situ
niobium-tin microcomposites as well as superconductors on V3Si, Nb3Ge, Nb3Al,
Vz(Hf,Zr), PbMo^Se and oth. base.

Stabilized V3Ba base wires were designed; their diameter is 0.5-1.0 mm,
the number of filaments ( 1.5-3.4 jnni) is up to 15000; the critical current
density of 0.5 mm dia conductors is 8 and 3x10* A/cm2 in the field of 8 and
14 T, respectively. Fig 2. Promising data on the loss level were received for
niobium-tin conductors having filaments of 1 mm and a twist pitch of 2.5 mm
and designed for operation at commercial frequency currents. To-day, large
section conductors are under development for use in SMS of a pilot fusion
reactor; so a current carrying cable conductor 7x4 mm2 in section having
more than a million filaments carries the current of 12 kA in the field of
9 T (4.3x10* A/cm2).
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Fig 2. Cross section of internal tin superconductor 1.0 an dia with
1938 filanents (A); cross section of V3Ga base stabilized
superconductor 1.0 n si dia with 14641 filanents (B)

HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS

The work on the method of YBazCu07-„ synthesis showed that its
serai-products in the form of powder, strips, pellets can be produced having
adequate electrophysical properties by the solid state synthesis of initial
oxides, nitrate pyrolysis, co-precipitation of carbonates from aqueous
solutions; cryogenic processes gave adequate results /ll/. In different
organizations throughout the country the production of YBa2Cu307_H ceramics
has been mastered having the transition temperature 91-95 K <ATc=2-5 K), the
yield of the superconducting phase being 95-97X: the range of the powder
particle dimensions is from 0.4 to 20 jnm depending on the production method
/12/. Under laboratory conditions Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3CU and Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3ulo ceramicshave been synthesized having the maximum transition temperatures of 114 and
125 K, respectyvely.

The results of the experiments /10/ and theoretical analysis showed that
production of long high-current HTSC ceramics base superconductors entails
some grave difficulties. Methods of powder metallurgy, cold work of metal
sheathed ceramics, plating by different methods, production of textured
materials by melting and directed crystallization as well as by extrusion
are of great interest for the solution of the problem of high current HTSC
production. In our investigations the methods of metal sheathed powder
deformation have progressed most of all /10,12,13/. Fig 3. The work to produce
composite superconductors by the particular method is being carried on in
three main directions:

- examination of structural changes and properties of a ceramic core in
the process of conductor deformation, the optimization of working (drawing,
rolling and oth.) at different temperatures, the formation of a dense ceramic
core in conductors;
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Fig 3. Cross section of nultifilaaentary YBaaCu3Q7_,, wire.

- optimization o-f the mechanical properties and design of a sheath that
permits elimination or minimization o-f reaction with YBaCuQ and the -fit o-f
the thermal expansion coefficient of a sheath to that of ceramic to eliminate
ceramics cracking during thermal cycling;

- optimization of the conditions of sintering and saturation of ceramic
constituents with oxygen in finished products to produce them in a dense
textured state.

The influence of different kinds of cold and hot work (pressing,
extrusion), impact loading (hammering) on ceramics density changes was
investigated to establish conditions leading to the maximum densification and
high Ic. It is shown that the density and densification extent of
ceramic specimens depend on the force and rate of cold pressing as well as on
the degree of the initial powder dispersion; the maximum density of as
sintered cold pressed ceramics is 5.5-5.8 g/cm3, Investigations of hot work
processes showed that although hammering produces a high density material
(p=5.85-5.95 g/cm3), hot pressing (p=5.7 g/cm3) and the more so hot extrusion
(p=6.0 g/cm3) are of greater interest. The critical current density of
specimens hammered and subsequently heat treated was lower than that of hot
pressed specimens ((6-8)xl02 A/cm2 at 77 K in the zero field). This is
likely to be related to large structural changes effected by impact loading.

In is established that specimens hot extruded at 900°C have a favourable
texture of the (001) type that forms over the whole specimen section;
and after anneals at different temperatures it neither disappears nor alters;
the specimen structure is characterized by a directional orientation of
grains. Composite materials were used to study the influence of a sheath
material strength (steel, copper, nickel, silver and oth.) on changes in the
density and superconductivity of HTSC ceramics "123" during cold drawing. It
is shown that the maximum attainable density of ceramics grows with the
strength of a sheath. Of all the materials studied only in steel or combined
steel + Ag sheaths it was possible to reach the ceramics density of 6.0-6.1
g/cm3 by cold drawing to 807.. Heat treatment required to recover the
superconductivity properties and to sinter oxides entails additional
difficulties due to both the chemical and physical compatibility of
YBa=Cus07_x ("123") with metallic sheaths. Of the metals
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investigated (Mb, Zr, Ta, M, Cu, Y, Fe, Ni) only nickel showed a relatively
weak interaction to form CuQ-nNiO boundary layer with some copper replaced by
nickel. The resultant layer has dielectric properties and inhibits the
current from getting into a specimen which is a further complication and
makes one use specimens with a partially removed nickel sheath which
showed Jc=1.3xi02A/cm2 at 77 K.

No diffusion interaction between yttrium ceramics and silver was found
out, besides silver is permeable to oxygen which makes it one of the most
promising sheathing materials. However, the TECs of phase "123" and silver
significantly differ (14xlO~* T~* and 20xlO~A T"1}, respectigely which is one
of the causes that inhibits the stable high critical current of composites
in a silver sheath. Nevertheless, superconductor specimens were produced on
yttrium ceramics base in a silver sheath, they are in the form of a band
0.05-0.15 mm thick and 3-5 mm wide; the ceramic core thickness is adequately
uniform over the wire length. The critical current density is 7.8xl03A/cm2 at
77 K in the zero field which is close to the published values 714,15/. It has
been confirmed that the deformation of ceramics increases the critical
current density by several times. It is apparent that the high critical
transport current (10*-10° A/cm2 at 77 K) is a key problem
that determines the technical feasibility of high temperature oxide supercon-
ducting compounds. Along with this a wide variety of challenging technical
problems must be solved fundamentally after which the conclusion might be
drawn as to the feasibility of introduction of new superconductors into the
technology.

CONCLUSION

To-day in the USSR Nb~Ti alloy, Nb^Sn intermetal1ics base
superconducting wires have been developed and brought to a commercial level,
they are designed for use in magnetic systems of an accelerator-storage
complex and a fusion facility Tokamak-15. A large complex of scientific
research and technological work is under way aimed at producing wires from
high temperature superconductors having a current carrying capasity
appropriate for practical usage.
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HIGH-FIELD SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES AND
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF (Nb,Ti)3Sn
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Abstract

Toshiba Corporation and Showa Electric Wire & Cable Co. , Ltd. have
cooperatively devoted great efforts to develop the tube processed
(Nb,Ti)„Sn conductors. These efforts have brought about the following

O
results.
(1) High critical current density was obtained at high fields for the
conductor with high tin content.
(2) The conductors have been widely used for high field applications.

INTRODUCTION

There has been an increasing demand for developing high critical
current density (Jc) superconductors having superior high-field
performance and high RRR (residual resistance ratio) for many
applications. Toshiba Corporation and Showa Electric Wire & Cable Co. ,
Ltd. have cooperatively developed (Nb,Ti)_Sn conductors processed by
the tube method for years [1, 2].

The tube processed (Nb,Ti)„Sn conductor has many advantages, as
compared with the usual bronze method. The advantages include no
intermediate annealings during the reduction process and a high tin
content in the copper clad tin core composite resulting in high Jc
values.

This paper reports various aspects on the tube processed
conductor; the fabrication process, the dependences of the critical
current density on the tin content, applied tensile strain, and applied
bending strain, the Jc below 4.2 K, the n value, RRR and also
fabricated conductors for practical use.
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FABRICATION PROCESS

The fabrication process, shown in Fig. 1, is as follows. A single
core wire consisting of a Nb tube with a copper sheathed tin core
inside and a copper tube outside, were used. Ti was added to the
element or elements which formed a single core. To fabricate
multifilamentary conductors, a number (one to 931) of single core wires
were bundled together in a copper tube and extruded by hydrostatic
extrusion. Then they were drawn down to the final sizes without any
intermediate heat-treatment, and finally submitted to reaction at 700
C to form a (Nb,Ti)„Sn layer inside the Nb tubular filaments. The
present method can vary the equivalent Sn content widely inside the
filament, depending on the copper sheath thickness. The conductors,
which had 20 - 90 % equivalent tin content, were prepared in order to
investigate the Jc values at high-fields in relation to the equivalent
tin content. Various final sizes of the conductors were fabricated for
research use (one to seven filaments) and practical use (over 100
filaments). A cross-sectional view of the conductor is shown in Fig. 2.

CRITICAL CURRENT MEASUREMENT

Critical currents (Ic) were measured in a transverse magnetic
field up to 23 T, generally using the one micro-V/cm criterion. A
superconducting magnet of Toshiba Corporation was used for the Ic
measurements below 15 T, and a hybrid magnet and a water cooled magnet
of Tohoku University were used from 15 to 23 T.
The Jc was defined as Ic divided by the conductor cross-section area,
except for copper (non copper Jc).

Jc - Sn CONTENT

The Sn content dependency of the Jc values was studied for the
(Nb.Ti) Sn layer and for the case of non copper at 14 T [1]. The non

O
copper Jc values increased as the (Nb.TiKSn layer thickness and theo
equivalent tin content in the copper-tin composite increased to the 90
% tin content. On the other hand, Jc values for (Nb.Ti) Sn layer at 14

2 2T of about 1500 A/mm and 2000 A/mm were obtained for samples of less
than 35 % Sn content and for more than 50 % Sn content, respectively.
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Fig. 1 Fabrication process for (Nb,Ti)3Sn conductor by tube method

Fig. 2 Cross-section view of fabricated conductors

Considering that all samples had the same grain size about 200 nm,
which was independent of Sn content, it was assumed that a higher Jc
(Nb,Ti) Sn layer with more than 50 % Sn content would be brought forth

O

by an increase in the upper critical field. Figure 3 shows the relation
between non copper Jc and the equivalent tin content in the Cu-Sn
composite inside the tubular filament The Jc values are seen to
increase with the tin content increase and show its peak value at 50 -
70 % tin content. The highest non-copper Jc, for instance about 400

2A/mm at 18 T, and the Jc decrease was the smallest for the 50 % Sn
sample, as the magnetic field increased. Typical Jc - magnetic field
curves are shown in Fig. 4 for champion data and practical use data of
multifilamentary conductors with 50 % Sn.
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The field dependence of Jc was studied below 4.2 K for superfiuid
helium use, as shown in Fig. 5 [2]. Ic was increased, as the
temperature decreased. The temperature dependence of Ic was larger at
higher magnetic fields; the normalized critical current, Ic (2.13 K) /
Ic (4.2 K) , which increased with increasing magnetic field, was 1,3 at
10 T and 1.5 at 15 T. The upper critical field also increased by 2.5 T
from 4.2 K to 2.13 K, which was obtained from those data using Kramer 's
plot. These results were obtained for the 25 % Sn conductor. The higher
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tin content (such as 50 %) conductor is considered to have a higher
normalized critical current at higher fields around 20 T, because the
upper critical field is much higher for higher tin conductors.

Jc UNDER TENSILE STRAIN

Jc vs. tensile stress-strain characteristic around 15 T was
measured using a newly developed apparatus [3] . The applied strain for
the conductor was measured by strain gauges directly attached to the
conductor. A stress-strain curve was obtained at 4.2 K using a
different tensile test machine. Figure 6 shows normalized critical
current Ic (tensile strain)/Ico vs. tensile strain for the conductor.
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Ico means Ic under zero applied tensile strain. The conductor showed a
small peak effect; the maximum critical current Icm (Icm/Ico = 1.03)
was obtained at 0.3 % tensile,strain. Ic degradation occurred at about20.4 % (corresponding 15 kgf/mm tensile stress). Furthermore, it was
obtained that Ic was reversible below 0.48 % but irreversible above
0.55 % tensile strain.

Jc UNDER BENDING STRAIN

Normalized Jc, the ratio of Jc at applied bending strain to Jc at
zero bending strain of Jco, vs. bending strain for 13 - 15 T was
measured, as shown in Fig. 6 [4]. As a result, normalized Jc at 0.2 %
bending strain equaled Jco, and Jc degradation of Jc at 0.4 % bending
strain was less than 10 % of Jco. The Jc decrease at 0.6 % strain was
20 % of Jco. Similar results were obtained from 13 T to 16 T. The field
dependence of Jc did not change under an applied bending strain
condition; a 50 % ratio between Jc at 16 T and Jc at 13 T was maitained
under any applied bending strain. These values are high enough,
compared with the bronze processed conductor; 20 % and 30 -40 % Jc
decrease at 15 - 16 T was obtained at 0.4 % and 0.6 % bending strain,
respectively, and Jc (at 16 T) / Jc (at 13 T) was 40 % for the bronze
processed conductor.

n VALUE

The n values obtained from the I-V curve from Ic measurement were
defined as V=al (V : voltage, I : current, a : constant). The effect
of the n values on magnetic field is shown in Fig. 7 for a
seven-filamentary conductor with 50 % Sn [1] . High n values about 40
for around 16 T were obtained, and decreased as the magnetic field
increased. The n values changed with the number of filaments of the
conductor; smaller n values were obtained for a larger number of
filaments, for instance an n value of 26 for a 108 filamentary
conductor at 13 T. The n value under an applied strain condition
decreased as the bending strain increased, as shown in Fig. 8 [4]. As
the bending strain was applied to the conductor, the conductor was
subjected to compressive and tensile strain simultaneously on the same
cross-sectional plane. Therefore, various strains were applied to
filaments in the conductor, and thus each filament had a different
value of Jc. This may have caused the decrease in the n value.
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RKR

When a high RRR is obtained, the heat-treatment time is generally
shorter, and thus it brings forth a low Jc value, and vice versa. In
view of these facts, an internal oxidation (IOX) process has been newly
developed to achieve a higher RRR of over 100 and a higher Jc
simultaneously [5]. The RRR was defined as the ratio of electrical
resistance at room temperature to that at 20 K. The IOX process
oxidizes impurity elements in a copper stabilizer matrix to oxides,
which makes a lower resistivity matrix and increases RRR. The IOX
process is as follows. First, the condcutor is heat-treated at around
300 C in air and a copper oxide layer is formed on the periphery of
the conductor. Second, oxygen diffuses to the inner side (copper
stabilizer) of the conductor and then combines the impurity elements in
the copper stabilizer when the reaction to form the (Nb,Ti).,Sn layer is

O

carried out at around 700 C in vacuum or Ar atomosphere. The impurity
oxides dispersed in copper do not contribute to electrical resistivity
and the purity of the copper matrix in the stabilizer increases. As a
result, RRR and conductivity above 20 K of the conductor increased
extremely, which were higher than those of the raw material for the
copper stabilizer. When sample conductors were heat-treated in the
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conventional heat-treatment condition, from 75 to 93 RRR valueswere
obtained. However, from 355 to 415 RRR values were obtained using the
IOX process, without Jc deterioration. A small coil with an 80 mm outer
diameter and 100 mm height by the wind and react method was also
fabricated using the IOX process. Sample conductors were cut out from
each layer of the coil, and RRR was measured, as shown in Fig. 9. This
result showed about 400 RRR for all samples. The IOX process was also
applied to a copper clad cupro-nickel core composite wire. The process
improved the RRR of the wire from 76 to 440. An optical microscopy
study was carried out to investigate the cause of this. As a result, a
black layer, nickel oxide, which surrounded the CuNi core, was
confirmed at the Cu/CuNi interface for the composite wire. It is
considered that the circular oxide layer played a role as a diffusion
barrier, and thus a high RRR was obtained. From the above mentioned
results, the IOX process is considered to be applicable also to the
ordinary bronze oriented Nb3Sn conductor, which will not need a Nb or
Ta barrier.
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Fig. 9 RRR for conductors from coil winding

CONDUCTOR APPLICATIONS

Tube processed conductors have been used for many high-field
applications. Some of examples using a monolith wire are 16.7 T coil
for Tohoku University [6], 19.36 T [7] and 20.1 T [8] coils for
Karlsruhe by superfluid helium cooling and a 15.5 T coil for our own
use [9] and another 15 T class coils by immersing into pool boiling
helium cooling. To give examples of a large current assembled
conductor, a copper housing encased conductor for the hybrid magnet at
MIT, as shown in Fig. 10, and a cable-in-conduit typed forced cooling
conductors (486 strands in the conduit) for DPC-TJ [10] and proto-type
conductors at the test coil for the fusion experimental reactor [11] in
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Fig. 10 Cross-section view of conductor for MIT

JAERI were fabricated. Especially, the 20.1 T coil has performed the
highest magnetic field in the world made of superconductors only, and
the hybrid magnet conductor for MIT has achieved 3980 A Ic and 952
A/mm2 Jc at 12.1 T.

CONCLUSION

A tube processed (Nb,Ti)„Sn conductor, having a high Jc value and
O

a high tin content copper-tin composite, has been developed for high
field applications. The Jc vs. magnetic field relation to tin content,
temperatures below 4.2 K, tensile strain, and bending strain, together
with RRR, and the n value have been studied. The obtained results were

2as follows. (1) The 50 % Sn conductor had the highest Jc 700 A/mm at
16 T. (2) Ic (2.13 K) / Ic (4.2 K), which increased with increasing
magnetic field, was 1.5 at 15 T. (3) At 15 T Ic degradation occurred at
about 0.4 % and the irreversible strain was about 0.5 %. (4) At 16 T,
10 % Jc degradation was within 0.4 % bending strain, while over 20 %
degradation was observed under 0.4 % bending strain for the bronze
processed conductor. (5) The IOX process has been developed for
obtaining high RRR and high Jc simultaneouly.
Finally, the tube processed conductors have already been widely used
for high-field magnets.
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PROGRESS IN SUPERCONDUCTING WIRES
IN FURUKAWA, JAPAN

Y. TANAKA
Yokohama R&D Laboratories,
Furukawa Electric Company Ltd,
Yokohama, Japan

Abstract

The state of the art and recent progress in superconducting wires and
demonstrating magnets in Furukawa are reviewed and discussed. Of the contributions
to superconductivity made by Furukawa, three have been outstanding. The first is to
supply the practical superconducting wires with excellent superconducting properties
involving reliability and resonable cost. Secondly, Furukawa has understood critical
relationships of processings to superconducting characteristics. The third is to
challenge developing advanced superconducting materials, demonstrating a new high-
field magnet. Nb-Ti alloy, Nb.,Sn and V-.Ga compound superconducting wires have been
performed as the practical superconductor for DC applications. For AC applications
these superconducting materials have been also developed. In a well-controlled
condition the maximum critical current density at 5 T of multifilamentary Nb-Ti wire
exceeds 3.8 x 10 A/cm . On the other hand, multifilamentary Nb-,Al wires with ultra
fine filaments around 0.1 yUm have been developed, resulting in success. The oxide
superconducting wires such as YBCO and BSCCO are also developed, reaching high
transport current densities of over 1 x 1 0 A/cm at 77 K, already.

INTRODUCTION
As regards the high field superconductors, manufactuerers rank these candidates

with respect to ease of fabrication, reliability in mechanical handling and cost as
well as superconducting properties. First of all, we should suply the
superconducting wires and /or magnets enough to understand and estimate the
superconducting properties. The superconducting properties which are important for
appications such as MRI, accelerator dipole magnets and fusion are transition
temperature, Tc, upper critical field, Hc2, and critical current density, Jc. The
first two are often refered to as intrinsic properties because they are determined
by the chemical composition and not strongly dependent on the microstructure, as is
the case for Jc. However, the practical superconducting wire must have ease of
fabrication and handling, resulting a high Jc with a reasonable cost. So
far, only three kinds of superconductors have been developed for practical use,
namely Nb-Ti alloy, Nb.,Sn and V-Ga compounds, which fit on the above-mentioned basic
properties and practical requirements.

Quite recently situation regarding choice of superconducting materials and
wires have changed for the more advanced level in the magnetic field, the operating
frequency, the mechanical strength and the critical temperature. As a result, the
scientific knowledge and the experience have been needed much more in order to
understand critical relationships of fabricating processes to superconducting
properties. This necessity pointed out in the Nb-Ti alloy superconducting wires,
firstly.(1) In this system, we have also obtained three fundamental limiting factors
of non-homogenity in the chemical composition, formation of the intermetallic
compound at the matrix-filament interface or the filament non-uniformity and the
pinning force due to c< -Ti precipitates and drawing strain after heat treatments,
coming to the highest critical current density. The new programs of the
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have been
encouraged by these approaches.

However there are many historical knowledges of the Nb.,Sn and V_.Ga compound
superconducting wires, a major difference between Nb-Ti alloy and these compound
superconductors is its ease of fabrication or its ease of handling. The other high-
field superconductors are also compound which can be deformed only about 0.2 % in
tension before they fracture and become useless in practical superconducting wires.
On the other hand, the oxide superconducting wires are in more strict situation
because experience is lacking in making wires and scientific information is
significantly comprex for controlling superconducting properties.
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The present paper has been prepared for the September 1989
Superconducting Materials and Magnets, organized by IAEA Specialists,
reviews recent work relevant to the high-field superconducting
arguments have been or will be presented elsewhere.(2)(3)(4)(5)

Meeting on
It briefly

wires. Detailed

PRACTICAL SUPERCONDUCTING WIRES

Nb-Ti ALLOY
The industrial fabrication of Nb-Ti alloy superconducting wires is well

developed, largely for MRI applications. In addition, valuable results from the
TEVATRON project, the TORE SPRA program, the TOPAZ project and the SSC program show
that significant improvements in Nb-Ti alloy wires are possible. The effort has been
focused on improving the Jc around 5 T to 8 T since 1970. The experimental Jc value
was demonstrated by the fabrication of commercialized products as shown in Fig. 1
These Jc values were achieved for strands with random filament sizes by a
combination of homoginized Nb-Ti alloy ingot and an alternate heat treatment
schedule developed since 1970.

The Jc of Nb-Ti superconducting are dominated by intrisic factors which depend
on the basic fluxoid-microstructure interaction and extrisic factors which relate
with filament non-uniformities such as the sausaging or the sunflower effect. The
optimum transport current is in fact a balance between an optimization of the
intrinsic microstructure and a minimization of filament non-uniformities.(6) Garber
et al. has shown that the resistive transition index, n, is an excellent diagnostic
for the presence of extrinsic limitations. The typical n-H characteristic rises
steeply with decreasing fields when the wire is large, but as the optimum Jc is
reached, the low field slope of the curve declines, as shown in Fig. 2. (4) The 2bestJc results that we have obtained so far exceed 3830 A/mm ( 5 T ) and 1450 A/mm ( 8
T ) at 4.2K.
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Fig. 1 Jc enhancement in NbTi super-
conductinf wires

0 2 4 6 8 10
B,T

Fig. 2 Effect of filament size on n-
H characteristics in NbTi wires

The drawing strain in the thermo-mechanical processes is a significant
factor in optimizing Jc. Fig. 3 shows the Jc value oftained as a function of total
drawing strain, Et, defined as total cold work from the extrusion size to the final
one. The maximum Jc values at 5T indicated by 4/380°C, 5/380°C and 6/380°C, shift
to higher strain with increasing of the number of heat treatments and these values
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are in the range of Kaniti's empirical relationship between Jc and Et. But the best
Jc results deviate fron his estimation, coining to the maximum Je on a small total
drawing strain. The difference between the composite wires strongly depend on the
thermo-mechanical conditions before final drawing process.

At five filament sizes, e. g. less than 1Q0m, to contrail the extrinsic factors
is significantly important in order to achieve high critical current deusities. The
principle cause of filament non- uniformities in fine filaments of less than 10/ftn is
the presence of intermetallic compounds at the matrix- filament interface. To
prevent the growth of the intermetallic compounds and to maintain filament quality,
a diffusion barries was added to each individual filament.(8) This technique had
been already developed in a Japanese company. This is also effective for altanative
approaches such as the double stacking method for the fine filament conductor and
the ultra fine filament wire, resulting in the performance of sub-micron filaments
for AC applications.(9) The extrinsic limitation of the Jc values is affected by
twisting, final annealing and cabling after controlling the Jc valuces in a strand
for the cables. The effects of twisting on the critical current degradation are
shown in Fig. 4. (3) Test results, which obtained on the SSC R&D program, reveal
that the critical current degradation depends on the pith length after twisting the
composite strand.
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Fig. 3 Critical current densities
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Fig. 4 Critical current degradation
due to twisting of optimized NbTi Wires

Nb3Sn COMPOUND
The recent progress in fabrication process of the compound superconducting

wires has contributed expansively to develop the high-field superconducting magnets.
The so-called "bronze process", as a predcminant one of several processes, has been
developed and successfully applied for the high-field magnets. In the process, Nb
filaments are processed in a bronze matrix and then reacted typically at 650-750" C
for 2-5 days to form the Nb.,Sn superconducting layer. This process is well
established in Furukawa and has been used to fabricate about 10 tons of
superconductors as shown in Fig. 5, primarily for fusion research magnets.(10) Two
major limitations of this process are (1) the limited ductility of bronze requires
many indermediate anneals during drawing, and (2) the need to co-process with bronze
means that the overall current density is reduced, coming to require the high
critical current density of compound itself.

As a modified bronze process to improve the critical current densities,
titanium additions which made either to the core or the matrix, or both have been
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developed.(11 ) Fig.6 shows overall Jc without copper versus magnetic field,
comparing with a conventional wire. The optimum amount of titanium is found to be
3-5 at % to the core and 0.3-0.5 at % to the matrix, respectively. Titanium
additions act on increasing the growth rate of the Nb~Sn layer and enhancing the
high-field Jc because of increasing in the upper critical field, Hc?. The titanium
addition also acts on refining grain sizes of the matrix, resulting in a strengthen
bronze matrix.(11)
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Fig. 5 Nb3Sn superconducting wires
for the MFTF-B project
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Fig. 6 Effect of titanium additions on
critical current density of Nb3Sn wires

Critical current densities on the bronze-processed Nb,Sn wires with various
filament sizes are shown in Fig. 7. It is found the filument size to obtain the
optimum Jc becomes around one micron and the Jc degradation occures steeply below
sub-micron sizes because that the non-uniformities before final heat treatments are
carried on the intermediate annel of the bronze matrix. As a process servey, the
Nb.,Sn superconducting wires with the same filament size of one micron produced by
the bronze process and the internal tin process were compared on the Jc degradation
at the high magnetic fields.(12) It revealed that the bronze processed wire when
compared to the internal tin processed one exhibits superior performance at the high
magnetic fields, for example, the Jc at 12T of the bronze-processed wire
correspnding with a value of about 3 times for the wire prepared by the internal tin
process.

An allowable strain in the multifilamentary Nb Sn wires is limited around 0.7%
even in the titanium added conductor. In order to avoid this strain effect,
different approaches have been developed for applications. The large diameter of
laboratory R&D solenoids and magnets for fusion experiments, and the huge design of
the conductor permit the use of a reacted Nb,,Sn superconducting wires. Most
accelerator dipole or generator designs require that the conductor is bent around a
relatively small diameter at the end and that the conductor is somewhat more
delicate than the conductor for fusion. For these delicate coils and the small
coils, a choice of design concepts should be needed from react after winding or wind
after reacting. Especially, to the wind after reacting concept tape shaped wires
and stranded wires as shown in Fig. 8 can be applied.
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V3Ga COMPOUND
We developed multifilamentary stranded V,Ga compound superconducting wires in

1974(13), and demonstrated a 10-Tesla magnet with the stranded wire. Secondly, to
increase in current capacity of the wire, a multifilamentary stabilized tape or
monolithic wire has been developed. (14) This tape was fabricated by the bronze
process. The composite tape contains 2,538 vanadium filaments embeded in a copper-
gallium matrix, involving a copper sheath for stabilization. The rolled composite
tape was heat-treated at 650 C for form V,Ga compound layer. The dimentions of the
tape fabricated were 0.16 mm thick ana 5.0 mm wide including a non-organic
insulation. The coil consisting 6 double pancake module of 30 mm in bore was tested
in a Nb-Ti magnet having a bore diameter of 124 mm, producing a magnetic field of 12
Tesla.(15)

Recently, we have developed the in-situ V_.Ga compound tape. The coil consisting
1 4 double pancake modules made from the in-situ V^Ga tape was tested in a Nb-Ti bias
field magnet, generating a magnetic field of 14.4 Tesla, in which the bias field of
the Nb-Ti coil was 9.9 Tesla. (16) The cross-sectional view of the tape and the
complete coil show in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. Although the longitudinal
distribution of vanadium for the tape was so good and the filaments were bridging
each other due to high content of vanadium, the stability at low field, flux jump
phenomena, rémanent field and hysteresis, which were generally observed, were not
more significant than our expection. (16) As a result, there was no problems for the
in-situ tape to apply the commercial or experimental superconducting magnets.

Fig. 11 shows the typical Jc-B character!stice for V,Ga tape and the bronze-
processed Nb-,Sn wire. In the figure it is found that the critical current densities
of V.,Ga compounds are promising to the high field and superior to Nb^Sn compounds,
and the critical current densities of the in-situ V-.Ga tape (B // surface) are also
superior to those of the bronze-processed V.,Ga tape because the in-situ tape has
fevorable current anisotropy. For instance, the current anisotropy at 12.5T, Jo?
/Jcj. , is about 1.5. The highest overall Jc// of 2.2*10 A/cm at 12T is obtained
for the Cu-42at% V tape, while the overall Jot is around 1.5*10 A/cm at 12T. Thus
the current anisotropy seems to be advanageous to the pancake cools.
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Fig. 9 Cross-sectional view of in-situ
V3Ga tape

Fig. 10 Complete coil using in-situ
V3Ga tape

Generally the strain effect in the in-situ wire is supressed, one of
fundamental problems of the compound superconducting wires seems to be avouidable.
But the strain effectsin the in-situ tapes are significantly affected by the
vanadium fraction before reaction and the conversion ratio from vanadium filament to
V~Ga layer. Fig. 12 show a typical comparison with the bronze-procèssea Nb_Sn wire.
In the case, the composite composition was Cu-40 at% V alloy and the conversion
ratio was about 70%. When the conversion ratio in the same composite was about
100%, allowable strains were steeply drawn back below 0.1%.(16)
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COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF COMPOUND WITH NbTi FOR HIGH FIELD MAGNETS
Fig. 13 attempts to provide an evaluation of the perfoumance in the

superconducting wires for high-field magnets. Five performance factors of the Jc,
intrinsic properties (Tc, Hc2), reliability, ease of fabrication and cost are
selcted, and each factor is ranked by three stages. In the diagram, it means that
the central region is not available for practical use and the outer region is
useful. The Nb-Ti alloy wires are almost performed without the fundamental
properties such as Tc or Hc2. Thus the Tc or Hc2 performance for Nb-Ti wires is
requireed finally. There are two approaches for the purpose: (1) cotrolling alloying
elements and (2) operating the coils below 4.2K. The latter approach has been
demonstrated by Saclay group as shown in Fig. 14. (17) A 10-T test facility has been
successfully constructed and tested quite satisfactly at 1.8K under atmospheric
pressure.On the other hand, the compound superconducting wires are in apparently strict
situation. Especially, the strain effect related with reliability is the most keen
problem. This effect seems to be unavoidable even if developing on reinforcements.
But other factors depend on fabrication techniques, and depending on the choice of
application scales large enhancement will be expected. Thus improvements to the
compound . fabrication processes could eventually change the future situation. For
instance, the in-situ process can be conformable for the Jc performance, and the
internal tin process for ease of fabrication and resonable cost.

Jc
Performance

Large-scale,
Ease of
Production

Intrinsic
Property,

Reasonable Cost Reliability,
Ease of handling,
Strain effect

Magnetic Field, T

Fig. 13 Performance diadram for super- Fig. 14 Critical currents of the TORUS
conducting wire II conductors, measured at 4.2 K and

1.8 K

ADVANCED SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE

Nb3Al COMPOUND
Several processes have been developed which allow aluminum filaments to be

fabricated and then converted to Nb,Al after mechanical deformation is complete. In
the first, the powder metallurgy process has been demonstrated. There are two
technical problems in the powder process, i.e., the filament continuity along the
longitudinal directon of the wire and the filament bridging. Recently, the jelly-
roll process and the composite process (18) have been developed, enhancing the Jc
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valve of fine filaments. Fig. 15 shows effects of filament sizes on the pinning
force. It seems to be consisted of three regions, i.e., below 70nm, 70-200 run and
over 200nm. In each filament region, although, it could be predicted that the
formation mechamism of Nb-,Al compounds and the pinning mechanism were significantly
changed, we should make efforts to investigate in detail. Fig. 16 shows a
comparison of Jc-B characteristics for metallic superconducting wires. The Nb^Al
compound superconducing wire, are runked about the middle even at high magnetic
fields, much attempt in the development for fabrication processes and scientific
understanding are needed.
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Fig. 16 Jc-B characteristics of Nb3Al
wires, compared with practical super-
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OXIDE SUPERCONDUCTOR
Oxide superconductors have the same characteristics of hardness and brittleness

as intermetallic compound superconductors such as Nb,Sn and V,Ga. Thus a direct
application of the tecniques elaborated for the intermetallic ccnpounds is useful to
attempt in making for oxide superconducting wires. Recently, sufficiently long
oxide superconducting wires anri tapes have been made by the composite process,
process. In the composite process, a metal tube such as silver was filled with
oxide powder. The loaded tube was then processed by drawing and rolling into wire
and tape, successively heat-treated at 800°C 900° C for 50 hr under oxygen
atmosphere. Fig.17 shows Jc-B characteristics of Ag-sheathed BSCOO superconducting
wires at 77K. The Jc values remarkably depend on the degree of crystal orientation.
The Jc values at 77K could keep high up to 0.01T, However Jc steeply decreased
beyond 0.01T.(19) On the other hand, in order to measure the transport current at
helium temperature, two aligned wires with different F value, which is the degree of
crystal orientation, were prepared. As shown in2Fig.18 the Jc indicated F95%
decreased with the magnetic field from 1.2*10 A/cm at 1T to 5*10 A/cm at 10T and
then kept almost constant up to 23T.(5) With respect to the transpot current of the
oxide superconducting wires, these approaches are very premising to develop the high
field superconducting wires and coil. (5)(20)
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CONCLUSION
Furukawa has contributed to superconductivity by to supply the practical wires,

to understand the fundamental properties and to develop advanced superconducting
improvement in the critical current density of NbTi wires has
reductions in filament size and special thermo-mechanical
appears that extrinsic factors such as sausaging have so far

wires. A large
accompanied by
technologies. It
produced the major limitations to the transport Jc. Nb^Sn would hold the advantage
over NbTi because of its higher critical field. However, significant requirements
for NfcuSn wires would be ease of fabrication, mechanical reliability and resonable
cost, under developed alternate processes would also require. V.,Ga superconducting
wires would be almost the same situation as the Nb^Sn wires. As a condidate of
advanced superconducting wires Nb-.Al compound would be developed successively.
However, developments of processings for ease of fabrication and improvements of
superconducting properties will require further RSD and few years for production
scale-up and demonstration. Oxide superconducting wires have been runked also as an
advanced materials even for higher magnetic fields.
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FLUX PINNING BY THIN a-Ti RIBBONS
IN SUPERCONDUCTING Nb-Ti

T. MATSUSHITA, S. OTABE, T. MATSUNO, K. YAMAFUJI
Department of Electronics,
Kyushu University,
Fukuoka, Japan

Abstract

It has been found by Lee and Larbalestier that the critical temperature
reduces monotonically, while the critical current density first increases and is
followed by a decrease, according as the diameter of superconducting multi-
filamentary Nb-Ti wire is decreased. This behavior is mainly caused by the
proximity effect between superconducting matrix and normal o-Ti ribbons that
becomes more remarkable as the thicknesses of two regions become smaller.
The critical temperature and the elementary pinning strength of a-Ti ribbons
are theoretically estimated by solving the phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau
equations for multilayered structure with superconducting and normal layers.
The critical current density is calculated from a statistical summation of the
elementary pinning forces. The obtained critical temperature decreases mono-
tonically, while the critical current density increases, with decreasing thicknesses
of the two layers. The decrease in Jc observed by Lee and Larbalestier is consid-
ered to result from constriction of superconducting layers by heavy cold work,
which may be associated with the sausaging of superconducting filaments in the
multifilamentary wire. If a development of drawing technology that does not
disorder the laminar structure inside the filament is achieved, a further increase
in Jc will be realized by a further reduction of the wire.

1. INTRODUCTION

From the view of application, superconducting Nb-Ti wires are required to have
much larger critical current densities than in the present stage. Main pinning centers
in Nb-Ti are normal a-Ti precipitates. As for the processing of Nb-Ti wires, an
empirical combination of cold work and heat treatment is employed so as to obtain
suitable geometries of normal a-Ti precipitates for flux pinning. The thicknesses of
a-Ti ribbons and interstitial superconducting layers are decreased during a reduction
of a diameter of multi-filamentary Nb-Ti wire by cold drawing. These thicknesses are
comparable to or smaller than the coherence length in the superconducting matrix
(/J-phase).1) Hence, the proximity effect seems to be notable.

Meingast et a/.2) and Lee and Larbalestier1^ measured the critical temperature
and the critical current density in Nb-Ti at various stages of cold work after heat
treatment. During this process, the wire is drawn extensively. They found that the
critical temperature reduced monotonically while the critical current density had a
maximum at the thickness of a-Ti precipitates of about 20% of the superconducting
coherence length, according as the wire diameter was reduced.

The optimization of a-Ti structure in Nb-Ti wires is required so as to get higher
critical current density. But the phenomenon is very complex because of the prox-
imity effect, and it is hard to find empirically the optimum condition for the critical
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current density. Hence, it is worthy to estimate theoretically the effect of proximity
on the critical temperature and the critical current density. In this paper,this prob-
lem is investigated by solving the phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau equations for
superconducting-normal multilayers. The result is compared with the experimental
results by Meingast et al. and Lee and Larbalestier.

2. THEORY

2.1 Basic Equations

The superconducting properties in semimacroscopic scale can be described by
the phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau equations. These equations in the super-
conducting region are given by

J_
2m (-JÄV

m - * W) - — 1m

(1)

(2)

—* —*

where A is the vector potential, \? is the superconducting order parameter, and J is
the current density. In the normal region, on the other hand, the order parameter
obeys the schrödinger equation

—
2m (3)

instead of Eq.(l), where an is a positive parameter associated with the repulsive
potential for superconducting electron pairs.

For estimation of the critical temperature, we treat the case where the current
and the magnetic field are not applied. Since the geometry of the normal a-Ti
ribbon precipitates in superconducting Nb-Ti is complicated, we approximate the
present system by the idealized multilayered structure with superconducting and
normal layers as shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, the thicknesses of normal and su-
perconducting layers are 2dn and 2dt, respectively. These thicknesses are normalized
by the G-L coherence length Ç in the superconducting layers. We define the rç-axis,
which is also normalized by £, along the direction normal to the multilayer. From
the periodicity, we have only to consider the region 0 < 77 < dn + ds in Fig. 1.

In this case Eqs.(l) and (3) are reduced to 3)

drf
+ R - R3 = 0; (4)

normal superconducting

-2d,

Figure 1. Idealized periodic multilayer.
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dn

where R is the absolute value of normalized \£. The parameter 0 is defined by

(5)

(6)

where £„ = h/(2manY^ is the coherence length in the normal layer.
Equations (4) and (5) can be solved analytically and we have

R = ~ Tô) dn < rj < ds + dn,

Q<r)<dn,

(7)

(8)

where we used the symmetry condition, dR/drj — 0 at r\ = 0. In Eq.(8) snz is
Jacobi's elliptic function with a modulus k which is related to c through

l-P
c = (9)

and TJQ is an integral constant. In Eq.(8), R(Q) is a value of R at rj = 0. These con-
stants, c, rj0 and jR(0) can be determined from the boundary conditions, continuity
of R and dR/drj at the interface rj — dn and dRfdrj = 0 at r? = dn + ds.^

Examples of obtained R are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In these figures, the
ratio of normal and superconducting layers is fixed as dn : ds = 1 : 4. It is seen that
the proximity effect becomes remarkable when the thicknesses of two layers become
small.

Figure 2. Order parameter in the multilayer for (a) dn — 0.6 and d, = 2.4
and (b) dn = 0.2 and d, = 0.8.
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2.2 Critical Temperature

First we consider the condensation energy density F in the two regions. This is
given by

(10)

(11)

~ ; dn<ri<dn

0 < rj < dn.

In the above, HCQ is the bulk thermodynamic critical field. The critical temperature
TC is determined by the minimum point of F, which corresponds to the maximum
of R. At the center of superconducting layer 77 = dn + ds, R takes the maximum
value, R = \/l — c. Thus, we have

2

In the absence of the proximity effect, this takes —1/2. This enables us to define
an effective thermodynamic field under the proximity effect: Hc = Hc0^/l — c2. If
we assume that the electronic state density at the Fermi surface is not appreciably
influenced by the proximity effect, the critical temperature is proportional to Hc.
Thus, we obtain4^

Tc = TcQVl - c2, (13)

where Tc0 is the bulk critical temperature under no influence of the proximity effect.

2.3 Elementary Pinning Force

In the normal core of a fluxoid, the superconducting order parameter is reduced
to zero. Hence, the condensation energy changes when the fluxoid is displaced in the
region where normal precipitates are distributed. The elementary pinning force can
be estimated from the variation of the condensation energy during a displacement of
the fluxoid. For simplicity, we shall estimate a difference in the energy between the
two cases (a) and (b) shown in Fig. 3. When the fluxoid is located in superconducting
and normal layers as depicted in Fig. 3(a), the energy per periodic length 2(d„ + ds)
is given by

nfluxoid

o-Ti

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Idealized arrangement of normal layers and fluxoid.
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fdn+d,
Fdrj. (14)

Jo
When the fluxoid is placed in the normal-layer free region as shown in Fig. 3(b), the
energy is

where (R)s means a value of the order parameter averaged in the superconducting
layer. Thus, the elementary pinning force of the normal layers is approximately
estimated from

TT G'-G ( B

When the proximity effect does not occur, the above equation is reduce to

= fpQ. (17)
D C2

In a practical case, the normal precipitates are not always perpendicular to the
fluxoids. When the normal precipitates is perpendicular to the fluxoid, the volume
of elementary interaction is minimum and takes 2TrC2dn. The practical interaction
volume is larger than this value, and the elementary pinning force is given afp, where
a is a correction factor. Typically we have a — 2.98 for the width of the normal
layer of wt; = 30£.

2.4 Critical Current Density

In commercial Nb-Ti wires, strong pinning points, i.e., edges of a-Ti ribbons, with
very high density distribute randomly. Hence, the critical current density should be
calculated in terms of the statistical summation. For strong pinning centers as in the
present case, the transverse correlation length of the fluxoid lattice lee is less than
the fluxoid spacing a/. Hence, the fluxoids behave incoherently as in the amorphous
state. The longitudinal correlation length £44 is expected to be given by a cut off
length 4?ra/. Thus, the number of pins in the elastically correlated volume is

(18)

where N is a concentration of a-Ti ribbons in a transverse cross section and is
approximately given by

The number n varies from 2 to 10 in the practical cases. Since n is not large enough,
a deviation from the simple statistical behavior is expected. From a numerical
simulation, the strength of a superpinning center composed of n pins with the force
afp is estimated as 1.6n°-56a/p. Thus, critical current density is obtained as4)

7 1.6na56o/P , NJc = — —— -A 20

where <j60 is the flux quantum.
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3. DISCUSSION

3.1 Critical Temperature

The critical temperature of Nb-Ti composites has been measured at various stages
of processing by Meingast et al ^ In the first stage, Tc raises from 9.1 to 9.5 K. This
comes from a variation of composition during precipitation of a-Ti. The ensuing
cold drawing without heat treatment makes Tc fall from 9.44 to 8.7 K. Only the
geometry of a-Ti precipitates was varied and their volume fraction was about 20%
during this process. This variation seems to originate from the proximity effect.
Here we compare the present theoretical result with their experimental data. From
the observed volume fraction of a-Ti, we will limit to the case of dn/ds = 0.25 in
this calculation. From Fig. l in Ref. 2, we assume the bulk critical temperature
Tc0 as 9.50 K. The obtained theoretical result of the critical temperature and the
experimental data are shown in Fig. 4.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Figure 4. Calculated critical temperature for dn/ds = 0.25 and the ob-
served results (o) by Meingast et al.2)

Both the theoretical and experimental critical temperatures decrease monoton-
ically with the decreasing thicknesses. The experimental data agree with the cal-
culated result with 9 = 1.4 in the range of dn > 0.1. For dn < 0.1, however, the
deviation between the experimental and theoretical results is large: Tc drops sharply
with the decreasing thicknesses. This sudden degradation in Tc suggests that the
proximity effect becomes more remarkable for dn < 0.1. In such an extensively cold
drawn wire, the laminar structure inside the filament may be disordered heavily,
resulting in appearance of the region where the superconducting layer is constricted
and the ratio dn/ds is locally large. The proximity effect in such a region is expected
to be much more significant and the superconducting characteristic seems to be de-
graded more. In fact, disordered laminar structures are observed in such wires and
this fact supports the above assumption.
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3.2 Critical Current Density

In Fig. 5 the calculated critical current density at B = 5 T is compared with
the experimental results by Lee and Larbalestier,1-1 where we assumed that the ratio
of dn/ds is constant (0.25) and w is proportional to dn.^ We also used the param-
eters: v0Hc0 = 0.11 T and f = 5.52 nm (p0#c2 = 10.8 T). A factor of 0.63 is
multiplied to the calculated Jc so as to get a good fit with the experiments. The
larger theoretical value than the experiments may be due to a direct summation of
the forces on respective fluxoids. According to reduction of the layer thicknesses,
the calculated Jc increases monotonically, while the observed Jc first increases and
then drops suddenly for dn < 0.1. The sudden drop of Jc seems to be liked with
the sudden drop of Tc shown in Fig. 4. That is, the degradation in Jc also seems to
be caused by the stronger proximity effect at the region where the superconducting
layer is significantly constricted. The theoretical results for larger values of dn/ds
are shown in Fig. 5. This shows that Jc decreases sharply according as dn/ds in-
creases. This disorder of the laminar structure may be related to the sausaging of
the superconducting filaments.^ If the laminar structure is not disordered during
the drawing, the critical current density is expected not to be degraded.

3.5

-3.0
E

<n
O

2.5

2.0,

0 = 1.4

0.1

=0.25

0.2 0.3

Figure 5. Calculated critical current density for 6 = 1.4 and the observed
results (o) by Lee and Larbalestier.^

4. CONCLUSION

The proximity effect by a-Ti precipitates in multifilamentary Nb-Ti wires is in-
vestigated by solving the phenomenological G-L equations and the theoretical results

and Jc are compared with the experimental results of Meingast et al. and ofon
Lee and Larbalestier. The following results are obtained:

1. The decrease in the critical temperature and the increase in the critical current
density according to the reduction of the layer thicknesses are explained by the
theory for dn > 0.1.
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2. The sudden degradation in the critical temperature and the critical current
density for dn < 0.1 may be caused by a constriction of superconducting layers.

3. If a development of drawing technology that does not disorder the laminar
structure is attained, further increase in the critical current density is expected.
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Abstract

Parameters relevant to the strain dependence of critical current Ic
have been investigated with emphasis on the correlation with the conductor
constitution and heat treatment. Examinations have been made on several
advanced Nb3Sn conductors which are in the course of development. The
conductors involved are; bronze processed NbsSn conductors with third
element, internally stabilized conductors, internally reinforced conductors,
internal tin diffusion processed conductors and in situ processed
conductors. The strain characteristics are specified in terms of pre-
compression strain, reversible limit strain and strain sensitivity of Ic.
Improvement of the strain characteristics in these conductors through proper
choice of parameters is briefly discussed.

Effect of neutron irradiation on the strain dependence of the
conductors is also presented. Changes in the mechanical properties of the
constituents induced by irradiation alter the strain characteristics of Ic.
Role of the third additive element to the irradiation-strain synergistic
effect is discussed with emphasis on both the amount and the species of the
additive element.

INTRODUCTION

The developments have been made on fabrication of advanced Nb3Sn
conductors which have high critical current density at high fields. The
strain effect of critical current IG of the conductors is known to be
influenced by various parameters associated with constitution of the
conductor and heat treatment. The behavior of the conductor under strain is
characterized by pre-compression strain £m, reversible strain limit eirrev
and the strain sensitivity of Ic [11.
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The IG of the conductor is also altered by neutron irradiation. It is
mainly due to the change in the critical parameters in the conductors and is
partly due to the change in strain state induced by the irradiation. In
this paper, the results of examination of strain effects in the advanced
NbsSn conductors are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL

Several kinds of wire conductor, the details are to be described in the
next section have been studied. The strain dependence of Ic was measured at
1ST (IMR Tohoku University) and 6T (RRI, Kyoto University) using the loading
apparatus [2,3], The criterion of Ic was 1 yV/cm and the accuracy of strain
measurement was 0.05 %.

The neutron irradiation was performed using the in-core irradiation
facility of RRI, Kyoto University at the reactor ambient temperature
(estimated specimen temperature; 355K). The fast neutron flux was 1.6xlO-*-3
n/cm^.sec for neutron energy EX).l MeV. The critical temperature Tc at zero
magnetic field was also measured by the induction method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bronze Processed Conductors
Addition of Ti improved the strain sensitivity of Ic of a multifila-

mentary wire conductor (0.31 mm dia.) at high field [4], The em was almost
the same as that of without addition and eirrev was slightly small [4], The
latter is contrary to the result previously reported [53. Further study in
the effect of Ti addition is required on the view points of 1) suppression
of martensitic transformation and 2) suppression of Kirkendall void
formation.

The position of copper stabilizer slightly affects the strain charac-
teristics of Ic- Figure 1 shows the comparison of two conductors which have
almost the same conductor parameters excepting the location of the
stabilizer [63. In the internally stabilized wire, the £m is lower and the
strain sensitivity is higher as compared to that in the externally
stabilized one. These are explained in terms of the change in the tri-
axial strain state in the (Nb,Ti)3Sn layer induced by stabilizer confined
inside of filaments/bronze composite.
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Comparison between Fig. l(a) with Fig. 2 shows the effect of heat
treatment. The longer heat treatment time results in the larger Ic and
smaller £m» £Q,irrev an<3- the strain sensitivity of Ic.
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FIG. 1. Strain dependence of !c in bronze processed conductors.
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FIG. 2. Strain dependence of lc in bronze processed conductors.
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Internally Reinforced Conductors
In order to withstand huge electro-magnetic force as well as to enable

winding after reaction heat treatment, the composite conductors with rein-
forcement have been developed [7], The conductor examined is a bronze
processed multifilamentary (4 \pi x 4620) composite with 7 reinforcing wire
of type 405 stainless steel; one in the center and 6 at corners of the
composite inside the stabilizing copper sleeve. The conductor, diameter
being 1.2 mm, is heat treated at 923 K for 173 h.

The flow stress of the conductor increased drastically as compared to
that in conventional bronze processed conductors (Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows
Ic vs. strain relation at 1ST. Increase in strain tolerance is seen in
£m=0.4 %, which is higher than that in the conventional conductors. The
intrinsic reversible strain limit £Q,irrev = îrrev ~ £nu however, is
rather low (0.4 %) and the strain sensitivity of Ic is comparable or
slightly high as compared to conventional conductors. These are suspected
to be correlated with the serration occurring around 0.9 % strain in the
stress-strain curve and micro-strain bursts preceding it. These localized
deformation in 405 steel (b.c.c. metal) through twining and/or low
temperature embrittlement can deteriorate superconducting characteristics at
that portion and leads to inferior strain dependence of Ic. The strain
sensitivity will be improved by adding the third element. Proper choice of
reinforcing metal and constitution which minimize direct transmission of
local strain in the reinforcement to NbsSn layer is required.

Another point worthy to be noted in Fig. 4 is that enhanced recovery
of Ic in the Ic vs. strain characteristics within the "reversible strain
limit". This is comprehended through the residual strain state including
radial and tangential direction in the conductor induced by reinforcement
and its relaxation through the plastic deformation in some of constituents.

500

o
CL

intoa»i»«+-.
1/1

Internally reinforced Nb3Sn 923K(196h)
B=15T A.2K

i i r i
0 1.50.5 1.0

Strain (%)
FIG. 3. Stress-strain curve of internally reinforced conductor.
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FIG. 4. Strain dependence of lc in internally reinforced conductor.

Internal Tin Processed Conductors
In order to reduce the fabrication cost, internal tin process has been

developed. The strain characteristics in the single Sn core conductor is
not excellent, but distribution of Sn cores reduced the strain concentration
at the Kirkendall voids and, therefore, the eirrev is equal to the fracture
strain [83. Figure 5 shows the fracture surface of an internal tin
processed conductor. It has been reported that the addition of Ti make
difficult to fabricate a long conductor. The problem, however, has now been
overcome through the improvement in conductor design and fabrication process
[9],

In situ Processed Conductors
Because of higher strain tolerance [3], in situ processed conductors

have been one of the most promising conductors for large scale high field
magnets. In the high Nb content conductor for high Ic, however, difficulty
of Sn diffusion and the uneven Sn diffusion in both radial and longitudinal
direction has been a problem. Figure 6 shows the deviation of reacted layer
caused by improper heat treatment coupled with high Nb content. In the
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FIG. 5. Fracture surface of internal diffusion processed conductor.

FIG. 6. Fracture surface of in situ processed conductor.
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worst case, tin balling resulted in both reduction in Ic and premature
fracture of the conductor. This problem is improved by a careful heat
treatment procedure including one prior to Sn plating. Now the blistering
has been controlled through the proper design of Cu cladding thickness [10].
In order to scale up the conductor, CaO melting is being developed [11],
Multi-core internal diffusion method is used in this conductor, in which the
design of heat treatment is important.

Effect of Ti Addition, on Irradiation Effect of Î .
Figure 7 shows the dependence of Ic on neutron fluence ()>t in a bronze

processed multifilamentary NbaSn conductor and a (Nb,Ti)3Sn conductor at 4 T
[12]. The diameter, bronze-to-Nb ratio and Cu-to-non Cu ratio of the
conductors are identical; 0.31 mm, 2.0 and 0.45, respectively. The Ic value
of wires prior to the irradiation is almost the same at 4T, 128 and 125 A.
The change in Ic can not be attributed to the strain effect at this magnetic
field, because the behavior of the Icm, the maximum Ic free from strain,
with <J>t is eventually the same as that of Ic (Compare circles and triangles
in Pig. 7; detailed description of the change in strain state will be given
later). The increment of Ic at the peak is less and the (j>t crossing Ic/Ico
= 1 is fairly lower in the Ti added NbßSn conductors as compared to that in
the pure NbsSn. Addition of Ti raises Tc and increases BC2 through increase
of resistivity at normal state and suppression of martensitic transformation
[13,14], If we assume that neutron irradiation changes BC2 through the same
mechanism associated with disorder or solute addition, then the Ic in the
(Nb,Ti>3Sn conductor will decrease at lower (j>t as compared to that in the
pure NbsSn. ,^_

Nb35n
(Nb,Ti)3Sn
(Nb,Ti)3SnRef.15 —

0 1017

FIG. 7. Dependence of lc on neutron fluence.

1018
Neutron fluence (n/cm2)
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The effect of irradiation reported by Weber [15] on (Nb,Ti)3Sn
conductor (broken line in Fig. 7) is more significant as compared to ours.
Possible reasons for the discrepancy are the difference in the irradiation
temperature (ambient temperature in the present study and low temperature in
Weber's) and that in the amount of Ti. The low temperature irradiation,
however, will induce more significant damage as compared to that of ambient
temperature because of low mobility of point defects. Therefore the
discrepancy is not explained by the difference of irradiation temperature.
The Tc in (Nb,Ti)sSn is known to depend on Ti content in the compound layer
[13,14], The Tc increases with an increase of the Ti content and reaches a
peak value at 1 at% Ti and then decreases. Therefore, the difference of Ti
content in (Nb,Ti)sSn conductor can change the behavior of Ic vs. <t>t. The
amount of Ti is estimated to 1.8 at% and is smaller than that of Weber's
(2.8 at%). The earlier decrease of Ic in Weber's conductor can be
attributed to the larger amount of Ti.

The dependence of Tc in our specimens on the neutron fluence is shown
in Fig. 8. The difference in degradation of Ic in our (Nb,Ti)3Sn conductor
from the pure Nb3Sn conductor mentioned before appears to be associated with
change in Tc. According to Sekine [14], the peak of Ic occurs in the Ti
content range of 0.5-1.5 at% depending on a magnetic field; the higher the
field, the higher the Ti content. This can be partly ascribed to the
strain effect caused by pre-compression coupled with the strain sensitivity
which depends on a magnetic field and the Ti content. Therefore, optimum
Ti content without significant degradation by irradiation should be chosen
depending on the magnetic field to be subjected.

Recently, the effect of 14 MeV neutron irradiation on the conductors of
NbsSn added with Ti or Ta has been examined up to the magnetic field of 20 T
[16,17], The result indicates that the similar effect as mentioned above

1.0

o. u
,0.5

Bronze Tœ(K)
• Nb3Sn 17.7
a (Nb,Ti)3Sn 17.7

I i I
1019

0t (n/cm2)
FIG. 8. Dependence of Tc on neutron fluence.
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also exist in the case of high energy neutron irradiation and that Ta
addition appears more deleterious [17], In order to compare the effect of
additive elements, however, not only the species but also the amount
constituting A-15 phase should be taken into account.

Irradiation-Strain Synergistic Effect
Not only the value of Ic but the dependence of Ic on strain are also

changed with the irradiation. Figure 9 shows the strain values which
characterizes strain effects in the bronze processed conductors as a
function of <j>t and is summarized as follows [183.
1) The peak strain % increased with increasing <t>t.
2) Beyond a certain <{>t (l.OxlO19 n/cm2), reversible strain limit Eirrev

coincided with £f.

1018 1019
Neutron fluence (a)

Neutron fluence (n/cm2)
(b)

FIG. 9. Characteristic strain values as a function of fluence.
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3) The ef increased beyond the <j)t of 3.0xlOl9n/cm2.
4) The £Q,irrev °f tne NbsSn conductor monotonically decreased with an

increase in <j)t, while that of (Nb,Ti)3Sn conductor decreased up to the
4>t of 5xlOl8n/cm2 ancj aid not change by further irradiation.
The increment of em is not fully explained by the hardening of the

ductile materials in the conductor. This is partly explained by the elastic
softening of Nb3Sn with decreasing temperature. The marked increase in Bra.

implies that an additional compressive strain in the direction of the axis
has brought about to the Nb3Sn filaments during the irradiation through some
mechanisms which are not known at this time. If it is the case, increase
of Em will occur even in the conductor which is irradiated at cryogenic
temperature, as is the case in the conductor of the magnet for fusion.

The coincidence between £f and Eirrev is interpreted as follows. Since
bronze matrix has been hardened and embrittled by irradiation of high <J>t, a
crack may propagate into the bronze surrounding the NbßSn filament in which
a crack is initiated, and it leads to cracking in the filament to it and so
on. Therefore, the fracture of the conductor is dominated by fracture of
the filament and the £irrev coincides the £f as in the case of ordinary in
situ conductors. The £irrev increases due to enhancement of £m with
irradiation, and so does the £f.

The decrease in £Q,irrev with increasing <t>t means that filament is also
embrittled. This effect is more remarkable in bronze processed NbsSn
conductors as compared to that in bronze processed (Nb,Ti)3Sn. One
plausible explanation to the difference is that the irradiation induced
suppression of the martensitic transformation is less significant in the
case of Ti added wire [133.

Study in the strain effect of Ti added in situ conductors are under way
in our group.

SUMMARY

Strain characteristics of advanced Nb3Sn conductors depend on the
constitution. Internal stabilization results in slight increase in the
strain sensitivity. A reinforced conductor has higher flow stress and
higher £m, but slightly smaller £0,irrev and slightly higher strain sensi-
tivity. An internal Sn processed conductor with Ti addition and large scale
in situ conductor with good strain characteristics are being fabricated.

The Ic of Ti added NbsSn conductors is degraded at lower §t as compared
to that of pure NbsSn. The degree of degradation appears to depend on the
species and the amount of additive elements.
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The constituents of the conductors are hardened and embrittled by
irradiation. The peak strain £m for Ic increases with <j>t. Beyond <j>t of
IxlO-^n/cm^, the reversible limit strain Sirrev coincides with £f. The
intrinsic reversible limit strain £Q,irrev decreases with (()t.
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Abstract

Critical current densities in in-situ processed V3Ga wires prepared by a CaO
crucible melting and CCE (dad-chip extrusion) processed Nb3Al wires were studied up
to 22 T in the hybrid magnet (HM-2) at HFLSM. Tohoku University. A Cu-20îV alloy was
melted by using an induction furnace and a CaO crucible, and then wire drawn down to
the final size of -0.3 mm0. Samples were heat treated (450-550°C)x(2-6.5days) for the
reaction of V3Ga compound after a Ga plating on the wire surface. The sample heat
treated at 550°C for 2 days showed the best Jc values higher than 10* A/cm2 up to 16.2
T. It is expected that higher Jc values at higher field will be attained after the
optimization of alloy composition, heat treatment condition and so on. The best sample
of Nb3Al wire prepared by the newly developed CCE process showed Jc higher than 10"1
A/cm2 up to 18.8 T at 4.2 K.

INTRODUCTION

High Tc oxide superconductors" have
been discoverd in 1986, 75 years after
the discovery of superconductivity. The
impact of this discovery was very large.
However, it seems likely for us to need a
little longer time than first expected
for the practical application of these
new materials. Therefore, it is very
important to continue the effort to
improve or develop conventional high

field superconductors, which have
recently shown appreciable progress.

In this paper, our recent works on
the high field characteristics of in-situ
processed V3Ga wires prepared in an
induction furnace and a CaO crucible2'
and a new process named as clad chip
extrusion (CCE) process3' for the
preparation of a superconducting Nb3Al
wire will be reported.
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In-situ PROCESSED V3Ga WIRES

In-situ process* 5) is very inter-
esting from the standpoints of simple
production process and small strain
sensitivity of the sample comparing with
the standard bronze process. Especially,
in-situ processed V3Ga6' has very high Jc

at high field region as can be seen in
Fig. I71. The curves 1 and 2 show the
Jc's in arc melted in-situ processed V3Ga
wires.

We tried a mould process for the
more simplifications of this process by
using a CaO crucible and an induction
furnace. Cu-25 at XV mould was wire
drawn down to the final size of about 0.3
mm0. The wire was heat treated at (450-
550°C) for (2-6.5 days) after the Ga
plating for the formation of A15 V3Ga

compound. Figure 2 shows the Jc charac-
teristics of samples prepared by several
heat treatment conditions. The sample
heat treated at 550°C for 2 days showed
the best characteristics, where Jc is
higher than 10" A/cm2 up to 16.2 T. These
characteristics wi l l be improved further
after the optimization in the V and Ga
compositions and heat treatment
conditions.

CCE PROCESSED Nb3Al WIRES

There are many binary systems which
have superior superconducting behavior
than Nb3Sn in many A15 compounds7'.
Among them, Nb3Al is one of the most
interesting system which has higher BC2
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than NbsSn. There are many efforts for
developing practical Nb3Al superconduct-
ing wires. The processes tried till now
are liquid quench8>, powder metallurgy9*,
modified jelly role10>,Nb-tube method11',
and so on.

Recently, S. Saito and his coworkers
have developed a new process12' named
clad chip extrusion (CCE) method for
preparing a superconducting NbsAl wire.
The process of this method is schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 3. Al cladded Mb
plates were cut into square chips, filled
into a billet, and then extruded, and
finally the wire was drawn up to the
final areal reduction ratio of 106~108
without intermediate annealing. The
final wire samples with ~0-3 mm0 were
two-stage heat treated and then measured.
Figure 4 is the comparison of Jc-
characteristies in CCE processed super-
conducting wire with samples prepared by
other several processes. Jc is higher
than 10* A/cm2 up to 18.8 T at 4.2 K for
the CCE processed Nb3Al wire.

The effect of Mg addition into the
cladded Al plates was also studied in
this process. It turned out that Jc
increases a little and, more importantly,

<J
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O Cl»rf tlilfl mtlltoJ (n,«J. „ ,| I
T r/M iMot.ii. n - ) « io! (il,l,„„,i,rj
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the temperature of the first heat treat-
ment is lowered from 1100°C, which is a
little too high from the industrial point
of view, to 950°C after the optimization
for the samples of the Mg added CCE
processed Nb3Al wires.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion,
1. A more simple process for the in-situ

V3Ga wire was attempted by using an
induction furnace and a CaO crucible.
The best sample showed Jc higher than
10* A/cm2 up to 16.2 T, which will be
improved further more after the
optimization in the V and Ga composi-
tions and the heat treatment
conditions.
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2. Jc in a Nb3Al wire prepared by a newly
developed CCE process exceeds 10*
A/cmz up to 18.8 T at 4.2 K. Moreover,
it turned out that the addition of
third element Mg increased Je a little
and, more importantly, lowered the
temperature of the first heat treat-
ment from 1100°C to 950°C in the two-
stage heat treatment.
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Abstract
A method (the so called "jelly-roll method") has been developed in the past years which allows to obtain multifilamentary
NbaAl wires. A short description of this process as well as a review of the experimental results so far obtained on short
samples are presented and discussed. The main aspect of this work is that a superconductor with a very high critical current
density (1.8-«- 1.9xl09A/m2 at HT) can be produced which makes this material very interesting for practical purposes.
However, problems related to the production of significant lengths of wire remain still open. Possible ways to overcome them
are presently under consideration and will be briefly discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
As it is well known, the A-15 materials, with the

general stoichiometric formula A3B (A = Nb, V; B = Sn,
Al, Si, Ga, Ge, etc.) constitute an interesting class of
superconducting compounds with rather exceptional
properties: Tc~ 18°K,Hc2~200 + 300kOeand jc(10T,T,2K)
> 105A/cm2. Unfortunately their preparation is usually
difficult due to the high reaction temperatures (often
exceeding 1000 °C) and to their inherent brittleness
(similar to glass). This problem has been circumvented in
many cases by adopting peculiar fabrication procedures,
like e.g. chemical vacpour deposition (NbsSn), solid state
diffusion from bronze into niobium or vanadium (NbsSn,
VaGa), liquid stale diffusion, etc. different from the usual
metallurgical methods. In this way a variety of conductors
(ribbons, multifilamentary cables, etc.) has been produced
and is commercially available. In this paper we present a
short description of the fabrication method of a NbsAI based
multifilamentary cable and results about its physical
properties. The reasons why we choose this particular
compound among others A-15 are that its critical
temperature (18,7 °K) and its estimated critical field ( about
320 kG) make it a promising candidate in high field large
volume magnet realizations.

2. FABRICATION METHOD

Several years ago a method for fabricating
multifilamentary wires based on the A-15 intermetallic
compound NbaAl was developed successfully (jelly roll
method) although the details of this technique have been
already published (1,2] it is useful here to mention briefly
its basic principle. As illustrated in Fig. 1 a "filament" is
made by wrapping two superimposed foils of niobium and
aluminum around a copper cylinder. This structure is then
inserted in a hole drilled in a copper container and the
container is brought to hexagonal shape. Combining a

Fig. 1 - Sketch of the fabrication process of
multifilamentary wires

certain number of these hexagons and by a suitable
mechanical processing a final multifilamentary wire is
obtained. Alternatively a single extrusion billet with a
suitable number of drilled holes can be used. At this point
an heat treatment is performed at temperatures ranging
from 750 "C to 850 °C in order to get the NbaAl comound by
the direct reaction of the base elements.
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Two advantages of this fabrication method are quite
evident. First there is no need of intermediate annealings
during the mechanical processing or homogeneization heat
treatments. Second the Nb and Al elements are rather
uniformy distributed through the section of the filament.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

a) Critical Current. A critical parameter in this method
is the final thickness t of the aluminum foil before
reaction and its role has been rather extensively
studied (3J: nearly stoichiometric NbsAi with good
superconducting properties is formed provided that t
is below a certain value (~ 0.2 um) otherwise spurious
phases with poor properties are obtained. Similar
effects have been observed by other researchers which
have used a different technique to produce NbaAl
wires (4,5,6).
In Figure 2 we have reported the jc (non copper) vs t
dependence for a single filament wire while in Fig. 3
the jc (non copper) as a function of the applied
magnetic field is shown. The strong influence of the Al
thickness on the transport properties is quite evident.

b) Mechanical properties. A series of bending tests has
been performed by measuring the critical current
density of short samples at a fixed field as a function of
the bending strain defined as the radio d/D between
the wire diameter d and the bending diameter D.
Sample differing in filament size, external diameter
and heat treatment have been studied and the results
are shown in Fig. 4. It appears that no degradation of
Ic is evident up to d/D ~0.8% and that after this value
the bending strain damages very rapidly the
superconducting transport properties.
This behaviour suggests a better tolerance of the

uniaxial strain effect with respect to the analogous
compound NbsSn. In fact it has been shown, in the case of
NbsSn [7], that the bending strain curve can be interpreted
in terms of the uniaxial strain dependence of Ic taking into
account the non uniform distribution of stresses across the
section of the wire (from compression to tension passing
through the neutral axis). Using the experimental curve of

5 -

c non copper
(Am/0
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10'
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Fig. 2 - Plot of Jc at 6.4 T and 4.2 K (non-copper) as a
function of the Al foil thickness t. Open triangles refer to
previous data of Ref. 4
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Fig. 3 - Critical current density Jc (non-copper) vs
magnetic field for a monofilamentary jell-roll conductor
having an Al foil thickness t = 35 nm. A range of
Commercial NbaSn data are also reported
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le vs strain for NbsSn (unfortunately the analogous curve is
not available for the moment in our case) it has been
calculated a degradation of about 15% in Ic at 0 8% of
bending strain

Therefore the suggestion is a better strain behaviour
of NbaAl and this is in accordance with results reported by
Foner et al [5] in the case of NbsAl wires made by the
powdermetallurgy method

4 DISCUSSION
From the results illustrated in the preceding section it

appears that NbaAl is a very interesting material as far as
practical applications are concerned Of course, as it should
be well known by wire producers, to be really usable, a
superconducting material has to be fabricated in a wire
form of significant length not less than 1 km at least This
is the main problem we are presently confronted High Jc

values can be obtained for very small of t and this means a
large amount of mechanical work to be performed on the
composites during the wire fabrication Breakage of the
filaments is a typical drawback of these processes which is
connected to the ability of materials to withstand heavy
mechanical works In our case the workability of niobium
foils is the crucial point which sets a limit on the maximum
lengths of wire which can be produced and this problem
becomes even more severe when we go from mono to
multifilamentary wires Our present efforts in trying to
overcome these difficulties start from the fact that the
workability of niobium is strongly decreased by its oxygen

content We are now following essentially two ways first
try to use niobium foils with oxygen content as low as
possible, tests are in progress with foils containing about
125 p p m of oxygen and other tests are foreseen in the next
future with foils having only about 60 p p m (very difficult
to find commercially available) second use foils of niobium
with the addition of 1% of titanium which should act as a
sort of internal getter for oxygen improving the
workability
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Abstract

NbaAl raultifilamentary wire for a fusion magnet has been developed using
the jelly-roll process. The wire including 91 Nb3Al filaments with Cu matrixwas designed and fabricated. The influence of heat treatment temperature on
Nb-Al microstructure, Tc, Jc, and AC losses was measured in detail. A sarall
coil was made and was tested in the 13T background magnetic field. The coil
successfully charged up to 100% of the short sample critical current, when
Jc was 183 A/mm2 at 13.34T, 4.2K.

INTRODUCTION

Nb3Al wire is attractive for small
degradations of critical current density
(Jc) under the stress and high upper
critical field (Hca) over 20T. Further-
more, Jc in a magnetic field over 10T is
reported to exceed the value for Nb3Sn.
For these reasons, this wire is expected
to be applicable to a fusion research
magnet.

In recent years, several processes to
produce a Nb3Al multifilamentary wire
have been developed [1,2,3] , however,
a suitable process has not yet been
constructed for a fusion magnet because
of the difficulty in producing a wire
with sufficient length, and in making a
Cu-stabilized multifilamentary wire.

For the large superconducting
toroidal field coil in the fusion
experimental reactor (FER), which has
been researched and developed by the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

(JAERI), 12 T-30 KA Cu-stabilized multi-
filamentary superconducting cable with
Jcè 700 A/mm2 at 12T, 4.2K for non-Cu
area in a minimum length of 600m is
required.[4]

In order to meet these specifica-
tions, instead of Nb3Sn wire, we have
started to develop Nb3Al multi-
filamentary wire with a Cu matrix using
the jelly-roll process. This process has
been developed by the ENEA/LMI group
and high Je value exceeding 103A/mm2 at
11T was reported.[2] This process is
considered to be the most suitable if
the poor workability can be improved.
Our first goal is to develop Nb3Al
wire having both good workability and
high Jc.

This paper reports the preliminary
results of wire product ions.observât ions
of microstructure and superconducting
properties, and results of test coil
wound by the Nb3AI multifilamentary wire.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE Table 1. Specifications of the wire
The jelly-roll process was applied

to fabricate single filament rods, which
were prepared by rolling a 150#m Nb
sheet and a 40/(m Al sheet together on a
Cu core, and inserting into a Cu pipe.
The rods were reduced to a diameter of
Imrn^, and then a raultifilamentary wire
was fabricated by stacking 91 single
filament rods, inserting into a Cu pipe,
and drawing. Table 1 shows the
specifications of the wire and Figure 1
shows a cross section of the wire. The
wire showed good workability and was
reduced to a diameter of 1.09mm0 in 200m
length. The areal reduction ratio was
5 X 104, and the thicknesses of Nb and
Al were 0.7/fm and 0.2/ua, respectively.

The effects of heat treatment from
700"C to 900Ç on the Nb-Al microstructure
were observed by SEM. The atomic ratios
of Nb and Al were analyzed by EDX. X-ray
diffractions were also observed to
confirm the crystal structure of Nb-Al
phases.

Critical temperature (To) and Jc were
measured by the conventional four probe
method. AC losses were measured for each
sample by the electrical method when an
external magnetic field (Bra) was applied
at±0.5T and ±1T, 0.2Hz.

A small test coil was made to
demonstrate the practical application of
long wire. Nb3Al wire covered with
quartz fiber insulation in 110m length
was wound on an SUS bobbin. Then it was
impregnated epoxy resin in a vacuum
environment after NbaAl forming for
800Ç - 2hour heat treatment.

Table 2 shows the specifications of
the test coil and Figure 2 shows a
photograph of the coil. The coil was

fire diameter 1.09mm
Number of filaments 91
Filament diameter

outer 65/ira
Inner 27/im

Cu ratio 2.6
Twist pitch 50mm
Wire length 200m

strand

filament

Figure 1. Cross section of the
»ire
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Table 2. Specifications of the coil 700U

Inner diameter 36min
Outer diameter 59mm
Coil length 11lira
Number of turns 633
Number of layers 8
Self inductance 5.65niH
ff i re length 110m

Figure 2. Photograph of the coil

charged up under a 13T background
magnetic f i e l d .

RESULTS

Hicrostructure
Figure 3 shows the SEN photographs

of the fractured surface of the samples
heat treated from 700Ç to 90QTC for
2 hours. It was found that the Al
diffuses into the Nb drastically as the
temperature increases and pores are
generated at the site of Al. Unreacted
Nb, corresponding to the white area of
the photographs, exists under the heat

Figure 3. SEH photographs of the
fractured surface of Nb-Al
filament
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treatment of 750Ï. Grain growth was
clearly observed as the heat treatment
temperature increases above 800t!. EDX
analysis revealed that the average
atomic ratio of Nb to Al is 3 : 1 ,
however, observation of the raicrostruc-
ture of the Nb-Al surface using the high
resolution SEN shows that several Nb-Al
phases exist. X-ray diffraction also
shows an unreacted Nb phase and Al-rich
phases as well as a Nb3Al phase in all
samples.

Superconducting properties
Figure 4 shows the heat treatment

temperature dependence of Jc at 8T,
4.2 K . Je increases as the temperature
increases and reaches the maximum value
at 800t!~850t, then Jc decreases rapidly.
The maximum value was 850 A/mm2 at 8T,
4.2K for 850t - 2hours. Jc of 290 A/mm2
at 12T, 200 A/mm2 at 13T and 143 A/mm8
at 14T was obtained for the same heat
treatment.

Figure 5 shows the heat treatment
temperature dependence of Tc . Tc
increases as the temperature increases
to 800t, reaching 16K, and remains that
value at SOOt.

Figure 6 shows the result of AC
losses. The value at Bm = 0.5T is almost
constant for the heat treatment from
700Ç to SOOt!, however, the dependence of
AC losses at Bm= IT shows a different
phenomenon, i.e. a peak appears around

as in the case of Jc.

Test coil
Figure 7 shows the load line of the

coil together with the short sample
critical current. The coil was charged
under a 1ST background magnetic field
with a current speed of 2 A/min. A

B- 8T
O ZH

A 4H
o 8H

1000

600 TOO 8OO 9OO KX»

H e a t tmtmeni t e i p e r a t u r e (°C)
Figure 4. Heat treatnent teœperature

dependence of Jc
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dependence of Tc
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complete superconducting state with no
voltages from the coil is achieved
untill the coil current is 40A. The
maximum steady state which could keep
the continuous current charge was 47.3A,
although the voltages of 600/iY were
observed. At that time critical current
density of the wire is 183 A/mm2 for
non-Cu area, and the maximum magnetic
field of the winding is 13.34T. From
this result, it was recognized that the
coil successfully charged up to 100%
of the short sample critical current.
Table 3 summarizes these results.

TOO

6OO -

500

— 4OO

300

ZOO

eoox» ZH

2OOO

IOC»

4 E 8 10 12 14 I«

Magnetic f i e l d (T)
Figure 7. Coil load line and short

saiple critical current

Table 3. Results of the test coil

Central magnetic field (back ground =13T)
Maximum magnetic field of the windings
Coil currents
Average current densities of the windings
Critical current densities of the windings

Complete SC
State
13.26T
13.29T
40A
19.8A/mm2
155 A/mm2

Steady State

13.31T
13.34T
47 .3A
23.5A/mm2
183 A/mm2

DISCUSSION

The value of Jc of our sample is
relatively low compared with that from
other processes.The reason is considered
to be that the thickness of Nb and Al is
not fully reduced in our samples,
therefore, the complete Nb3Al phase was
not produced as observed by SEM, EDX and
X-ray diffraction.

Moreover, Jc decreases rapidly
above 850Ç but Tc remains at the maximum
value. This tendency is much more clear
for the long heat treatment. This result
suggests that the grain growth caused by
the long heat treatment decreases the

Jc but not the Tc. Therefore, grain
boundaries are thought to be one of the
main flux pinning centers in the Nb3Al
as well as other A-15 type superconduc-
ting materials.

From the above discussions,
improvement of Jc is expected to result
from increasing the fine-grained Nb3Al
phase. In order to achieve this
condition, we are now trying to reduce
the Nb and Al thicknesses, and research-
ing the best heat treatment conditions.

Finally, our preliminary coil test
indicates that the Nb3Al wire produced
by the jelly-roll process is applicable
for high field magnets over 13T.
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CONCLUSIONS

Nb3Al multifilamentary wire with
Cu matrix was fabricated using the
jelly-roll process. The wire showed
good workability and was reduced to
a diameter of 1.09tnm in 200 m length.
Microstructure of Nb-Al and fundamental
properties of Te, Je, and AC losses are
clarified. Maximum Je was 290A/mm2 at
12T, 4.2K for non-Cu area. A small test
coil was charged up under 13T
background magnetic field and reached
100% of the Jc of the short sample.

The success of wire fabrication and
the test coil demonstrated that the
NbaAl raultifilamentary wire with Cu
matrix manufactured by the jelly-roll
process is applicable for high field
magnets.
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Abstract

Nb-Al is known to be one of the most promising A15 superconductors for
practical use due to their high T and high H „. We have been successful
in fabricating a continuous ultrafine Nb~Al multifilamentary conductor by
an improved composite-diffusion process using various Al-based alloy cores
and pure Nb matrix. The highest T of 17.2 K, H (4.2K)„of 24.4 T are
obtained at least hitherto. J (4.iZK) values of Î.5 x 10 A/m at 10 T and
5 x 10 A/m at 20 T comparable to those of the commercial Nb,,Sn
multifilamentary wires and the excellent tolerance to large mechanical
strains and magnetic fluctuations indicate that the present Nb-Al conductor
is promising as an alternative to Nb„Sn multifilamentary conductor.

INTRODUCTION

For an application of superconducting magnets in fusion reactors, all
the magnet materials have to meet a number of fairly stringent
requirements. For the superconducting materials the desired properties are
(1) large J in high fields, (2) a high tolerance to mechanical strain and
radiation, and (3) low AC losses. Recently, extremely high J and
excellent strain tolerance were demonstrated in Nb»Al fabricated by
jelly-roll process[l] and powder metallurgical process[2], indicating that
Nb»Al is promising as a candidate material for the fusion reactor magnets.
However, these processes seem to encounter difficulties in the development
of a conductor with multifilamentary structures which are of great
advantage to improving the stability of the magnet against various
electromagnetic disturbances. An attempt was made to fabricate the
multifilamentary Nb„Al by the composite process using pure Al as a core
material, which ended in failure because of bad workabilities of the
composite[3]. This study was carried out to develop the multifilamentary
Nb_Al conductors by improving the workability of the composite.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In general, for the composite process, good much in hardness of the
core and matrix is very important, and this is also the case with Nb/Al
composites. As shown in Fig. 1, there is a large difference in hardness
between the pure Al core and the Nb matrix, which results in a breaking of
the composite at the reduction ratio of over 10 . However, alloying Al
with Mg hardens the Al core preferably, diminishes the difference in
hardness, and improves the workability of the composite[4,5]. This
improvement in the workability was also achieved by alloying Al with Cu(-
Ge), Ag(-Ge) and Zn[6,7]. The above Al alloy rod was encased into a Nb
tube(14/7 mm$). The resulting single-core Nb/Al composite was cold-drawn
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Fig. 1 Vickers hardness versus area reduction ratio curves for pure Nb,
pure Al, and Al-(3,5,7,10)at.%Mg alloy.

by cassette-roller dies into a wire and cut into short pieces. The 121
short, single-core wires were bundled in a Nb tube(20/14 mm0), and the
resulting 121-core Nb/Al composite was cold-drawn into a wire and cut into
short pieces, again. This procedures were repeated two times more, and
finally 1.8 million(121xl21xl21)-core Nb/Al composite with continuous
ultrafine Al alloy cores was fabricated. No intermediate annealing is
necessary in this procedure, which means this process is economical. After
heat treatments, superconducting properties were measured. J was
calculated by dividing a critical current by the cross-sectional area of
the 1.8 million Nb/Al single-core composites(i.e., excluding All Nb used
for bundling). If the Nb tubes(20/14 mmjè) can be replaced with Cu tubes,
the J defined in the present study is expected to be nearly equal to the
so-called non-Cu overall J . Furthermore, replacing the Nb tubes with the
resistive materials makes the present Nb,Al interesting as a low AC loss
superconductor, because it can reduce the electric coupling between
filaments[8]. Fig. 2 shows cross-sectional view of the (a) unreacted and
(b) reacted 1.8 million-core Nb/Al-7at.%Mg composite wires of 0.7 mm in
diameter, taken by the scanning electron microscopy. Cylindrical and
ultrafine Al cores less than 100 nm in diameter are clearly separated, and
its feature remains unchanged drastically after heat treatments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Superconducting properties of the present Nb»Al strongly depend on the
Al core diameter, additive elements, heat-treatment conditions, mechanical
strains, magnetic fluctuations, etc.

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of T and J on the Al core diameter which
is a parameter representing the interdiffusion distance between Nb and Al.
With decreasing the Al core diameter, T and J initially increase, reach a
maximum and then decrease. The dependence of £he Al core diameter on the
critical values can be explained by (1) the relative stability of the Nb-Al
compound phase(Nb.,Al, Nb„Al and NbAl~) in relation to the Al supply from
the Al core(i.e., the instability of Nb„Al(NbAl ) due to the exhaustion of
the Al supply from the core is more remarkable at the smaller Al core), and
(2) the proximity effect for extremely thin Nb.Al filaments. At least by
the single-stage reaction, excellent superconducting properties are
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Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrographs of transverse cross section for
(a) unreacted and (b) reacted 1.8 million-core Nb/Al-7at.%Mg
composite wire of 0.7 ran in diameter.

I t S t t i
4.2K, 17T
750*C-2Ah

100
Al-core Diameter (nm)

1000

Fig. 3 Dependence of (a) T and (b) J (4 .2K, 17T) on the Al core diameter
for the Nb/Al composite reacteS at 750»C for 24 h.

obtained in the following order: Ag-Ge, Ag, Mg, Cu-Ge, Cu and Zn. The
highest T of 15.9 K and is obtained for the Nb/Al-1.5at.%Ag-l.5at.%Ge
composite at the reaction temperature of 750°C.

Fig. 4 shows T , H „ and the maximum pinning force density F
against the Al core diameter. Maximum T and H ~ ( 4 . 2 K ) values ari'oDtained
at the same filament size of about 70 nm for born the Nb/Al-2at.%Cu and the
Nb/Al-5at.%Mg composites, although the core-size dependence?of T and H
are week for the Nb/Al-5at.%Mg composite. However, the peak of F xs

- * r — TT13.Xobserved at a smaller Al core diameter of 40 nm. The difference In tne
optimum core size between F and T (H „) is also observed in the
submicron NbTi multifilamentary conductor[9], which suggests the normal-
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Fig. 4 Dependence of T , H „(4.2K) and F on AI-alloy core diameter
for Nb/Al-2at.%8u(cîosed symbols)pant Nb/Al-5at.%Mg(open symbols)
composite heat treated at 750°C for 24 h.

superconductivity interface acts as a dominant pinning center. Both the
difference in the f (normalized pinning force density) versus h(normalized
magnetic field) curves and an anisotropy in J observed in a tape
conductor support the above interface pinningtlO].

Fig. 5 shows the effect of (a) heat treatment time and (b) heat
treatment temperature on T , Hc2(4.2K) and Jc(4.2K,10T) for the composites
with 90 nm0 Al-Mg core. Maximum values at a given reaction temperature in
Fig. 5(a) are plotted again in Fig. 5(b). With increasing reaction
temperatures, T and H „ continue to increase gradually at least to 1000°C,
which is probabîy due ïo an approach of the composition to the
stoichiometry. However, the optimized J does not decrease drastically
even at high temperatures in contrast to NrLsn. This seems to reflect that
the major pinning centers in the present Nb^Al is not the grain boundary
but the interface between Nb3Al and matrix(or core).

High field properties can be further improved by the two-stage
reaction. Fig. 6 shows the variation in J (4.2K) at 10, 15, 20 T and
H (4.2K) as a function of reaction temperature for the Nb/Al-Ag-Ge
composite. The best critical values are shown in this figure, where the
numeral denoted beside each symbol represents the optimum reaction time at
a given reaction temperature. Closed symbol represents the case of the
two-stage reaction where the samples were heat treated again at a low
temperature of 700°C for 50 h to improve the long range order parameter.
The second reaction at 700°C increases the H „ and J at high fields, and
this improvement is more remarkable at higher reaction temperatures.
However, the optimum reaction time becomes shorter with increasing the
reaction temperature. Therefore, the reaction time is required to be
shorter than 1 second, when the reaction temperature is above 1200°C. To
do such a short heat treatment, we applied an electric current pulse
directly to the sample(0.1 m in length and 0.7 mm in diameter) immersed in
liquid nitrogen[11].
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Fig. 5 Effects of (a) heat treatment time and (b) heat treatment
temperature on T , H (4.2K) and J (4.2K,10T) for the Nb/Al-
(5,10)at.%Mg composite. Al core diameter is 90 nm.
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Fig. 6 (a) Jc(4.2K, 10,r5,20T) and (b) H 2(4.2K) versus reaction
temperature curves for Nb/Al-1.Sat.%Ag-l.5at.ZGe composites. The
numeral denoted beside each symbol represents the optimum reaction
time at a given reaction temperature.
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Fig. 7 shows the typical J -H curves at 4.2 K for the sample reacted
by the single-stage reaction ana the two-stage reaction(self heating + low
temperature heating at 700°C). Non-Cu overall J of the multifilamentary
Nb-Sn are also given in this figure for reference. At 10 T, the highest J
of 1.5 x 10 A/m is obtained for the Nb/Al-Mg composite. The two-stage
reaction increases T and H _ by 1.5 K and 3 T, respectively, and
significantly improves the 5 at high fields. The improved J by the two-
stage reaction is higher than that of the commercial Nb~Sn multifilamentary
conductor doped with Ti, at least hitherto, up to 17 T.

10*

10"

10'

42K.

AI alloy cor« : 90nm

Single-stag« reaction

— O— 5Mg 8OrO3h 1S.6K 20.7
— A— 1CU-1G« 8ArOO.5h15.2K20.3T '
— D— 1.5Aa-1.5G885CrC-1h 15.9K 21.3T

Two-stag« reaction
- 3Ag oment pul«] 16.4K 23-2T»

17.2K 24.4T
J 16 4« 23.4T

•-*- 1CU-1G« heaflng
--»- 1.SAg-1.5Get*

8 10 12 «4 16 18 20 22 24
106

Fig. 7 Typical J ( 4 . 2 K ) versus curves for the various Nb/Al composites
reacted by the single-stage reaction and the two-stage reaction.
Non-Cu overall J of Nb-Sn and (Nb,Ti) Sn mult i f i lamentary wires
are shown in the figure for reference.

Since the T of the present Nb,Al is lower than that of the
(Nb,Ti)-Sn, a reSuction in He bath temperature seems to enhance more
remarkably the high field properties of the present Nb-Al. The increments-

.2in H due to reducing the He bath temperature from 4.2 K to 1.8 K is 2-2.5
T, which is larger than that of Nb Sn(1.9 T)[12]. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 8, the magnetic field at which the J -H curve of the Nb_Al intersects
with that of (Nb,Ti)«Sn increases by 2 T when the He bath temperature is
reduced from 4.2 K to 1.8 K.

From the practical point view, it is important to suppress the
dégradation of J with mechanical strains. Tensile test revealed the small

C1degradation of J with tensile strain and the large irreversible tensile
strain(about 1.3°%) for the present Nb„Al conductor [ 13] . Bending test also
indicates the large tolerance to the mechanical strain[12]. Excellent
tolerance to mechanical strain and high J values comparable to (Nb,Ti)„Sn
indicate that the present Nb-Al conductor will be very promising for
practical high field superconducting cable.
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Fig_. 8 J versus H curves at 4.2 K and 1.8 K for the present Nb-AI(core
diameter:°90 nm) and (Nb.TdJ-Sn multifilamentary wires.

Finally, magnetization measurements were carried out to estimate the
AC losse[8]. Hysteresis losses for the present Nb„Al conductors were
relatively large in the field range from -0.5 to +0.5 T, attributed to the
magnetization by the Nb matrix. If the Nb tubes used for bundling can be
replaced with the resistive materials, this hysteresis loss will remarkably
be reduced. This replacing seems to be effective in reducing the
fabrication cost, since Nb is one of the expensive materials. The
magnetization measurement also revealed that the effective superconducting
filament diameters d f in fields are 2-4 you around 8 T and 5-12 pm around
4 T, showing that there existed some kinds of electric coupling between
filaments. It is noted that d iff around 8 T is one of the smallest
diameter among the A15 compound^superconducting cables, indicating that the
present Nb~Al multifilamentary wire is also promising as a low AC loss
conductor.

CONCLUSIONS

A new process was developed for fabricating Nb,Al multifilamentary
superconductors containing more than a million of continuous ultrafine
filaments less than 0.1 you in diameter. Use of Al alloy cores with small
amounts of additives including Mg, Ag, Cu, Zn, etc. resulted in successful
cold drawing with Nb tube at an area reduction ratio of over 10 . Reacted
wires show superior properties to a commercial multifilamentary Nb-Sn;
(1) a higher J (4.2K)(for example 1.5 x 10 A/m at 10 T and 2.2 x 10 A/m
at 17 T), (2) the smaller degradation in J with mechanical strains, and
(3) the smaller effective superconducting filament diameter, indicating
that the present Nb„Al conductor is very promising for the practical high
field superconducting cable.

The authors are much indebted to the staff of Tohoku University for
operating 23 T hybrid magnet.
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POTENTIAL METHODS FOR THE FABRICATION OF
HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTORS FOR WIRES AND CABLES *
(Abstract)

K. TACHKAWA
Faculty of Engineering,
Tokai University,
Hiratsuka, Kanagawa

K. TOGANO
National Research Institute for Metals,
Tsukuba City, Ibaraki

Japan

Studies on practical properties, such as upper critical field and
critical-current density of high-Tc oxide superconductors of Y-Ba-
Cu-O, Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O, and TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O systems, are reviewed.
The Hc2 of these materials are much higher than those of conven-
tional metallic superconductors, indicating a high potential for
practical applications, even when they are used in liquid nitrogen.
However, the Hc2 of these materials are highly anisotropic, as can
be expected from an examination of their crystal structure. In addi-
tion to this anisotropy, the presence of weak links and a weak pin-
ning force in these materials limit the transport Jc to much lower
levels than that required for practical applications. Since the oxide
superconductors are intrinsically brittle, special techniques must
be developed for making tape or wire conductors. In this paper
recent developments of fabrication processes that have good
potentiality for producing wire or tape conductors of high-Tc oxide
are then reviewed. Some details are presented for the powder
method (which is classified into use of an organic binder and a
metal sheath) and for other fabrication processes using diffusion,
solidification, and deposition techniques. For the Ag-sheathed
oxide tapes, Jc values exceeding 10 000 A/cm2 at 77 K and 0 T have
been reported for both Bi and Tl oxide materials. Further develop-
ments in fabrication processes that can overcome various prob-
lems limiting the transport Jc are required.

* The fall text of this paper was published in the Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 77, No. 8 (August 1989)
1124-1131.
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HIGH-JC SILVER-SHEATHED BiPbSrCaCuO
SUPERCONDUCTING WIRES

K. SATO, H. MUKAI, T. HIKATA
Osaka Research Laboratories,
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd,
Osaka, Japan

Abstract
Froa the discovery of high-Tc oxide superconductors in 1986, many kinds of

oxides were reported as superconductors. Among them,the Bi compound has nany
advantages: high-Tc above 100 K , non rare-earth elements, mechanically
enhanced alignment, and high-Jc with polycrystalline film . In this paper, we
report the results of research on silver-sheathed BiPbSrCaCuO superconducting
wires.

INTRODUCTION
From the discovery of high-Tc oxide superconductors in 1986, many kinds of

oxides were reported as superconductors. Among them,the Bi compound1' has many
advantages: high-Tc above 100K1'2', non rare-earth elements, mechanically
enhanced alignment, and high-Jc with polycrystalline film 3 ). In this paper, we
report the results of research on silver-sheathed BiPbSrCaCuO superconducting
wires.4~7)

EXPERIMENTAL
Appropriate amounts of BiPbSrCaCuO powder were calcined, sintered and

grounded.The powder was put into silver tubes and the composite was swaged,
drawn and made into flat wires with a thickness ranging from 0.5mm to O.lmm.
A two step sintering method was adopted to increase Jc. Tc and Jc were
determined using the dc four probe method. Jc was determined with the criterion
of l^V/cm, which means 2X10~4#U «cm in resistivity for high-Jc wires. The
magnetic field dependence of Jc was measured at up to 2.5 Tesla. The structures
of BiPbSrCaCuO were investigated through XRD, SEM, EDX and TEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig.1 shows the p~1 curves of silver-sheathed wires with different cation

ratios. Higher contents of Bi and Ca made higher zero resistance temperatures.
Fig.2 shows the relationship of Jc to the thickness of the wires. Higher-Jc
properties were obtained as thinckness decreased. The magnetic field dependence
of Jc is shown in Figs.3 and 4 for the wires with various Jc levels in a zero
magnetic field. It is clearly shown in Fig.5 that the increasing of Jc in a zero
magnetic field improves the Jc-B property, especially for the field direction
parallel to the a-b plane.
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Fig,1

Tc of silver-sheathed BiPbSrCaCuO wires.
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Fig.3 Magnetic field dependence of Jc.
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Jc-B properties of silver-sheathed
BJPbSrCaCuO wires.
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38-core silver-sheathed BiPbSrCaCuO fires.
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Fig.7
762-core silver-sheathed BiPbSrCaCuO wires.
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Table 1 Suaœary of superconducting properties of silver-sheathed
BiPbSrCaCuO *ires.

NUMBER OFFIUMENT
1

36

762

Ic(A)
19.0
13.5

9.24

Jc
(A/cm2)
17400
7020

4310

Tc(K)
!06
106

106

WIRE SIZE (nun)
<THICKN6SS«WI OTH)

0.14 x 3.2
0. 29 x 4. 9

0. 33 x 3. 7

Figs.6 and 7 show the cross-sectional view and dimension of 36-core and 762
-core multi-filamentary superconducting wires, respectively. Table 1 shows a
summary of the properties of single-core and multi-core wires. At present,
lower Jc was obtained for multi-core wire. A series of the results of
single-core wires suggests that the smaller dimension wires could produce
higher Jc as shown in Fig.2. Considering the same Tc for single-core and
multi-core wires, it is necessary to improve the working characteristics of
multi-core wires.

XRD patterns of the BiPbSrCaCuO inside silver-sheath show (001) peaks of
high-Tc phase dominant. This good alignment of the crystal is also observed
through SEM and TEM photographs of the transverse cross-section of the wires
shown in Figs.8 and 9. Details of the composition of BiPbSrCaCuO inside
silver-sheath were investigated through EDX. Three kinds of the nonsuperconduct-
ing phases are observed: CaSrPbO, SrCaCuO and CaCuO. The first and second phases
are finely dispersed with sizes of below l//m, as shown in Fig.10. TEM observa-
tions revealed three typical grain boundaries. First is the boundary with no
other phase , showing the rotation at c-plane. Second is one with a thin amor-
phous phase along c-plane, and the third one with small particles. These results
are shown in Figs.11,12 and 13. Integrowth of low-Tc phase with c/2=15 A
frequently observed, as shown in Fig.14.

Fig.8
SEM photograph of BiPbSrCaCuO
inside silver-sheath.
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Fig.9 TEM photograph of BiPbSrCaCuO tnstde sliver-sheath.

Fig.10 Fine dispersion of nonsuperconduct Ing phases.
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Fig.11

Grain boundary with no other phase.

50 À

Fig.12

Grain boundary with a thin amorphous layer.

Fig.13
Grain boundary with small particles.
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100 ATEM
Fig.14 Intergrowth of low-Tc phases.

Many structures are observed, such as thin layers, small particles, and
intergrowth layers, which can be expected to act as the pinning sites. These
structures existed parallel to a-b plane, and Jc~B properties with the magnetic
field direction parallel to a-b plane are improved as non magnetic field Jc
increases.

One important application of these wires is in power cables. 150-Ampere
class cable was tested. Table 2 shows the main features of this cable. Ic was
measured at every 5 cm along the longitudinal direction. The results are shown
in Fig.15. This is the first demonstration to prove the capacity of silver-
sheathed high-Tc wires to carry high critical current above 100 amperes with
uniformity.
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Table 2 150-aipere class superconducting cable. 150 A-class Ag/BiPbSrCaCuO S u p e r c o n d u c l o r I
150 A - c l a s s Ag/BiPbSrCaCuO S u p e r c o n d u c t o r

STRAND:
T H I C K N E S S : 0.5mm
W I D T H : 3.6mm
LENGTH : 500mm

NUMBER OF STRANDS:
20

C R I T I C A L CURRENT:
150 A (77.3 X)
C R I T E R I O N : I j(V::|0-"Q'm

200

150

~ 100

50

i i i i i i
77. 3K

t-O-i

Î c = l 7 7 A

3
0.5mmx3.6flimx500mmx20 s t r a n d s

i i i i i i

Fig.15

0 10 20 30 40 50
l e n g t h (cm)

Ic distribution of 150-anpere
class superconducting cable.

S U M M A R Y
Pb-doped BiSrCaCuO superconduct ing wires were fabricated through the

powder in s i lver sheath method. Single-core, 36-core and 762-core wares were
fabricated. The m a x i m u m transport current densi ty at 77.3 K in a zero magne t ic
f i e l d was 17,400 A/cm 2 for single-core, 7,020 A/cm 2 for 36-core and
4,310 A/cm2 for 762-core wires. Zero r e s i s t iv i ty temperature of these wires
was 106 K. The magnetic f i e l d dependence of Jc(0. l#Y/cm c r i t e r ion) was
summarized as f o l l o w s for the magnet ic f i e l d d i rec t ion p a r a l l e l to the a~b
plane: —6,000 A/cm 2 a t O . l T e s l a , ~1,500 A/cm2 at 1 Tesla and —200
A/cm 2 at 2 Tesla for single-core wires . H i g h l y textured structure was observed
w i t h c-axis of the high-Tc phase perpendicu lar to the l o n g i t u d i n a l d i r ec t ion of
the f l a t wires.

50 cm length, 150-Aaps. class cable was f i r s t made and tested
successful ly.
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SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES OF THE Bi-BASE OXIDE
MULTIFILAMENTARY TAPES IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
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Tsukuba City, Ibaraki

Advanced Technology Research Center,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd,
Yokohama

Japan

Abstract

The high-T -phase Bi-base oxide superconductor was fabricated into single-
core tapes and multifilamentary tapes with a metal sheath. These specimens were
prepared by combination and repetition of cold press or cold roll and sintering.
In these specimens, c axis tended to align well. The magnetization measurement
revealed that, at 4.2K, these tape specimen had an excellent J -H (critical current
density versus magnetic field) characteristics while, at 77K, £he flux pinning force
in the tape specimens was reduced to almost zero above 0.3T due to the thermal activa-
tion, i.e., the flux creep. In the resistive J measurement at 4.2K, these tape
specimens showed J of ~10 A/cm at 18T, and tne J 's scarcely depended on the
magnetic field from 20T to 30T. These results indicate that the Bi-(Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0
tapes could be used, for example, for the innermost coil of an extremely high-field
superconducting magnet at 4.2K in a near future.

INTRODUCTION

The Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system (BSCCO) has
a high-T (critical temperature, ~107K)
phase ana includes neither rare earth
elements nor poisonous elements(l). Further-
more, the upper critical field,H „, of
these phases are reported to be over 100T
at 4.2K(2). These facts indicate that this
material has a big potential for practical
use in extremely high magnetic fields at
4.2k, as well as for the use at 77K.
Recently, the formation of the single high-
T phase of this material has been made
possible by partial substitution of Bi by
Pb in the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system(3-7).
Therefore, development of the wire (or
tape) fabrication process, study of the
magnetic behaviour and improvement of
critical current density,J , in magnetic
fields would be the most important subjects
for applicational researches on this mate-
rial.

In this study, tapes of the Bi-(Pb)-
Sr-Ca-Cu-0 superconductor (BPSCCO) with a
Cu sheath or a Ag sheath were fabricated.
Magnetization measurement at various

temperatures and the measurement of J
in magnetic fields up to 30T were made for
them in order to study J -H (magnetic
field) characteristics and the flux pinning
mechanism of this material.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The BPSCCO powder prepared by a co-
precipitation method was packed in a metal
(Cu and Ag) tube of 10 mm o.d. (outer diam-
eter) and 6.7 mm i.d. (inner diameter), and
was cold worked into a wire of 2.5 mm o.d.
(Cu sheath) and 0.5-1.0 mm o.d. (Ag sheath).
The 2.5 mm o.d. (Cu sheath) wire was then
rolled into a tape of 4 mm x 1.5 nm in size.
The nominal cation ratio of the powder used
for the Ag-sheath tape was Bi:Pb:Sr:Ca:Cu
=0.8:0.2:0.8:1.0:1.4 (according to ref 6),
and the nominal cation ratio of the powder
used for the Cu-sheath tape was Bi:Pb:Sr:
Ca:Cu=0.92:0.17:1.05:1.12:1.5 (ref 7). The
powders were calcined at 800C for 14h in
air. The powder used for the Ag-sheath
tape was sintered at 845C for 40h in a
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mixed gas (Ar:0_=12:l) before being packed
into the Ag sheath.

For fabrication of a 46-filament Ag-
sheath tape, 46 pieces were cut from the
monofilaroentary Ag-sheath wire of 0.7 tan
o.d-, packed into a Ag tube of 7.5 mm o.d.
and 5 ran i.d., and cold worked into a tape
of 1.8 ram x 0.16 mm. For fabrication of a
1330-filament wire, 70 pieces were cut from
the monofilamentary wire of 0.5 ran o.d.,
packed into a Ag sheath of 7.5 mm o.d. and
5 mm i.d., and cold worked into a wire of
0.7 mm o.d.. 19 pieces were cut from the
70 filament wire, packed again into a
silver sheath of 5 mm o.d. and 3.5 mm i.d.
and cold worked again into a wire of 1.5
mm o.d..

T was measured by both the stand-
ard induction method and the resistive
method. X-ray analysis was also made..
The magnetization measurements were per-
formed with a vibrating sample magnetometer
in magnetic fields up to 8T at various
temperatures. Rectangular specimens of
0.5x3x4 mm in dimensions were cut from
the sintered tape. Resistive J measure-
ments were also made for these specimens at
4.2K in magnetic fields up to 30T with a
hybrid magnet of Tohoku University.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

the sample, Boltzmann constant, temperature
and the flux pinning potential, respec-
tively.

uic
01

powder

tape

20 30 40
2S(deg)

50

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction patterns for the
BPSCCO tape specimen and for the
powder specimen into which the tape
specimen has been ground.

Figure 1 shows an X-ray diffraction
pattern for the BPSCCO tape specimen which
has been sintered at 845C, pressed and
sintered again at 845°C for 36h. In Fig. 1,
an X-ray diffraction pattern for the powder
specimen into which the tape specimen has
been ground is also shown. Comparison of
these patterns indicates that the process
in which pressing and sintering are re-
peated produces the strong orientation of
the c axis in the tape specimen.

Figure 2 shows magnetization versus
magnetic field (M-H) curves (a) at 4.2K
and (b) at 77K for the BPSCCO tape specimen.
At 4.2k, the width of the hysteresis in
the M-H curve was broad and did not depend
on the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 2
(a). This means that the J at 4.2K
produced by the flux pinning is suffici-
ently high and is not dependent on the
magnetic field. At 77K, however, the
width of the hysteresis became almost zero
above 0.3T. This indicates that the
mechanism of flux pinning does not work
above 0.3T at 77K. For one reason, this
clear difference of the hysteresis at 77K
from that at 4.2K is considered to result
from the thermal activation of fluxoids,
i.e., the flux creep.

According to the theory of the flux
creep, the relaxation of the magnetization
dM/d(lnt) is shown as follows,

dM/d(lnt) = (d.J /30)(kT/U ) (1)
where d, k, T and U are the dimension of

(a)

i.s

* o

-1.5-

4 . 2 K -

0
HlkOt]

0.05

-0.05 -

7 7 KX'
-10 0

HtkOt)

Fig. 2 Magnetization versus magnetic
field curves at (a) 4.2K and (b) 77K
for the non-sheath BPSCCO tape
specimen which was sintered, pressed
and sintered after the Cu sheath was
removed.
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Figure 3 shows the relaxation of the
normalized magnetization at various
temperatures. In Fig. 3, magnetization
decays almost linearly to the logarism of
time,lnt, indicating that this decay of
the magnetization is caused by the flux
creep. At 4.2K, the relaxation of the
magnetization was not observable. Figure 3
shows that the relaxation rate at 20K
is much smaller than that at 50K or that
at 60K. We obtained the pinning potential
U with the results shown in Fig. 3 and
with the formula (1). U at 20K, 50K
and 60K were 0.04eV, O.OsSeV and 0.054eV,
respectively. It is noteworthy that U
was almost constant in this temperature
range. This result contradicts the theory
of the flux melt (8). It has been reported
in ref 8 that the flux line lattice,FLL,
becomes as irregular as an amorphous at a
temperature T (T = ~40K in the BSCCO
system). If tße fTux melt really occurs at
a temperature arround 40K, Ü should
undergo such a suddern change like a tran-
sition. In our results, however, such a
suddern change in U has not been observed.

U must be enhanced by
doping or producing the stronger pinning
At any rate,
doping or prc
centers in order to prevent the flux creep.

to1 »'
Time (sec)

Fig. 3 The relaxation of the normalized
magnetization at various temperatures.

Figure 4 shows a picture of a cross
section of the 1330-filament Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-
Cu-0 wire. The intermediate annealings
at 150C which were performed every time
when the areal rediuction ratio reaches 10
gave appropriate hardness to the silver
sheath and made cold work fabrication of
this multifilamentary wire possible.
Although grains of the Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-Cu-O
powder cannot be plastically deformed, the
filaments of the oxide powder in Ag matrix
can virtually elongate probably because the
Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-Cu-O grains can be easily
cracked by the stress produced during the
cold work. The resistive T measurement
showed that this multifilamentary wire
shows zero resistance at~105K.

Figure 5 shows a normalized J versus
bending strain curve at 77K for the single-
core BPSCCO tape. The thickness of the
oxide superconducting portion is ~100utn.

Fig. It A cross section of the 1330-
filament Bi-Fb-Sr-Ca-Cu-O wire.

1.0

oo o.s

77K

o-i 0-2
£

0-3 0-4 0-5

Fig, 5 Dependence of J on the bending
strain

The J is degradated down to -70% by 0.3%
bending strain. It would be fair to say
that this dependence of J on the bending
strain is not worse than that of the
metalic compound superconductor because
the dependence of J on the strain improves
with decreasing thickness .

Figure 6 shows a J -H curve measured
at 4.2K for the BPSCCO £ape specimens by a
standard resistive method in magnetic

ID*

MO1

B 12 16 20 24 28 32
H m

Fig. 6 J -H curves measured at 4.2K for
tfie BPSCCO tape specimens.
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fields up to 30T using the hybrid magnet
of Tohoku university. In Fig. 6, speci-
men (1) is the non-sheath tape specimen
sintered at 845°C for 36h, cold pressed
and sintered again at 845C for 36h.
Specimen (2) is the monofilamentary tape
(with a Ag sheath) sintered at 840°C for
36h, cold worked with a flat roll and sin-
tered again at 840*C for 36h. Specimen (1)
was measured with a brass shunt for protec-
tion for the thermal heating. It is note-
worthy that the J values of the both
specimens are almost constant in the range
of magnetic field from 20T to 30T. This
tendency in the J -H curve over 20T is
in quite a contrast to that of the
conventional intermetallic superconductors.
In general, J of the intermetallic
compound superconductors decreases very
rapidly over 20T. On the other hand, the
upper critical field,Hc-, of the BPSCCO is
over 100T at 4.2K when the magnetic field
is applied in pararell to the a-b plane.
Therefore this material is considered to
have an excellent J -H characteristics up
to 80T - 100T. °

Figure 7 shows J -H curves measured
at 4.2K for the BPSCCO monofilamentary and
multifilamentary tape specimens by a
standard resistive method in magnetic
fields up to 23T using the hybrid magnet
of Tohoku University. In Fig. 7, specimen
(a)o is the non-sheath tape sintered at
845C for 36h, cold pressed and sintered
again at 845°C for 36h. Specimen (b) is
the non-sheath tape for which cold press
and sintering have been repeated twice
after the first sintering, and specimen
(c) is the 46-filament tape sintered
at 840C for 36h, cold rolled and sintered
again at 840C for 36h. In the specimen
(a) and £b), the J values are as high as
10 A/cm at 17T and 7x10 A/cm at 23T,
respectively. The J -H curve of specimen
(b) shows a slight peak effect. The curve
(c) shows that the Jc of multifilamentary
tape is also independent of the magnetic
field in high fields.

8 12 16 20 24
H(T)

Fig. 7 J -H curves measured at 4.2K for
tfie BPSCCO mono- and multifilamentary
tape specimens.

Results of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 indicate
that the BPSCCO superconducting tapes have
a big potential for the practical use in
extremely high magnetic fields at 4.2K.
For example, they could be used as the
innermost coil of a superconducting magnet
of 25T or so in near future. Although the
the present J value is not high enough,
the practical use will become possible if
the J is more improved by optimizing such
conditions as composition, fabrication
process, sintering, grain size and so on.

CONCLUSIONS

measurements of magnetization and J
in magnetic fields up to 30T were made for
the BPSCCO tape specimens. The magne-
tization measurement revealed that the
tape specimens had an excellent J -H
characteristics at 4.2K while the flux
pinning force was reduced to zero above
0.3T at 77K due to the flux creep. The
degradation of J due to the 0.3% bending
strain was -~70%. This dependence of J
would be comparable to that of the metalic
compound superconductors. In the
resistive J measurement at 4.2K, the
tape specimens.(with high T phase) showed
J of 10 A/cm at 1ST. Thl J 's scarcely
depended on the magnetic field from 20T to
30T. This indicates that the practical
application of the BPSCCO superconductors
in extremely high magnetic fields at 4.2K
will become possible if more improved J
in fields above 20T is obtained for a
long length of the tape by optimizing
various factors. We thank prof. Watanabeof Tohoku Univ. for the use of the hybridmagnet.
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APPLICATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING LENS ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE TO OBSERVATION OF MICROSTRUCTURES
IN SUPERCONDUCTORS

H. YOSHIDA
Research Reactor Institute,
Kyoto University,
Osaka, Japan

Abstract

High resolution electron microscopy has been applied to study of
microstructures in A15 and oxide high TC superconductors using thesuperconducting lens electron microscope which is enable us to observe
in atomic scale resolution at 4.2 K. For A15 type superconductors, i.e.
NboSn, NbgAl, NbgCAl.Ge), structure images with atomic resolution of
2.5 A are clearly observed. Contrast anomaly sometimes appears at
grain-boundaries and in grains of these A15 superconductors. Atomic
resolution images showing of twin structure are clearly observed for
the (a,b) planes of ErBapCuoO . A bright contrast often appears at
twin boundaries. Layered structure consisting of one Er-0 and two
Ba-0 planes is recognized, where some lattice with different contrast
sometimes appears suggesting extra stacking of the layered structure.
Tow kinds of layered structure consisting with two or three lattices
between the lattice images of Bi-0 planes are observed. Both lattice
images are understood as BipSrpCaCupO ancj Bi2SrpCapCuoOx structure,
which correspond to the 85 and 110 K phases, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of high Tc superconductors [1,2] many efforts have been

devoted to clarify the origin of the superconductivity. The high resolution
electron microscopy has effectively been applied to determination of the
crystal structures . The structure of oxygen deficient perovskite is formed
the transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic structure introducing many
twins in LnBapCugO^c (Ln = V and rare earth elements) superconductors with
Tc=90 K. The twin structure has been discussed in a relation with their
superconductivity. It has been reported that the layer structure of these
oxides produces anisotropy of their superconducting properties. For
Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 superconductors the two phases have been observed in connection
with two-stapes of superconducting transitions at 85 and 110 K [3]. The
crystal models have been presented based on the studies by electron and
neutron diffraction and the structure modulations were found by the high
resolution electron microscope observations.

High Tc and high Hc£, as well as high Jc in single crystal, introduce a
possibility to observe the crystal in the superconducting state [4,5]. In order
to clarify the relation between superconducting properties and microstructures,
the cryogenic temperature observation of these superconductors is particularly
important. In this report the observations on A15 and oxide superconductors
using superconducting lens electron microscope which were already published
will be reviewed.
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2. EXPERIMENTAIS
Superconducting lens electron microscope was originally developed by Siemens

group for observation of biological specimens at low temperatures avoiding
radiation damage [6]. Recently the shielding type superconducting lens has
been equipped with JEOL 200 kV high resolution electron microscope [7]. As it
enable us to observe thin foil crystals at atomic resolution at 4.2 K, the
multi-beam imaging has been applied to cryogenic temperature observations of
microstructures of A15 and oxide superconductors [4, 5,8-10]. Electron microscope
observations were performed at 160 kV using the superconducting lens electron
microscope JEM-SCM2000 without tilting goniometer and heating device. During
observation the specimen was well kept at 4.2 K without thermal drift and
vibration, because it is located in the liquid He cryostat. The magnetic
field at the specimen position is 1.4 T.

Thin foil crystals of AI 5 superconductors were prepared by electropolishing
from the IGC NboSn tape and from discs of Nb^Al and Nb^CAl.Ge) pre-thined by Ar
ions. ErBaCuoO and Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 oxides were crushed into thin crystals for
observations. TC of these superconductors was previously measured.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Examples of the high resolution (HR) images of A15 crystal are shown in
Figs. 1 - 3 [4,5]. Fig. 1 is a HR image of Nb3Al when the incident beam was
parallel to the <001> direction, where the 020 lattice of 0.26 nm spacing is
resolved. Atomic resolution images of Al 5 structure have been observed as
bright dots with similar atomic arrangement of Nb atom chains along the <001>
direction, as illustrated in the figure [11-14]. Fig. 1 demonstrates that
almost the same quality of the multi-beam image obtained at 4.2 K as that
obtained at room temperature. Fig. 2 shows another example of the image
photographed at 4.2 K for the IGC tape, where a Nb^Sn crystal was formed on
the Nb substrate those 111 lattice of 0.19 nm is resolved. In Fig. 3 a HR
lattice images of slightly thick area of NbgSn crystal a contrast anomaly
appeared at a grain boundary and in a grain as indicated by arrows, which may
arise from in a relation to the flux distribution in the superconducting
state [4,5].

Fig.1 HR images at 4.2K for the (001)
crystals of Nb3(Al,Ge).
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Fig. 2 Lattice image at 4.2 K for thin Nb3Sn crystal grown on Nb substrate.

Fig.3 Lattice image of NbgSn showing
contrast anomaly (arrows).
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Fig. 4 shows a HR image of ErBa2CuoOx, where two thin crystals with differentorientations occasionally coexist. The upper crystal was photographed under the
condition at which the incident electron beam was normal to the c-axis. There
is a layer structure with c=l.17 nm, which consists a periodicity of two strong
dark lines and one weak dark line. It is estimated by the contrast calculation
that heavier atoms give strong darker contrast in these oxide crystals [16]. The
layer structure of BaO/ErO/BaO can be understood as the structure model as shown
in the figure. A strong contrast layer with wider distance than the regular
periodicity is seen in the Fig. 4, as indicated by a big arrow suggesting a Er
and Cu rich plane [15]. The bottom crystal was oriented at the (001) plane being
parallel to the electron beam, where twin structure was recognized because the
contrast slightly different for each twin. Both the (100) and (010) lattices
with 0.39 nm spacing are resolved. Arrows indicate twin boundaries, where broad
bright contrast appeared sometimes followed by broad dark lines. Twin structure
in YBaCu0x has been reported by many authors.

Fig. 4 HR image at 4.2 K for two thin
orientations.

crystals with different

The twin structure is also seen in the multi-beam image of ErBa2Cu3Ux shown
Fig. 5. The structure images corresponding to the atomic lattice spacing are
clearly resolved. Atomic arrangement at the twin boundary is in principle, but
an irregularity of atomic arrangement and strong strain field appears somewhere
as indicated in figure. The broad bright and dark line contrast often appeared
along twin boundaries. Although the origin of the contrast is not yet clear now,
but there may be a possibility of the contrast raised in a relation with the
magnetic flux distribution in the superconducting state [8].
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Fig. 5 Twin structures of showing contrast anomaly at boundaries.

As the crystal structure of LnBa2CuqOx superconductors (Ln=Y and rear earth
elements) is an oxygen deficient perovskite with the orthorhombic structure, the
twin structure is believed to form during the transition from tetragonal to
orthorhombic structure in the annealing process of the sample preparation. The
contribution of twin structure to superconducting properties has been discussed
for the boundaries acting as the paths for superconducting electrons and as the
pinning centres for preventing the movement of magnetic flux in a magnetic field.
Among the mixed twin structures a part containing fine micro-twins was reported
to show higher TC than that containing large twins [19], If the twin boundaries
contain local strain field, the local strain may effectively assist to form the
ordering of oxygen atoms and vacancies, which is essential for the boundaries to
act as the superconducting paths. For A15 superconductors the grain boundaries
are believed to act as the pinning centres, where many lattice imperfections at
grain boundaries are effective for contribution to their strong pinning force.
Although the twin boundary contains less misfit imperfection , it may be good
enough to contribute for pinning force in the oxide superconductors because of
their short coherent length closed to the lattice parameter. These speculations
introduce reasons to originate the bright and/or dark contrast observed at the
twin boundaries in Erf^CugC^ at cryogenic temperature.

In Fig. 6 examples of the multi-beam images of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 specimen are
shown, which were photographed when the electron beam was normal to the c-axis.
The layer structure with c/2 = 1.54 nm consists of two strong dark lines and
three weak dark lines, which corresponds to a periodicity of BiO/SrO/Ca/SrO/BiO
planes, as indicated in Fig 6(a). A crystal model of BioSroCaCuoO (85 K phase)
is illustrated in Fig. 6(c). The layer of Cu20 is too weak in contrast. In a
multi-beam image obtained at room temperature there is another layer structure
to coexist, which has a wider separation than the above structure [8]. This
layer structure consists of four weak lines of SrO/Ca/Ca/SrO layers between the
strong dark lines of the Bi02 layers, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). This structure
is recognized as Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu30x for the higher TC (110 K) phase. Coexistence ofthese two phases corresponds to the two-step transition appeared in resistivity.
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Fig. 6 HR images at 4.2 K for Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0. (a) Bi?SroCaCuoO (85 K phase),
(b) Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox (110 K phase).

Fig. 7 Structure modulation observed at room temperature (a) and 4.2 K (b)
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Structure modulation in Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 reported by other authors [17,18] was
also observed in the multi-beam images obtained at 4.2 K when the electron beam
was parallel to the c-axis. The atomic lattice spacings with a*b=0.54 nm are
clearly resolved in the images obtained at room temperature [8,9], however broad
and wavy lines strongly appeared along the a-direction. The modulation appeared
as a periodicity of five atomic planes but sometimes as that of four planes. The
line contrast disappears at a border as indicated by an arrow, where some domain
wall may present. The images of the modulated structure seems to appear as weak
contrast at 4.2 K in comparison with those at room temperature, which may be
related to a reduced strain in the superconducting state [8,10]. Origin of the
structure modulation has been discussed based on the periodic arrangement of
oxygen vacancies [20] or a superlattice structure [8,18]. In order to clarify
the relation between superconducting properties and microstructure cryogenic
temperature observation will be essential in the future.
4. SUMMARY

The results obtained in the previous experiments are summarized as follows.
1) For AI5 superconductors high resolution images appeared as bright dots just
corresponding to the Nb atom chains along the 001 direction. Contrast anomaly
was sometimes observed at grain boundaries and in grains suggesting magnetic
flux distribution in the superconducting state.
2) ErBapCu30 appeared as the layer structure with two dark lines of BaO and
one weak dark line of ErO when it was observed normal to the c-axis. The high
resolution lattice images of the (001) crystals clearly show twin structure and
sometimes shows contrast anomaly at twin boundaries.
3) The images of BipS^CaC^Ojc (85 K phase) and Bi2Sr2Ca2CuoOx (110 K phase)
were recognized as the layer structure with a periodicity or three and four
weak dark lines, respectively, between strong dark lines of BiO planes. The
structure modulation in the high resolution images also observed.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURES, DEFECTS, SURFACE AND
INTERFACES IN BISMUTH-BASED SUPERCONDUCTORS

Y. MATSUI
National Institute for Research in Inorganic Materials,
Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki,
Japan

Abstract

Since the discovery of night TC superconductors a lot of investigations
have been performed to clarify the origin of the superconductivity. The
High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy is one of the most effective
instruments to get more information and understanding in the superconducting
mechanism of oxide superconductors. This paper reviews and discusses the
result of studies on Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 superconductors which have been performed
at the Japanese National Institute for Research in Inorganic Materials.
Special attention has been paid to crystal structures, defects, surfaces and
interfaces of examined samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

In early 1988, Maeda et al. [1] discovered a new series of high-T_ supercon-Cj
ductors in a Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (BSCCO) system. The two superconducting phases
with T„ about 80K and 1 1 0K claimed by them were later identified to beO

0 (low-Tc phase) and Bi 2§r2^a2(-'<J'3®v (high-Tc phase),
respectively [2] . Including the 20K superconductor E^S^CuOy previously
found by Michel et al. [3], the series of compounds are described by the genei —
al formula BÏ2^r2(";an-l^un<")2n+4' wnere n=L 2 and 3 correspond to the 20K,
low-T_ and high-T- phases, respectively. They are sometimes described simply\-« U*

by the ratio of cations as 2201, 2212, 2223 and so on. Analysis of the
average crystal structure of the 2212 phase was soon made by Tarascon et
al. [4], although the modulated structure was ignored. It consists of the
alternate stacking of the (BiO) ^ layers and the perovskite-related slabs,
having tetragonal sublattice with a=b=0. 54 and c = 3. 08 nm, as shown in
Fig. 1 [4]. Each perovskite slab contains two Cu-planes in the 2212 phase.
Perovskite layers of the 2201 and 2223 phases, on the other hand, contain one
and three Cu-planes, respectively.

It was however revealed later that some of the diffraction peaks in the
powder X-ray and also the electron diffraction patterns of the 2212 phase are
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not completely indexed by the tetrago-

nal substructure of Fig. 1. Such dis-

crepancy was la ter s o l v e d by the

direct high-resolution transmission

electron microscope (HRTEM) observa-

tions of the structure by Matsui et

al. [5,6]. They showed that the 2212

phase has strongly distorted or modu-

lated structure with an incommensurate

4.8 times long-periodicity in the b-

direct ion. The similar modulated

structures are also observed in the

high-T (2223) and 20K (2201 )
O

phases [7, 8] . In th is way, it was

revealed that the modulated structures

are the common features of the series

of Bi-based superconductors. Recent

HRTEM s tudy a lso showed that the

cleavage sur face of the 2212 phase

suf fers from the wavy atom fluctua-

tions due to the ef fects of the modu-

lat ions in the bulk s t ruc tu re [9] .

Although the detailed analysis of the

modulated s t r u c t u r e s are st i l l in

progress, it is considered that the

modulations are associated with inter-

stitial oxygen atoms and/or cation

subs t i t u t i ons w h i c h a re p o s s i b l y

respons ib le to the fo rmat ions of

charge carriers, holes or electrons.

Information of the modulation struc-

tures are, therefore, considered to be
very important to unders tand the

superconduct ing mechanisms of the

series of Bi-based superconductors.

In th is paper, the resul ts of the

o

Fig. 1.

Average structure of the low-

TC superconductor, E^S^CaCk^O
( 2 2 1 2 ) , a f ter Tarascon et

al. [4].
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HRTEM studies of crystal structures, defects, surface and interfaces per-
formed in our laboratory are briefly reviewed [10, 1 1 ] .

Most of the samples examined in this study are prepared by the solid state
reaction methods using starting powders of 61203, SrCOg, CaCOg and CuO. They
are pre-fired, ground and finally annealed at the appropriate temperatures of
800 - 900 °C[1,2]. The obtained specimens are ground in CCl^ using agate
mortar and then dispersed onto perforated carbon films. HRTEM observations
are performed mainly by (1) JEM-4000EX type 400 kV TEM and (2) H-9000 type 300
kV TEM, both enable us to get HRTEM images under the point-to-point resolution
of 0. 17 - 0. 19 nm.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

2-1. Modulated Structures in Bi-Based Superconductors

As already mentioned, electron diffraction patterns of various reciprocal
lattice sections of the low-T_ 2212 phase include many weak satellite reflec-LI

tions which are not explained by the simple tetragonal substructure shown in
Fig.1 [5,6]. Detailed analysis of the electron diffraction patterns showed
that the exact structure should be described by an orthorhombic lattice with
A =a=0. 54, B =4. 8b=2. 6 and C =c=3. 08 nm [5, 6] . This means that the crystalS o o
has a long-periodicity in the b direction, which is incommensurate with the b
parameter of the tetragonal substructure. In order to examine the origin of
the incommensurate superstructure, we performed a direct HRTEM observation
with an electron beam along the a-axis. In the resultant image shown in
Fig.2, the double lines of strong dark contrast are considered to correspond
to the (BiO)2 double layers. The striking feature of the (BiO)2 layers is
that the horizontal Bi-Bi distance is not constant but fluctuates in the fa-
direction. The regions of darker contrast where Bi atoms are compressed to
each other was called the "Bi-concentrated bands", as indicated by the symbol
"B" in the micrograph. Another regions of weaker contrast where Bi-Bi dis-
tance is relatively large are, on the other hand, called the "Bi-deficient
bands". It is also found that the vertical Bi-Bi distance is larger in the
Bi-concentrated bands as compared to the corresponding distance in the Bi-
deficient bands. In other words, horizontal compressions and the vertical
expansions of Bi-Bi distances are induced in the Bi-concentrated bands.
Strong lattice distortions are also induced in the perovskite layers to form
zigzag vertical lattice planes. The horizontal periodicity of the two Bi-
concentrated bands is about 2. 6 nm, which includes nine or ten (020) lattice
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Fig. 2.
HRTEM image of the 2212

phase showing the modulated

structure [6]. Symbol B stands

for the Bi-concentrated band.

•mtttWMiiiutf

planes and this may be the reason that the average periodicity read out from
the electron diffraction patterns is 4.8 times of the b-parameter of the
tetragonal substructure. Arrangements of cations proposed based on the
computer simulations of image contrasts is shown in Fig. 3 [12], Here, we
assume that some of the Bi-sites are substituted by the Sr atoms and, on the
other hand, some of the Sr-sites by the Bi atoms and so on. In this way, the
characteristic features of the modulated structures in the low-T_ 2212 phaseo
are obtained. Determinations of the oxygen arrangements are, however, diffi-
cult based on the HRTEM methods because of a weak interactions of electron
with light atoms such as oxygen. Recently, Yamamoto et al. [13] performed the
Rietvelt analysis of the powder X-ray and neutron diffraction data and showed
that the Bi-deficient bands contain interstitial oxygen atoms, while the
oxygen atoms in the Bi-concentrated bands have rock-salt type of structure as
is the tetragonal substructure proposed by Tarascon et al. [4]. They however
insist that no substitution occurs at the Bi sites, which is different from
our model based on the HRTEM images. Detailed analysis of the image con-
trasts of the modulated structures are still in progress.

Similar structural modulations are also observed in both the high-T_ 2223c
phase with T =110K [7] and also the 2201 T =20K phase [8]. An example of theL« \jf

HRTEM image of the modulated structure in the 2223 phase is shown in Fig. 4.
Most of the perovskite layers formed in the 2223 phase have thickness of 1.8
nm which contains three Cu-planes. The crystal however contains various
perovskite layers of different numbers of Cu-planes, as indicated in the right
hand side of each perovskite layer. In this way, it is revealed that the
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Fig. 3.

Model of cation arrangements
in the modulated structure of
the 2212 phase {12].

Fig. 4.

HRTEM image of the modulated
structure and intergrowth

de fec t s in the 2223 h igh-Tc
phase [7].

high-Tc 2223 phase contains many intergrowth defects, as predicted by the
broadening of the 002 powder diffraction peak. Arrangements of the Bi-con-
centrated bands are very similar to those observed in the low-T 2212 phase inc
Fig. 2. We therefore concluded that the high-Tc 2223 phase also has an or-
thorhombic superstructure with an incommensurate modulation in the b-direc-
tion. It is well known that the formation of the intergrowth defects in the
high-Tc 2223 phase is considerably reduced by doping Pb in the structure.
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Ikeda et al. [14] showed that the modulation structure in the Pb-doped 2223
phase is quite different from that of non-doped 2223 phase. Similar effects
of Pb-doping are also found in the 2212 phase by Chen et al. [15]

The modulated structure formed in the 2201 phase (T =20K) is also examinedo
by HRTEM as shown in Fig. 5 [8]. In this case the distance of the two (BiO)2
layers is about c/2=1.2 nm. Formations of the Bi-concentrated bands are also
observed but these bands do not form an orthorhombic lattice but a monoclinic
one with Â O. 54, Bm=2. 6, Cm=2. 7 and alpha=113°. Reason of such a monoclinic
distortion is unknown in the present stage. Effects of the Pb-doping in the
2201 phase are recently examined by Matsui et al. [16] and the change of the
modulation features, similar to that observed in the Pb-doped 2223 and 2212
phases, are observed.

Fig. 5.
HRTEM image of the monoclinic

modulation in the 2201 phase
[8]. Both monoclinic and
pseudo-orthorhombic unit cells
are drawn in the micrograph.

2-2 Intergrowth Defects and Interfaces

Examples of the intergrowth defects in the high-T^ 2223 phase are alreadyU

shown in Fig.4. Such intergrowth defects are seldom observed in the 2201

TC=20K phases, although small amount of intergrowth of the perovskite layers

of three and four Cu-layers are observed in the low-T„ 2212 phase [ 1 7 ] .c
Another type of defect structure observed in the Bi-based superconductors is
the discontinuity of the (BiO)2 layers, as was reported by Matsui et al. [11].
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Various types of interface structures are also observed in the Bi-based
superconductors. Two kinds of twin structures, the rotation-type twinning
[17] and the mirror-type twinning, are observed as shown in Figs. 6 and 7,
respectively. In the first example in Fig. 6 (a) [17], the upper part shows
typical image of the orthorhombic modulated structure in the 2212 phase, while
the lower part seemingly shows no modulation. This indicates that the upper
and the lower parts shows the HRTEM images projected along the [100] and the
[010] directions, respectively. In other words, the upper and the lower
regions are mutually related by the 90 degree rotation around the common c-
axis. One of the interesting conclusions obtained from Fig. 6 is that the
twin boundary exists in between the two (BiO) planes on both sides of the
arrowhead in the micrograph. This indicates that the upper and the lower
(BiO) planes suffer from the structural modulations in the different direc-
tions which are perpendicular to each other, as schematically drawn in
Fig. 6(b). This may be the results of the weak chemical bonding between the
two (BiO) planes. In the mirror-type twinning found in the lower part of
Fig.7 [10], two domains B and B' have 2201 structure with a monoclinic symme-
try [8] . The two regions have common b-axis but the c-axes are mutually
related by the mirror operation with mirror plane parallel to the (001) plane.

Fig. 6(b).

Schematic representation of

the rotational twin structure of
the 2212 phase [10].

Fig. 6 (a).

HRTEM image of the rotation-
type twinning observed in the

2212 phase (a) [17] .
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Figure 7 also contains a phase boundary (PB) between the 2212 phase in the
upper part (A) and the 2201 phase in the lower part (B and B'). The phase
boundary plane is almost parallel to the common a-b plane of both phases.
The numbers of Cu-planes in each perovskite layers near the phase boundary is
indicated in the central part of the micrograph. Change of the numbers from
(-2-2-2-) in the upper part to (-1-1-1-) in the lower part is observed at the
phase boundary. Some irregularity of the sequence, such as (-2-2-1-2-1-1-)
is, however observed, as indicated in the central part of the micrograph. It
is also observed in the micrograph that some of the (BiO)2 layers are not the
complete sheets but suffer from the displacements in the c direction to form
stepped (BiO)2 layers, as indicated by arrowheads in the micrograph. Obser-
vations of such stepped (BiO)2 layers are also reported for the thin film of
Bi-based superconductors.

Fig. 7.
HRTEM image showing the

phase boundary (PB) between the
upper 2212 and the lower 2201
structures [11]. The lower 2201
domain also has a mirror-type
t w i n n i n g w i t h twin boundary
parallel to the (001) plane.

Most of the interfaces or boundaries in Bi-based superconductors are thus
parallel to the basal (001) plane of the layered structures. One exceptional
case of the boundary introduced almost normal to the (001) plane is shown in
Fig. 8, which is obtained from the fluorine doped BSCCO superconductor [18].
In this case, the right and the left hand sides of the crystal have mutually
different layer sequences and these two regions meet at the central part.
Some of the (BiO) 2 layers suffer from complete discontinuity. This means
that the (BiO) 2 layers can be changed into the perovskite-1ike structures
without causing large structural instability.
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Fig. 8.

HRTEM image of the F-doped
BSCCO superconductor. showing
the boundary which is associated
with discontinuity of the (BiO)2
layers [11].

2-3 Profile Imaging of Wavy Surface

Characterization of surface structure is basically important to understand
and control the properties of thin films of the high-Tc superconducting
oxides. One of the interesting problem of the surface in Bi-based supercon-
ductors is whether the bulk modulations mentioned in 3-1 make some effects on
the surface structures. Because of the weak chemical interactions between
the two (BiO) planes, it is considered that the crystal may be cleaved to
separate the two (BiO) planes. If this was the case, it may be interesting
to know whether the concentrations and expansions of the Bi atoms in the
(BiO)2 layers are still induced in the single (BiO) plane on the top surface.
To examine the surface structure of the 2212 phase, we tried to perform the
so-called "profile-imaging" of the cleaved (001) plane [9] . In this tech-
nique, the surface to be examined is set parallel to the electron beam and the
surface profile projected in the beam direction is obtained in the HRTEM
image. In the present case, the crystal with sharp (001) edge is selected
and set with its [100] direction parallel to an electron beam. The resultant
HRTEM image is shown in Fig. 9. Existences of both Bi-concentrated bands (B)
and the Bi-deficient ones (D) are observed inside the crystal. The edge of
the crystal shows the image of the (001) plane projected in the [100] direc-
tion. First we can conclude from this image that the top surface consists
only of the single (BiO) plane. It is also observed that the top (BiO) plane
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Fig. 9. Profile imaging of the wavy cleavage surface of the 2212 phase.
Symbols B and D stand for the Bi-concentrated and the
Bi-deficient bands, respectively [9].

consists of the Bi-concentrated regions (B') with darker contrast and the Bi-

deficient ones (D') with weaker contrast. The B' bands are almost above the

D bands of the nearest (BiO) 2 layers and, on the other hand, D' bands above

the B bands of the (BiO)2 layers. The horizontal distance of the two B'

bands is about 2. 6 nm, almost the same with the B0 parameter of the orthorhom-
S

bic superlattice of the modulated structure. This strongly suggests that the
B' and the D* bands are the lower half of the original B and D bands, respec-
tively, of the (BiO)g layers. In this way, we can conclude that the cleavage
is actually induced in between the two (BiO) planes and one of these (BiO)
plane is left at the outermost surface layer. Another important result
obtained from Fig. 10 is that the surface has a wavy fluctuations of atoms in
the vertical directions. The height at the Bi-deficient D' bands is slightly
larger than that of the Bi-concentrated B' bands. In this way, the hillocks
of the D' bands are formed on the surface with a periodicity of about 2. 6 nm
in the b direction. Such a wavy surface structure is reasonably expected if
the modulations in the bulk (BiO) 2 layers are maintained even after the two
(BiO) planes are separated. Formations of the wavy surface in the Bi-based
superconductors are also reported by Kirk et al. [19] based on the scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) observations.
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Because of the formations of the incommensurate modulations from the simple
layered structures, the analysis of the structures based on the standard
diffraction methods are difficult in the present Bi-based superconductors.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy, on the other hand, can
provide us the direct real space information on the characteristic features of
the structural modulations. The HRTEM technique can also provide us the
information on the defects, boundaries and the cleavage surface of the Bi-
based superconductors, which are difficult by other diffraction methods. On
the other hand, it is in general quite difficult to obtain the accurate data
of atom positions and occupations based on the HRTEM images. We therefore
consider that the proper combinations of the direct HRTEM method and the
indirect X-ray and/or neutron diffraction methods are required to achieve the
finally satisfactory information on the various aspects of the structures of
Bi-based and other high~T_ superconducting oxides.
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MAGNETIZATION STUDIES OF MULTD1LAMENTARY STRANDS
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Abstract

Helmholtz coils, or modifications of them (e.g. saddle-coils) are commonly used for
producing dipolar magnetic fields. But if the coils are wound from superconducting
strands, residual magnetization, M™ resident in the strand material itself is responsible for
multipolar distortions of the desired field. It is well known that the height of the M(H)
hysteresis loop — AM(H) = (MR+ - MR-), where the signs refer to the trapping
(paramagnetic) and shielding (diamagnetic) branches, respectively, of M(H) - is
proportional to the product of filament diameter, d, and critical current density, JC(H).
Thus in an attempt to reduce strand magnetization (in the presence of high Jc) and the
attendant field distortion, a strong effort has been under way to produce, on a commercial
scale, multifilamentary strands with smaller and smaller filaments. In order to preserve
filament quality (i.e. to prevent thickness undulations, or "sausaging") in small filaments, it
has been suggested necessary to confine the ratio of filament spacing (s) to filament
diameter (d) to s/d < 0.15±0.02. The combination of small d with low s/d results in
interfilamentary spacings sufficiently close to proximity-effect couple the filaments. For
example, at an s/d of 0.15, Cu-matrix filaments that have been reduced to 5-1/2 pm in
diameter are beginning to exhibit coupling; and the coupling becomes worse as d is still
further reduced. But if the interfilamentary matrix is alloyed with ~0.5 wt.% Mn,
coupling is barely perceptible even with l (im diameter filaments. Next, having disposed of
an excess magnetization due to proximity-effect coupling one is still faced with the
inherent magnetization of the NbTi filaments themselves. During the operating cycle
(field-increasing) of the SSC magnet, this magnetization is diamagnetic; accordingly it can
be neutralized by including in the superconducting strand a material with a large positive
magnetization, such as Ni. To be sure, Ni barriers have been incorporated into
multifilamentary strands to eliminate proximity-effect interfilamentary coupling, and bulk
Ni inserts have been recommended for magnetization compensation in SSC dipoles, but
the present idea of associating Ni directly with the strand for local magnetization
compensation is new. It may turn out to be convenient to add the Ni as an electroplated
layer on the outside of the strand; but should internal Ni be preferred it may be possible
to eliminate coupling and compensate for residual shielding magnetization in a single
operation.

INTRODUCTION

When a multifilamentary composite superconductor is subjected to a time-varying
external magnetic field the "height" of the M(H) hysteresis loop is proportional to the
critical current density, Jc, and the diameter, d, of the filaments. Thus in order to
minimize the magnetization resident in the windings of the coils of the SSC magnet, and
the attendant distortion of its dipolar field, the filaments of the composite strands must be
made as small as possible. The maintenance of a high Jc under these conditions requires

Also affiliated with Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, United States of America.
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the preservation of filament quality (the avoidance of "sausaging"), which in turn dictates
the use of a filament-spacing/filament-diameter ratio, s/d, preferably within the range 0.13-
0.17. A consequence of this is that filaments whose diameters have been reduced to below
about 5 (tm are coupled by proximity effect. This contributes an unwanted excess
magnetization to at least a portion of the M(H) hysteresis loop, thereby counteracting to
some extent the advantage that would otherwise accrue from taking the strand through
those final reduction stages1'2'3.
It will be shown that interfilamentary coupling can be suppressed by alloying the matrix

with a low concentration of Mn4. In the strands prepared for this study, an
interfilamentary alloy of Cu-0.5wt.% Mn was used. As a result, filaments as small as d =
2.5 /im (hence s = 0.5 /im, at the design s/d of 0.19 in this case3) were successfully
decoupled. But having disposed of the excess magnetization due to proximity-effect
coupling one is still faced with the inherent magnetization of the NbTi filaments
themselves. During the operating cycle (field-increasing) of the SSC magnet, this
magnetization is diamagnetic; accordingly it can be neutralized by associating the
superconducting strand with a material of large positive magnetization, such as Ni. To be
sure, Ni barriers have been incorporated into multi-filamentary strands to eliminate
proximity-effect interfilamentary coupling5, and bulk Ni inserts have been recommended
for magnetization compensation in SSC dipoles6, but the present idea of associating Ni
directly with the strand for local magnetization compensation is new. It may turn out to
be convenient to add the Ni as an electroplated layer on the outside of the strand; but
should it be feasible to introduce the Ni between the filaments, it would be possible to
eliminate coupling and compensate for residual shielding magnetization in a single
operation.

EXPERIMENTAL

Magnetization Measurements

Magnetization was measured as function of temperature up to the Tc of NbTi with
field sweep amplitudes of from a few tens of gauss up to 15 kG. A computerized PAR-
EG&G vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM) was used, in association with a 17 kG iron-
core electromagnet powered by a ± 65 A field-controlled bipolar power supply. In
completing a full hysteresis loop, including the initial branch from the origin, the
instrument records 1,023 data pairs. Thus the field resolution in any experiment is about
17200th of the field-sweep amplitude, which enables all fine structure associated with
coupling magnetization to be fully recorded.

Sample Material

Samples were prepared commercially from high-homogeneity Nb-46.5wt%Ti rods
clad with a thin barrier-layer of Nb (whose presence was ignored in the data analyses).
Two series of strands were studied: (1) A Cu-matrix, 6,000-filament series, with s/d z 0.15,
designated RHIC (indicating a class of strand intended for Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
application); (2) A 23,000-filament series, designated CMN, with an interfilamentary Cu-
0.5wt.%Mn matrix and an s/d of 0.19 3. In each case the strand design called for an
annular filamentary bundle, encased in Cu and surrounding a Cu core. This configuration
is illustrated in Figure 1; further details of the strands under study are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1 Scanning electron micrograph of CMN-25.

Table 1 Specifications of the Sample Materials

Sample
Code

Strand Fil.
Diam.,D, Diam.,d*,
10"2 cm ftm

Magnetization Test Sample**
No. of
Strands

Length,
mm

NbTi Filament
Volume, l(T3cm3

RHIC-009
RHIC-013
RHIC-026

2.54
3.47
6.57

2.106
2.890
5.490

80
48
14

6.31
6.31
6.44

Cu-0.5wt.%Mn-Matrix Strands: 22,902 filaments (not heat treated)

CMN-5
CMN-10
CMN-15
CMN-21
CMN-25
CMN-115

1.27
2.75
3.85
5.29
6.35

29.99

0.500
1.068
I.495
2.051
2.459

II.556

200
58
33
21
15
1

5.88
5.74
5.60
6.15
5.64
5.892

10.74
12.13
13.03

5.28
6.83
7.43
9.77
9.20

14.15

Obtained by etching-and-weighing using separately measured
density of bulk Nb-46.5Ti (= 6.097).

Referring to clad samples only.

Magnetometer-Sample Preparation

The samples for magnetization measurement consisted of cylindrical bundles, about
3 mm in diameter and 6 mm in length, of parallel multifilamentary strands imbedded in
epoxy. Depending on the strand diameter, the number of strands in the bundle varied
from 1 (CMN-115) to 200 (CMN-5) so as to keep the volume of superconductor roughly
constant at about 0.01 cm3. In the present study, the sample orientation was axis-normal
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to the applied field. In general it was customary to prepare two sets of samples: one
consisting of the as-received composite strands, and the other of bare NbTi filaments - all
the Cu having been removed by etching. By comparing the magnetizations of the clad and
bare materials, the influence of proximity effect could be clearly observed.

PROXIMITY EFFECT

If a superconductor, s, is in intimate contact with a normal conductor, n,
superelectron pairs will leak through the sin interface. The probability of finding a
superelectron pair in n at a distance x from the interface is

P a exp(-V) (1)

where, for high-conductivity (so-called "clean") normal conductors, k,,"1, the characteristic
decay length, is given by

V1 = h vf/2irkBT (2)

in which h = h/2ir and vf is the Fermi velocity in n. The latter is judged to be clean if its
electronic mean-free-path, mfp, £, is very much greater than a "coherence length", £n,
given by

en = (h v^otfkßT) (3)

Take Cu for example. At 4.2 K the coherence lengths of coppers with residual resistance
ratios (RRR) of from 75 to 200 lie between 0.69 and 1.13 /im; the corresponding mfps are
3.15 to 8.45 /im, respectively. By the above criterion these coppers would be regarded as
clean with decay lengths as prescribed by Eqn. (2), which for T = 4.2 K, yields k^"1 =
0.45 /im. Thus, for example, in Cu/NbTi composites stabilized by Cu of normal purity, the
filaments will be coupled by proximity effect provided the interfilamentary spacing is less
than about 0.9 /im; i.e. a filament diameter (at s/d = 0.15) of about 6 /im. Three factors
will reduce, and eventually destroy, proximity effect coupling: (1) a reduction of £4 (2) an
increase in the temperature; (3) an increase of the applied magnetic field strength.

MAGNETIZATION REGIMES - MANIFESTATIONS OF PROXIMITY-EFFECT
COUPLING

At constant temperature (say 4.2 K), as the applied magnetic field increases, the
strand passes through four clearly discernable magnetization regimes, Figure 2.

Filaments in the Meissner State

(a) Very Small Applied Field Regime: If the applied field is very weak, it will be
excluded by Meissner effect from the interfilamentary Cu as well as from the NbTi
filaments. The entire filamentary bundle acts like a solid block of superconductor with a
magnetic volume susceptibility (for field normal to the cylinder axis) of -1/2*. This effect
is exhibited by the initial-magnetization segment of the M(H) loop in Figure 3.

(b) Small Applied Field Regime: As the applied field strength increases beyond
what might be termed the "lower critical field" of the interfilamentary Cu (which for
CMN-5 at 4.2 K is about 9 gauss) a mixed state is created in which flux is pinned
throughout the interior of the filamentary bundle. This state is characterized by excess
magnetizations on both the field increasing and the field decreasing branches of what has
become an almost four-fold-symmetric M(H) loop. The overall inclination of the loop (cf
that of the unclad sample) is (-l/2ir)P, where P is the "flux-exclusion volume-fraction" of
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FILAMENTS IN THE MEISSNER STATE

Very Low Field Regime

Filament Bundle in
the Meissner State

Low Field Regime

Filaments Individually in
the Meissner State

FILAMENTS IN THE MIXED STATE

Intermediate Field Regime

Filaments Still Coupled
by Proximity Effect

High Field Regime

Filaments Uncoupled

APPLIED
FIELD

INCREASING

Figure 2 Field-dependent magnetization regimes.
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Figure 3 M(H) loops for clad CMN-5 and unclad CMN-5B at 4.2 K
illustrating magnetic behavior in the "very low field" and "low field"
regimes.
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the filaments. For thick filaments P = 1, but for filaments whose radius, R, is comparable
to the penetration depth, X, P = l-(2/x)I1(x)/I0(x), where I0 and 1} are modified Bessel
functions of the 1st kind of order 0 and 1, respectively, and x = R/X. At constant
temperature, P decreases along with R (= d/2) as illustrated in Figure 4.

20

I

10-

0-

-10 ->

-20
CMN-115

-400

Figure 4

-200 0 200
Magnetic Field Strength, Oe

400

Low-field (<Hcl) hysteresis loops for.samples CMN-115 to CMN-5
at 4.2 K.

Filaments in the Mixed State

(a) Filaments Coupled: The filaments themselves enter the mixed state when they
are exposed to magnetic fields greater than their Hcls. For thick filaments, this will be the
recognized Hcl of NbTi. But very fine filaments enter the mixed state at some enhanced
transverse field given by Hcl/vT; for example, for CMN-5 at 4.2 K, this field is 607 gauss.
The mixed-state hysteresis loop for NbTi is familiar to all — see the curves labelled
"unclad" in Figure 5. But when the filaments are coupled by proximity effect an
additional field-dependent magnetization component arises. The surprising, as-yet
unexplained, feature of this component is that it appears only along the field-decreasing
(trapping) branches of the M(H) loop. This is particularly evident in the curve labelled
"clad" in Figure 5(b).

(b) Filaments Uncoupled: Eventually the applied field can become sufficiently
strong to decouple the electron pairs in the interfilamentary space, i.e. to destroy the
proximity effect. We see this happening in the "wings" of the Figure-5(b) M(H) loop.

VISUALIZATION OF COUPLING

It is well known that the total height of the magnetization loop, AMV(H) (emu/cm3

of the NbTi component of the composite) is related to the filament's critical current
density, Jc (A/cnr), and diameter, d (cm), by7

AM^H) = (0.4/3T) Jc d (4)
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(a) CMN-5
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Mixed state hysteresis loops at 42 K for clad and unclad samples of
(a) CMN-5 and (b) RHIC-009. In the upper figure, the presence of
a paramagnetic interfilamentary matrix has given a positive tilt to the
clad M(H) loop. Particularly evident in the lower figure is the
dominance of coupling magnetization along the trapping branches of
H(H)

It follows that any magnetization enhancement due to proximity effect coupling can be
expressed in terms of an effective filament diameter, say deff

8. The occurrence of a deff
d can be visualized through application of either of the following two methods:

The Method

From Eqn. (4) a plot of AMy/Jc against d, in the absence of coupling, should be
linear through the origin. Otherwise at small values of d, positive departures from the line
should be observed indicating the onset of coupling1. If it can be assumed that Jc is
independent of d over the range concerned, the same should be true for a plot of
versus d, as indicated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Height of the M(H) hystersis loop versus nominal filament
diameter — derived from Ref.l (Ghosh et al).

The Method

As insurance against the possible variation of Jc with d, and then to avoid the
difficulty of having to measure a possibly large low-field Jc, the AM^^/AM^^ method
was devised. Referring again to Eqn. (4), and after associating AMy^ with a coupling-
enhanced deu, we obtain simply that AMvciad/AMy.bare = deff/d, tne latter being constant
and close to 1 when coupling is absent. With decreasing d, departure from the constant
value indicates the onset of coupling. Figure 7, for the series of Cu-matrix RHIC strands
indicates that coupling sets in below d = 5.5 pm (i.e. s £ 0.8 /im).

COUPLING REDUCTION WITH AN INTERFILAMENTARY Cu-Mn ALLOY

Figure 8, for the CMN series of strands with the Cu-0.5 wt.%Mn interfilamentary
matrix, shows that d needs to be reduced below 1.1 pm (s ^ 0.2 /im, in this case) before
we begin to see the effect of coupling.

MAGNETIZATION COMPENSATION

Introduction and Preliminary Studies

It has been shown that in the filament range of relevance to the SSC, proximity
effect coupling can be eliminated through the incorporation of Cu-Mn as interfilamentary
matrix. But as indicated in Figure 5, practically all of the coupling magnetization shows
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Relative heights of the M(H) loops at 4.2 K and the fields specified
for clad and unclad (bare) samples of RHIC strands.
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Figure 8 Relative heights of the M(H) loops at 4.2 K and the fields specified

for clad and unclad (bare) samples of CMN strands.

up along the field-decreasing or trapping branches of M(H), whereas the SSC magnet is
operated along the field-increasing or shielding branches. Thus an issue still to be settled is
whether coupling was ever a serious problem for the SSC. In any event, having disposed
of the coupling problem either operationally or physically one is still faced with the
inherent magnetization of the filaments themselves. Since during the operation of the SSC
magnet this magnetization is diamagnetic, it can be compensated locally by associating the
strand with a small volume-fraction of ferromagnetic material such as Ni. In our
preliminary studies the magnetization of a typical sample was compensated at a field of
about 4-5 kG by a short length of Ni wire.
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Conceptual Design of Magnetization-Compensated RHIC and CMN Strands

Data needed to magnetically compensate RHIC and CMN strands in fields of 3 to
4 kG are provided in Table 2(a). The strand magnetizations referred to have been
obtained from the field-increasing branches of their M(H)s; the data for Ni was acquired
during a magnetization measurement at 10 K — see Figure 9. Listed in Table 2(b) are: (i)
the volume percentages of Ni that need to be associated with the strand for compensation
within 3-4 kG; (ii) the number of Ni filaments that would need to be inserted, for
compensation at 3.3 kG, should it be decided to replace some of the NbTi filaments with
Ni; (iii) the thickness of a layer to be plated onto the surface of the strand, again for
compensation at 3.3 kG, should that route be selected.

Table 2 Conceptual Design of Magnetization-Compensated Strands

(a) Specific Magnetization of Filamentary NbTi (at 4.2 K) and Ni (at 10 K)

Sample
Material

Strength of the Increasing Applied Field, kG

3.0 3.3 4.0

Magnetization of NbTi, M<-p, emu/cm

RfflC-009
RfflC-013
RHIC-026

CMN-5
CMN-10
CMN-15

-10.758
-13.073
-20.881

- 6.366
-6.223
- 6.865

Magnetization of Ni, M,,M, emu/cm3 *

Ni + 467.4

-10.176
-12.391
-19.917

- 6.036
-5.796
- 6.472

+ 478.1

-9.124
-11.185
-18.164

- 5.178
-5.048
- 5.685

+ 496.8

(b) Volume Percentage and Actual Volume of Ni Needed for Compensation
at Various Fields

Vol. Pet. Ni, IOORC = IOOA^/ASC*»
Sample
Code

RHIC-009
RHIC-013
RHIC-026

CMN-5
CMN-10
CMN-15

3.0 kG

2302
2.797
4.468

1.362
1.331
1.469

3.3 kG

2.128
2.592
4.166

1.263
1.212
1.354

4.0 kG

1.837
2.251
3.656

1.042
1.016
1.144

No. of Ni
Filamentsf

127
154
244

286
274
306

Thickness
of platingft
t,ftm

0.6
1.0
3.0

0.1
0.3
0.5

In normalization to unit volume, a density of 9.04 was taken.

If M represents a material's specific magnetization and A its cross-sectional area,
while subscripts "SC" and "add" denote NbTi and the compensating addendum
(i.e. Ni), then the fractional amounts of addendum material required for
compensation are simply Rc =

t

ft

Number of Ni-replaced NbTi filaments, for a total of 6,108 in the case of RHIC
and 22,902 in the case of CMN, needed for compensation at 3.3 kG.

Plated layer applied to the outside of the strand (appropriate to 0.33 T operation)
computed from the relationship t = (AsC/jrD)Rc.
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Specific magnetization of (evidently) unannealed pure Ni wire (0.1
mm diameter) measured at 10 K. The actual sample was RHIC-009
plus Ni wire (see "Preliminary Studies" section) measured above the
Tc of the NbTi.

Design and Performance of a Ni-Electroplated Strand

A length of arbitrarily chosen multifilamentary strand was taken for the
electroplating study. Its moment per unit length (Mjg_, emu/cm) at a "design field" of 6 kG
was measured. Next, the desired plating thickness was calculated according to

t = \Mgj*ûa \ (5)

where a is the moment per unit volume of Ni at the design field. In practice, a is close to
the saturation moment of Ni at liquid-He temperatures. In the present study, with d =
8.226x10-* cm, M£(6kG) = -2.7603xl(r2 emu/cm, and a(6kG, 4.2K) = 515.92 emu/cm3,
Eqn. (5) calls for a plating thickness of 2.1 /«n. An attempt to deposit a Ni layer of that
thickness was made using a calibrated Ni-electroplating bath. Estimated by weight change,
the actual thickness of the layer deposited was 2.2 /*m. The degree to which compensation
was achieved at the design field is indicated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 Magnetic hysteresis loop at 4.2 K for a Ni-electroplated multifilamentary
strand. Note that moment compensation ( + H increasing) lakes place at
7.52 kG.

Conclusion

A few percent of Ni added to a superconducting strand can offset most of its
shielding magnetization over a wide magnetic field range. Pure Ni adds little to the
existing magnetic hysteresis, and once it reaches saturation its effect is to bodily shift the
wings of the M(H) loop in the + M direction when H is positive and in the -M direction
when H is negative.

The addition of Ni to the strand may relieve the SSC magnets's need for fine
filaments, one of the purposes of which was also to minimize conductor magnetization.

Early studies have suggested that magnetization compensation could be achieved
through the insertion of bulk Ni into the dipole "wedge"6. But in this work we are
proposing that the Ni could be associated with the composite strand itself ~ either in the
form of replacement filaments or as a coating on the outside surface. Furthermore,
currently under way is an investigation into the possibility of surrounding the individual
filaments with Ni -- a technique reminiscent of diffusion-barrier technology. If it is
metallurgically feasible to introduce the needed few percent of Ni in this way — thick
enough to retain its ferromagnetic properties, and without contaminating the Cu -- a
strand could be created that would be both magnetically compensated and immune to
proximity effect.
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Abstract

Recently developed theory of stability which takes into account smoothed transition of SC
to the normal state allowed to obtain some important results. The theory accounted for stable
performance of SC wires with high current density at poor cooling and allowed to find limits of
SC wires stable performance at different conditions. Stability criteria were mostly founded with
an approach of "frozen flux" conditions, i.e. unchanged current density distribution during
instability evolution. Theory has been confirmed in series of experiments, still as frequency range
for SC wires is spread, some evidences for more stable wires behavior than theory predicts are
appeared for thin SC wires in fast changing fields. In this paper a stability of SC wire has been
analyzed taking into account heat capacity and matrix resistivity and stability criteria are
obtained. It is shown that for thin wires taking into account heat capacity and matrix resistivity
permissible rates of field or current changing are tens fold as high as permissible rates for
"frozen flux" model. The obtained criteria may remove contradictions between the theory and
experiment and allow to estimate stability limits in AC and pulsed magnets.

INTRODUCTION

Modern stability theory for SC
composites with smoothed transition to the
normal state [1-3] explained the possibility of
wire stable performance at poor cooling far
beyond steady state stability conditions [1,2],
allowed to establish relations between losses
and stability [1,3], to find critical rates of
field changing and current charging; lower
these rates SC wire is stable and realize its
full current carrying capacity [1,4].

Most of the recently obtained stability
criteria used assumption that instability
initially grows under unchanged current or
magnetic flux distribution conditions (so-
called "frozen flux" conditions). The ground
for such an assumption is low differential
resistivity of the superconductor (dE/dj) =
E/j0 at low enough electrical field level. Due
to this fact diffusion rate of electrical field

turns out to be much slower than that
of heat inside ( A /c ) or outside (ha/c) the
wire. Hence, heat capacity c is getting
unimportant because "frozen in" current
overheats irreversibly the wire with any heat
capacity as far as such ratio between
diffusion rates is valid. Here E - is electrical
field, j- current density, j0- current parameter
of electrical field increasing which defines the
transition characteristic smoothness, X -
thermal conductivity coefficient, c - heat
capacity of the wire, h- heat transfer
coefficient, a - dimension of a
superconductor.

Theory predictions were verified in
series of experiments [4] and fair qualitative

agreement between experiment and theory
was obtained. However for adequate
description of wire behavior at rapid rates of
field changing we had to attract heat
capacity. At high current charging rates we
saw more stable performance than theory
predicted [1,4]. The numerical simulation of
wire behavior at rapid charging [5] showed
that influence of heat capacity appears
significantly even if above mentioned ratio
between heat and field diffusion rates is one
or two order of magnitude rather than some
units.

The experience of applications of SC
wires in AC windings [6-8] where field
changing rates were 100-1000 T/s showed
that thin wires were still stable far beyond
frozen flux model predictions and diffusion
rates are becoming comparable.

To illustrate it we compare theory
predictions for known wire [8] and its real
performance. The wire has the following
parameters:r0 = 025 mm, jc = 5-10° A/m^
(whole cross section) in B =2 T. The coil
made of the wire reached 2.1 T and
practically fully realized its current carrying
capacity. To make estimations we add
unreported parameters: temperature
parameter of electrical field increasing T0 =
0.02 K and coefficient of heat transfer to the
helium h=l(P W/m2K.

Electrical field of the taking off which
is principle parameter of stability in frozen
flux model [1,3] will be:

Eto = 2hT0/jcr0 = 3.2-10-4 V/m (1)
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Recently published paper [9] gives a
limit of maximum field changing rate in
framework of frozen flux model. For
instance, at I = o.9lc one can find that
(dB/di)max = 5Ec/r0=6.4 T/s which is
approximately two orders of magnitude lower
than really reached in the experiment [8].

The main sources for the discrepancy
we see in heat capacity and matrix resistivity
omitted in frozen flux model.

Actually, even classical stability criterion
which gives usually too pessimistic predictions
for wire performance still predicts existence
of so-called adiabatic limit for thickness 2a
of a SC slab :

a = (wc(Tc-THc)/)1jc2)l/2 (2)

Wires with lower thickness should be
stable at any conditions.

Here w is a factor of 2.5 - 3 depending
on thermal conductivity coefficient.

For example, at c =2kJ/m3,Tc =7.2 K,
jc=10^ A/m2 we obtain 2a=024 mm, i.e.
wires with thickness less that 024 mm must
withstand any rates of field changing.

In contrast, frozen flux model has no
such a limit.

In our paper we present results of study
of SC wire stability under conditions where
ratio between rates of heat transfer and
magnetic field diffusion may be arbitrary
value, to find out limits of SC wires stability
in fast changing fields.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

We treat a SC slab stability in external
magnetic field or under rapid current
charging against small virtual perturbations .

We assume that current density does not
depend on magnetic field inside the slab.

Equations which describe a problem are:

E'=0j/e)t)^ (3)

c(àT/at)=XT"+ JE (4)

Description for SC composite state:

E=Ecexp(
isc-Jc(Tb)

Jo
)=JcCst (5)

where Ec is conventional "critical"
electrical field, which arises at "critical
current density" and T=TJ, (TJ, is background
temperature). We assume as usual [1,3] that
j0 and TO parameters are connected as JO/TO
=ic(Th,B)/(Tc(B)-Tb) and j0/jc= <5 .

We assume tor definiteness that current
is charged into the slab with a rate
(dl/dt=const). From the stability standpoint it
is equivalent to the case with increasing of
external field with rate ( dB/dt =fAdI /d t j till
full saturation.

Boundary conditions on the slab surface
are:

-h(T-THc) = \ dT/dx; dE/dx= -dB/dt (6)

To simplify the problem we assume that
temperature distribution over conductor cross
section is uniform. It is valid in most
practical cases and may be expressed as

X/ha»l. At h=103W/m2K and a~ Z-S-lO^m it
is enoughXto be more than few units of
W/m-K.

Now we can integrate (4) to obtain:

dTIT f
- =Jica__ =J jEdx + h(T-THe) (7)

dt 0

For stability analysis we need to know
background electrical field distribution. Fair
approximation for that is E= (di/dt)(x-x0) and
xo=B/Jc» where jc corresponds to current
density on the slab surface [5,10], x0 is a
depth of saturated zone.

After linearization of the set of
equation by expressing the solution as a sum
of background and perturbed terms E=Eb+

)E;T=Th+/1T we obtain:

.
E Tb Eb/JE"p j0QEb 4 T

* _ + ____ _ + __!___* __ (8)

d/}T .
ca__ =JÛEjcdx-

dt
(9)

Equation (8) has a term which regards
dynamics of background temperature and this
feature is a principle distinction from earlier
used equations for stability analysis [1,2].

We search solution in the form:

AE=Y(x)exp(vt/tc)M(dI/dt)(a-x0);

After transformations we get an
equation:

" +(k1-v((tt +1)2]Y +v(ftx +l)Wx/(vy+1) =0

(10)

where:

> =f^(dl/dt)(a-x0)/pj0; x=(x-xo)/(a-xQ)

/= ca(dl/dt)/hj0(a-x0); kx = (dTb/dt)tc/T0;

1

W = _jYdx; k=( l
00

(U(dI/dt)l2/hjc(Tc-THe);
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(i - is a ratio between differential
resistivity and resistivity of matrix. <f is a ratio
between heat and electrical field diffusion,

S determines the smoothness of transition
characteristics of superconductor, Tc is a
critical temperature at given magnetic field.
Rate of increasing of background
temperature due to losses in saturated zone is
in the dimensionless form:

= k

To find stability criterion we have to
find conditions when at parameter k
increasing positive Re(v) appears. The state
of the slab is described by three parameters :
k, fand (3 . So, we need to find the set of
parameters when unstable solutions arise.

RESULTS

Influence of Heat Capacity on SC Wire
Stability in Fast Changing Field

If differential resistivity (E/jQ) of SC is
much less than normal resistivity of the
matrix, i.e. « 1, then we can neglect
normal metal shunting effect on stability of
SC slab. Solution of (10) has a form:

= o (ii)
2 vk

where Jn- is a first kind bessel function,

Minimum values of k=km;n correspond
to the condition (dk/dv) = 0.

Eigenvalues v from (11) are presented
in Fig.l as dependence on k.

At<f=0 stability criterion obtained from
(11) corresponds to the one obtained from
frozen flux model [2] which has a
dimensionless form k =2 8 (12)

This criterion may be readily extracted
from (11) 31*^=0 and v-»*=.

At v > k j the stability criterion and
increment of main instability growth (vc) are:

kmin=2ß[l +2(2^)1/2]; v^/f)1/2 (13)

As it seen from (13) even small
parameters f enhances stability significantly.

We test criterion (13) to describe
experiment [4] where dependence of field of
flux jump on field changing rate was studied
(see Fig2).

The curve 1 in Fig.2 corresponds to
criterion (13) which has a form in the
dimensional presentation:

OS 10 15
FLUX JUMP FIELD, T

Fig 2 Field changing rate vs field of
the flux jump 1) this work (13a); 2)
criterion (13 b), 3) frozen flux criterion, o
- experiment [4]

where B is a field of the flux jump and Bp is
a full penetration field. Curve 2 corresponds
to the criterion obtained earlier from the
rough model [4]:

(13b)
_

B2=(2-08l_ ——— + 3 ————— )(Tc-THe)
(dB/dt) B

As it is seen from comparison, more
accurate criterion (13a) has better agreement
wi th an experiment, especially for high field
changing rates. Curve 3 in Fig.2 corresponds
to frozen flux criterion (12) which does not
take into account influence of heat capacity.
It is seen from the Fig.2 that even at
moderate rates of field increasing the
criterion (12) is too pessimistic.

As parameter f increases the kraja
moves to the right and function k(v) crosses
the k-axis in k(o)=20y(b/2\i, but minimum k
tends to kmin=k(0)/2 = 1.44o /̂ . Here b ^ 2.4
is a first zero of J0 function. This result
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allows to obtain attainable field (or current)
at infinitely high changing rate

__ = 1.44pc(Tc-Tb) (14)

Comparing the result with classical one
(2) one may notice that for high thermal
conductivity (w=3 for this condition) stable
thickness of the wire, taking into account
heating up by losses during charging, is less
than classical criterion predicts m a factor of
(3/1.44)1/2 ^ 1.44 So, estimation of the
stable wire thickness presented in the
beginning of the paper turns out to be 0.16
mm instead of 024 mm for values chosen
there.

Obtained from equation (11)
dependence km m (<5,^) contains implicitly
current I and current charging rate (dl/dt).

It is useful to have analytical
approximation for dependence kmjn((f/) for
different parameter of ô values:

(15)

which has satisfactory agreement with
exact solution.

In Fig 3 the dependences of attainable
current on current charging rates are
presented for two values of slab thickness 02
mm and 1 mm at smoothness parameter 0 -
001. The rest parameters are: h=HPW7m2K,
jc = lo9A/m2, Tc-THe= 3K, c=2kJ/m3K In
Fig 3 the dependences imax(dl/dt) calculated
from frozen flux criterion (12) are shown for
the comparison It is seen from Fig 3 that for
thick wires the last criterion gives satisfactory
presentation concerning critical current
charging rate, above this rate attainable
current falls as rate increases However at
fast charging rates the frozen flux criterion
becomes too pessimistic The same result was
obtained in paper [5] in numerical simulation
of the problem

For thin wires the difference between

1 2

1 0 -

08 -
M •

«06 -

I> ~ ' 0 4 -

02 -

00

a=lmm a=0.2mm

"10"* 10 "* 10 •* 1 10 10' 10' 10'
dl/dt, a.u.

Fig 3 Maximum attainable current
vs current charging rate for two slab
thicknesses Solid lines - this paper
results dashed lines - frozen flux model

frozen flux model and our results is much
more significant. In particular, the critical
charging rate is an order of magnitude higher
than frozen flux model prediction and the
difference is increased as charging rate is
grown.

So the taking into account heat capacity
results m much more optimistic permissible
level of field changing than it is expected
from frozen flux model. The boundary of
appreciation of this model may be written as
a limit for a slab halfthickness:

lower this thickness one must take into
consideration heat capacity of the wire Here
i=l/lc, and tyc may be defined as 0.01 (for
about 10% accuracy for maximum current).

For instance, at i=07 and other
parameters defined above , a = 1 mm, ic.
wire diameter is about 2 mm; for thinner
wire and for high frequency (some tens of
Hz and higher) one can not obtain
reasonable estimations in the framework of
the frozen flux model

Stability criterion for round twisted cable
with current in changing held

Now we try to spread results obtained
for simple geometry for most interesting case
from the practical standpoint, namely for
round twisted multifilamentary wire with
transport current in varying magnetic field
We assume that twist pitch is sharp enough
to neglect the saturation zone due to field
changing in comparison with the wire radius.

(dB/dt)L2
« 1

and characteristic time of field changing
is much higher than time of coupling currents
delay Here \° - is effective resistivity of the
matrix, Lp is a twist pitch

Usually these conditions for AC
applications are fulfilled. We assume as well,
that transport current is large enough and
saturated zone where transport current with
'critical" density flows is comparable with
wire radius. In the case the stability is mainly
determined by electrical field distribution in
the saturated zone where shielding current
have the same direction as transport one The
distribution of electrical field is given in
paper [9]:

E=(dB/dt)sin?[r2 ro
2(l-i)]/r(2-i)v (16)

where Q<<?<K ;v=[l +(2 r/Lp)2]1/2; i = i/ic
Applying this relation and found above

dependence k(<f) for a slab we may write
analogous parameters kr and <f r for round
twisted multifilamentary wire and to obtain
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corresponding stability
parameters are:

2c(dB/dt)f(i)

2r02jc(dB/dt)f(i)

3*h(Tc-Tb)

where

f(i)=_
(1-0.5Î) v

criterion. These

(17)

(18)

(19)

Soluting of the equation (15)
simultaneously with set of definitions (17-19)
one can find maximal current which can be
attained in external varying field. Note, that
at <f r=0 we come to criterion obtained in
paper [9].

Now we calculate permissible rate of
field changing for the wire which is described
in paper [8] and which has been already
noticed in the introduction.The conductor was
0.5 mm in diameter with 0.5 pm filaments in
resistive matrix. Filling factor was 025 and
overall jc was 5-108 A/m2 in field of 2 T.
The coil wound of the conductor realized its
full current carrying capacity at 50 Hz and
amplitude was 2.1 T. There were many
channels between the layers in the tested coil,
so it is reasonable to expect rather high heat
transfer coefficient, say, ICß W/m2K.
Smoothness parameter typical value for such
a wires is j0/jc = 0.02.

For these data and averaged rate
(dB/dt) = 4fBmax =420 T/s the frozen flux
criterion gives maximum attainable current
about 30% of lc. Even at impossibly high
heat transfer coefficient in the winding
lO^W/m^K frozen flux criterion predicts too
low attainable current in comparison with
experiment- 83% of ic .

Using our results one can obtain that
stability at 99% of lc is maintained until
(dB/dt) ~ 800 T/s and the main factor which
can limit successful operation is the
overheating due to high losses rather than
stability.

Normal Matrix Resistivity Influence
on SC Wires Stability in Fast Changing
Fields

Normal matrix resistivity influence is
described by (3 parameter in the equation
(10). The detailed analysis of the problem is
given elsewhere [11] , here we give only some
results.

If only shunting effect of the normal
matrix is considered and heat capacity effect
is neglected one may get a correction to
frozen flux criterion (12) in a form:

k =26(1+1.5(3) (20)

Normal matrix influence is essential at
high electrical fields levels still this influence
is much smaller than heat capacity influence.
The critical charging rate when current starts
to fall as rate increases is almost unaffected.
This result is in agreement with one obtained
in paper [5].

10
10 I—

-JO"* 10" 10"* 10'
SLAB HALF THICKNESS, m

Fig 4. Stable half thickness of a slab
versus field changing rate or current
charging rate (see text for details)

In Fig.4 the permissible thickness of a
slab versus (dl/dt) or (dB/dt) is presented
calculated following different approaches;
lower curves set is calculated with heat
transfer coefficient of 102W/m2K and higher
set - with h=103W/m2K; P =10-9Ohm/m.
Curves 5 and 6 correspond to the frozen flux
criterion, curves 2 and 4 correspond to this
paper result without taking into account
resistivity of the matrix but taking into
consideration heat capacity. Curves 1 and 3
correspond to both factors considered.

The limits of frozen flux model are
seen in Fig.4, and for thin wires the
permissible field changing rate are tens fold
as high as one predicted by frozen flux
approach.

CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of stability carried out in our
paper results in conclusion that there exist
critical dimension of the SC wire and wires
with radius lower than that are stable against
small perturbations and may lose workability
only due to insufficient heat removal of
losses or due to strong external thermal
disturbances.

Stability criteria have been obtained
which may be useful for design of magnets
with high field changing rate. Limits of
stability for fast field changing turned out to
be much more optimistic than it might be
expected from frozen flux criterion.

Strong influence of heat capacity on
stability for such a conditions allows to
expect that when high Tc SC wires with high
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jc is obtained the stability problem for them
would not be so acute due to their three
order higher heat capacity at nitrogen
temperature.
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RATIONAL DESIGN OF HIGH-CURRENT
CABLE-IN-CONDUIT SUPERCONDUCTORS*

L. DRESNER
Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
United States of America

Abstract

Cable-in-conduit superconductors are composed of a cable of many fine com-
posite strands encased in a strong, protective jacket, with helium coolant filling the
interstices of the cable. Because of the high degree of subdivision of the compos-
ite and its consequent large cooled surface, such conductors are capable of stable
operation at quite high current densities.

The designer of such conductors is frequently given the field at the conductor
and the overall current density and asked to specify the remaining variables of the
conductor (e.g., the strand diameter, the hydraulic path length, the void fraction
of the cable, and the Cu/SC ratio). This paper outlines a rational procedure for
determining the most problematic variables, the two composition variables that
determine the proportions of copper, superconductor, and helium in the cable space.
All other variables of the conductor are assumed known.

Two thermodynamic states of the helium coolant, supercritical He-I and 1-atm
He-II (superfluid helium), are considered. For these states of helium, hydrodynamic
phenomena exist that add to the stability of the superconductor. The allowed com-
positions with helium in the supercritical state are limited by three constraints: (1)
that the stability margin be single valued, (2) that the quench pressure not exceed
some preset value, and (3) that there be sufficient superconductor to carry the trans-
port current. These three constraints define an allowed region of the composition
plane (variables: fraction of strands in the cable space and the fraction of copper in
the strands). With the helium in the superfluid state, the stability margin is single
valued, but a constraint on composition involving stability arises from the Kapitza
interfacial resistance. Thus, in this case, too, there are three constraints. For each
state of helium, a computer program plots the allowed region of the composition
plane and draws contours of the stability margin and the pressure. A composition
of the desired conductor can then be chosen rationally.

Two examples, an 8-T fusion magnet and a 15-T detector magnet, are given
and are discussed in detail.

* Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, United States Department of Energy, under
contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Cable-in-conduit superconductors are composed of a cable of many fine com-
posite strands encased in a strong, protective jacket; the interstices of the cable are
filled with helium. Because of the high degree of subdivision of the composite and
its consequent large cooled surface, such conductors are capable of stable operation
at quite high current densities.

The designer of such conductors is frequently given the field at the conductor
and the overall current density and asked to specify the remaining variables of the
conductor (e.g., the wire diameter, the hydraulic path length, the void fraction of the
cable, and the Cu/SC ratio). Of the variables, the most problematic are the two
composition variables that determine the proportions of copper, superconductor,
and helium in the cable space. In this paper, all the variables of the conductor are
assumed known except the two composition variables, and a rational procedure is
outlined for their determination.

Two thermodynamic states of the helium coolant are considered in this paper:
supercritical He-I and 1-atm He-II (superfluid helium). For both of these states of
helium, hydrodynamic phenomena exist that contribute to the high stability of the
superconductor. When the helium is in the supercritical state, it undergoes strong
heating-induced flow transients during recovery that augment heat transfer from
metal to helium and greatly improve stability. When the helium is in the superfluid
state, the high heat transfer caused by Gorter-Mellink counterflow leads to very
high stability.

A quantitative measure of the stability of a cable-in-conduit conductor is the
so-called stability margin, i.e., the largest, sudden, uniform energy deposition in the
strands still allowing recovery of the superconducting state. When the helium is
in the supercritical state, the stability margin is sometimes multivalued. That is,
as the energy deposition is progressively increased in a series of experiments, the
conductor sometimes exhibits the double sequence of responses recover, quench,
recover, quench rather than the single sequence recover, quench. Which response
occurs depends strongly on the current density. A semiempirical correlation exists to
calculate the limiting current density that avoids multiple stability and its attendant
reduction in stability margin.

Another limitation on the conductor design is that the maximum quench pres-
sure following the worst case of the sudden normalization of an entire hydraulic
path should not exceed some preset limit. A formula exists for the computation of
this quench pressure. A third, obvious limitation is that there should be enough
superconductor to carry the entire operating current.

These three limitations define an allowed region of the composition plane (vari-
ables: fraction of strands in the cable space and the fraction of copper in the
strands). A computer program plots this region and draws contours in it of the
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stability margin and the maximum quench pressure. The program also identifies
the points of maximum stability and minimum quench pressure. With this plot
before him, the designer is able to choose rationally the composition of the desired
conductor.

When the helium is in the superfluid state, the stability margin is single valued.
A theory exists for the computation of the stability margin; this theory indicates
that there is a constraint on stability arising from the Kapitza interfacial resis-
tance that limits the possible conductor compositions. Thus in this case, too, there
are three constraints. A computer program again plots the allowed region of the
composition plane and plots contours of stability margin and pressure.

Two examples are given of conductor design carried out with the procedure
outlined above. One is a 4.0-K NbTi conductor destined for use in a fusion magnet
at a maximum field of 8 T. The second is a 1.8-K NbsSn conductor intended for
use in a detector magnet at 15 T.

PHENOMENOLOGY OF CABLE-IN-CONDUIT
SUPERCONDUCTORS

As mentioned earlier, a cable-in-conduit conductor is one in which the super-
conductor is contained in a braided cable that is enclosed in a protective jacket.
Helium, usually supercritical but also possibly superfluid, fills the interstices of the
cable. The strands composing the cable are made of a matrix material (usually cop-
per but sometimes aluminum) in which are embedded many fine filaments of pure
superconductor. Such cabled conductors contrast sharply in form with pool-cooled
conductors in which the matrix and superconducting filaments form a solid bar that
is immersed in a pool of boiling helium.

The most important property of superconductors is their ability to recover the
superconducting state after a sudden heat input. Such inputs typically arise from
conductor motion caused by the Lorentz force, but other causes are possible (e.g.,
plasma disruptions in tokamaks). If the heat input is large enough, it may cause
the superconductor to become resistive. Then, because the conductor is carrying
current, it produces more heat. If it is well-enough cooled by the helium, it may
recover the superconducting state. If not, the supply of current to the conductor
must be interrupted, or the conductor may be destroyed. When the conductor fails
to cool down and recover the superconducting state, it is said to "quench." The
recovery of pool-cooled conductors can be guaranteed by supplying enough copper
(often 10 to 20 times the amount of superconductor). Such conductors are called
"cryostable." Because of the large amount of copper they contain, their average
current density is low. For example, the pool-cooled conductors of the International
Energy Agency's Large Coil Task had current densities over the winding pack of
about 2.6 kA/cm2 [1].
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Cable-in-conduit conductors contain less copper than cryostable pool-cooled
conductors and accordingly operate at higher current densities than pool-cooled
conductors. For example, the Westinghouse coil of the Large Coil Task, which
was wound with a cable-in-conduit conductor, had a current density of 4.3 kA/cm2

over the conductor area. The advantage of higher current density is offset by the
disadvantage that cable-in-conduit conductors are not cryostable. The reason they
are not is this: recovery from a sudden heat input takes only tens of milliseconds,
whereas the helium often resides in the conductor for minutes. Therefore, the
helium inventory available for promoting recovery is limited. A large-enough heat
input can thus quench the conductor. In cryostable pool-cooled conductors, in
contrast, the helium inventory available for recovery is effectively infinite because
helium vaporized by contact with the conductor is immediately replaced by cold
liquid helium from the pool. (However, if the winding pack is tight and the helium
passages are small, vapor locking of these passages may occur, and the conductor
may fail to recover.)

Small heat inputs do not quench cable-in-conduit conductors; large ones do.
The largest, sudden, uniform heat input to the strands after which recovery of the
superconducting state is still possible is called the "stability margin." As noted
earlier, the stability margin is a quantitative measure of the stability of the su-
perconductor. Cable-in-conduit conductors are usable in any application in which
the stability margin is larger than any heat inputs to the conductor. The stability
margin is limited by the enthalpy difference of the helium between ambient temper-
ature and the current-sharing threshold temperature of the superconductor. (The
current-sharing threshold temperature is the temperature at which the supercon-
ductor is no longer able to carry all the current and some current spills over into
the matrix.) Not all of this enthalpy is available, because the Joule heat produced
during recovery must be subtracted from it.

The stability margin of some cable-in-conduit conductors cooled with supercrit-
ical helium has been measured in experiments in which the conductor was exposed
to a succession of heat inputs, each of which was larger than its predecessor. In
experiments done at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [2], we expected
an eventual switch in the outcome of the experiments from recovery to quench.
This was usually what happened, but in some experiments a double switch was
observed; that is, the sequence of outcomes was recovery, quench, recovery, quench.
In the data from ORNL shown in Fig. 1, for example, when the transport current
is 380 A, heat inputs to the metal strands less than 50 mJ/cm3 lead to recov-
ery; inputs between 50 and 90 mJ/cm3 lead to quenching; inputs between 90 and
300 mJ/cm3 again lead to recovery; and inputs above 300 mJ/cm3 again lead to
quenching. The results of many experiments done at ORNL are summarised in
the three-dimensional sketch in Fig. 2. Plotted on the vertical scale is the stability
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Fig. 1. Experimental data from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory [2] showing
the double sequence of outcome» recovery, quench, recovery, quench.

CURRENT, I

Fig. 2. A three-dimensional sketch summarizing the results of many experiments
done at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The fold in the surface is connected
with the double sequence of outcomes recovery, quench, recovery, quench.
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margin, and plotted on the horizontal scales are the current and the imposed helium
flow velocity. (The imposed flow is created by the refrigerator or by pumps.) The
surface that represents the stability margin is folded, and the fold is connected with
the double switch in outcomes.

Inside the shaded region under the fold, the sequence of outcomes as the heat
input is raised is recovery, quench, recovery, quench. Outside this region, the se-
quence is recovery, quench. This unusual situation is caused by the heating-induced
flow transients that occur during recovery [2]. It turns out that, on the upper sheet
of the folded surface, the stability margin is approximately equal to the available
enthalpy of the helium, whereas, on the lower sheet, it is much smaller. Accordingly,
it is worth while to design cable-in-conduit conductors to operate at currents less
than the current at point B in Fig. 2. In this way, we can fully exploit the available
enthalpy of the helium.

The current at point B, which is called the "limiting current," can be determined
for any conductor from the results of the experiments already carried out and a
scaling rule given in Ref. [3]. The validity of the scaling rule itself has been tested
experimentally [4] and the rule corroborated.

The information summarized previously enables us to determine by calculation
the stability margin of proposed cable-in-conduit conductors cooled by supercritical
helium and to design conductors that are not likely to quench. But, if they should
quench, we must be sure that they will not suffer damage. When cable-in-conduit
conductors quench, they may be exposed to a high internal pressure, which they
must be designed to withstand. In the worst case of an entire hydraulic path going
normal all at once, the maximum quench pressure can be calculated by using a
simple formula given in Ref. [5]. This formula has been tested for quench pressures
between 4 and 200 atm [5, 6] and found to be accurate.

The stability margin of cable-in-conduit superconductors cooled with superfluid
He-II is denned slightly differently from that for superconductors cooled with su-
percritical helium. It is defined as the largest, sudden, uniform energy deposition
in the strands still allowing recovery of the superconducting state without the he-
lium temperature being raised above the He-II-He-I transition temperature. The
restriction on the temperature of the helium is necessary to allow computation of
the stability margin [7, 8]. Conductors cooled with He-II may actually be stable
against larger perturbations.

When defined in this way, the stability margin is single valued; thus, the limi-
tation of the allowed area in the composition plane having to do with the limiting
current no longer applies. However, a new limitation, having to do with the Kapitza
interfacial resistance, takes its place. If the normal-state Joule heat flux from the
conductor to the helium is large enough, the temperature difference across the phase
boundary induced by the Kapitza resistance will be large enough to keep the metal
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temperature above the current-sharing threshold. Recovery is then impossible. So
again there are three limitations that define an allowed region of the composition
plane that can be plotted together with contours of the stability margin.

The stability of cable-in-conduit superconductors cooled by superfluid helium
does not depend on heating-induced flow. In fact, the coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion of superfluid helium is much smaller than that of normal helium [9]; thus,
there may be very little induced flow in the superfluid. Moreover, there is good
evidence that the heat transfer coefficient to superfluid helium is independent of
the cross-flow velocity [10]. Instead, stability in He-II depends on heat transfer
by the highly efficient Gorter-Mellink counterflow. Therefore, tight confinement of
the helium bathing the strands is not necessary as it is for supercritical helium,
where it promotes axial heating-induced flow over the strands. For example, when
He-II is the coolant, the jacket of the conductor might be perforated and allowed
to communicate with an outside space, thereby providing pressure relief during a
quench. Thus, quench pressure is not a critical limitation for cable-in-conduit su-
perconductors cooled with superfluid He-II. The cable-in-conduit superconductor
is still advantageous because of the fine subdivision of the strands which provides
a large cooled surface. The jacket, whether closed, perforated, or open (as in a
U-shaped channel), provides mechanical protection for the strands. Furthermore,
it serves as co-wound structure that prevents the buildup of the Lorentz force on
the cable.

EXAMPLE 1: AN 8-T NbTi/Cu CONDUCTOR FOR
A FUSION MAGNET

The design goal in the first example is to achieve a current density over the cable
space of 20 kA/cm2 at 4.0 K and 8 T in a NbTi/Cu cable-in-conduit conductor. The
critical current density in pure NbTi at 4.0 K and 8 T was taken to be 1340 A/mm2,
following the data reported by Larbalestier et al. [11]. According to these authors,
this current density was typical of the best available industrial material at the time
(1986) they wrote their article. The residual resistivity ratio of the copper was taken
to be 100, and the strand diameter was taken to be 0.7 mm, which is the strand
diameter of the Westinghouse coil of the Large Coil Task. The ambient pressure of
the helium was taken to be 5 atm. The length of a hydraulic path was taken to be
20 m. The quench pressure was limited to no more than 500 atm.

Figure 3 shows the allowed area of the composition plane under the constraints.
Three sets of contours cross this area, one set for the stability margin, one set for
the quench pressure, and one set for the ratio of transport to critical current. The
largest stability margin attainable is 123 mJ/cm3; the smallest quench pressure
attainable is 258 atm. Note that these extremes refer to different conductors.
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Fig. 3. The allowed area of the composition piane for the NbTi/Cu cable-in-
conduit conductor (20 kA/cm2 at 4.0 K and 8 T).

We deem a stability margin of 123 mJ/cm3 to be adequate mainly on the ex-
perimental evidence of Lue and Miller [12], who operated an experimental NbTi
cable-in-conduit coil at 7.7 T and 4.2 K and at 8.1 T and 3.9 K. The measured
stability margin of the conductor was less than 50 mJ/cm3, and the magnet never
quenched spontaneously. The Lue-Miller 36-strand cable was a rather loose one
(void fraction of 43%) and thus presumably had a greater potential for strand mo-
tion than the tighter cables shown in Fig. 3 (void fractions of 10-20%). It would
therefore appear that a stability margin around 100 mJ/cm3 should be sufficient to
ensure stable operation.

The quench pressures in the allowed area are rather high. For example, the
conductor with 20% voids and a Cu/SC ratio of 1.8, for which the stability margin
is about 95 mJ/cm3, has a maximum quench pressure of roughly 350 atm. This
figure corresponds to a 20-m hydraulic path length, which is rather small for a fusion
magnet and means added complexity in the plumbing. So it appears that, for the
rather high current density we have chosen to aim at, the limiting factor is quench
pressure, not stability.

A variation of the ordinary cable-in-conduit conductor that may allow reduction
of the quench pressure is shown in Fig. 46. The inner conduit is perforated and
allows the cable space to communicate with the four open helium spaces in the
corners. These open spaces are intended to relieve the quench pressure. They
have the disadvantage that they and the inner conduit take up space that in the
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conductor of Fig. 4o is devoted to carrying current. If the conductors of Figs. 4o
and 46 are to carry the same total current, the current density over the cable space
in the conductor of Fig. 46 must be higher than that of the conductor of Fig. 4a.

To quantify these considerations, I took the physical dimensions of the plain
cable-in-conduit conductor of Fig. 4a to be those of the Westinghouse conductor
(i.e., 20.8- by 20.8-mm exterior dimensions with a jacket thickness of 1.75 mm).
The thickness of the inner jacket I took to be 0.5 mm and assumed it to have a
circular shape just tangent to the interior of the square jacket. To help reduce the
Joule heat production, I assumed the inner jacket to be made of the same copper
as used in the strands (RRR = 100). In order to carry the same current as the
conductor of Fig. 4a, the current density over the cable space in the conductor of
Fig. 46 must be 28.7 kA/cm2.

The plain cable-in-conduit conductor of Fig. 4a has a length-to-diameter (L/D)
ratio of about 5 x 104 (the hydraulic diameter is roughly 0.2 mm for 20% voids, and
the half-length of a flow path is 10 m). For such a large L/D ratio, the inertial terms
in the momentum equation can be neglected; the pressure gradient is expended
in overcoming wall friction, not in accelerating the fluid. This simplification, as
explained in Ref. [5], leads to a simple formula for the maximum quench pressure
that has been used to calculate the quench pressure for the conductor of Fig. 4a.
The experiments that corroborated this formula were carried out with L/D ratios
of 1.23 x 10s and 6.16 x 104 [5].

The hydraulic diameter of the corner spaces in the conductor of Fig. 46 is
2.08 mm, so the L/D ratio is now only 4810. Is this too small to allow the use
of the frictional theory previously described? The condition for the validity of the
frictional theory is that fL/D ;> 1, where / is the Fanning friction factor of the
flow path. For typical Reynolds numbers ranging from 10s to 108, the smooth-tube
friction factor ranges from 2.5 to 4.0 x 10~3; thus, L/D should exceed the 250 to 400
range in order for the frictional theory to be valid. Hence, even for the conductor
of Fig.46, we use the frictional theory to calculate the quench pressure.

PLAIN CABLE-IN-CONDUIT CABLE-IN-DOUBLE CONDUIT TUBE IN CABLE-IN-CONDUIT

Fig. 4. A sketch of a plain cable-in-conduit conductor and two variations that
may allow reduction of the quench pressure.
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Figure 5 shows the allowed area of the composition plane together with the
contours of stability margin, quench pressure, and fraction of critical current. The
cables are even tighter than before, having void fractions of 15% or less. The
stability-optimized conductor has a stability margin of 56.6 mJ/cms and a maximum
quench pressure of 144 atm. So we appear to have achieved an appreciable reduction
in quench pressure at the expense of some reduction in stability.

0.8

0.7 -

0.6

0.5

f 0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

104 atm

0.75

56.6 mJ/cm3

0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1

Fig. 5. The allowed area of the composition plane for the cable in a double
conduit (Fig. 46).

An even more convenient disposition of the open helium space is shown in
Fig. 4c. When the diameter of the perforated inner copper tube is reduced, the
volume it occupies can be made smaller. Therefore, the current density in the cable
space need not be as high as that for the conductor of Fig. 46. For example, if the
thickness of the copper tube is kept at 0.5 mm but its outer diameter is reduced to
7 mm, the current density in the cable space must be 22.5 kA/cm2 to match the
current in the conductor of Fig. 4a. The L/D ratio is 1667, which is probably enough
to continue using the limiting frictional theory to compute the quench pressure.
Figure 6 shows the allowed area of the composition plane together with the contours
of stability margin, quench pressure, and fraction of critical current. The void
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Fig. 6. The allowed area of the composition plane for the tube-in-cable config-
uration (Fig. 4c).

fraction is 20% or less; the stability-optimized conductor has a stability margin of
97.2 mJ/cm3 and a quench pressure of 109 atm. So with this arrangement we have
increased the stability margin and reduced the quench pressure modestly.

According to Lue et al. [13], the current density over the entire winding pack
could be 35-65% of that over the cable space, the precise value depending on the size
and shape of the cable-in-conduit conductor and the amount of external insulation
wrapped around it. On the basis of this estimate, a target value of 10 kA/cm2 over
the entire winding pack seems a reasonable target for an 8-T, 4.0-K NbTi cable-in-
conduit conductor. I wish to emphasize again at this point that such a conductor
should operate stably in spite of its high current density.

EXAMPLE 2: A 15-T Nb3Sn/Cu CONDUCTOR FOR A
HIGH-FIELD DIPOLE MAGNET

The design goal in the second example is to achieve as large a current density
as possible over the cable space consistent with a stability margin of 100 mJ/cm3 at
1.8 K and 15 T in a Nb3Sn cable-in-conduit conductor. The critical current density
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in pure Nb3Sn at 1.8 K and 15 T was taken to be 3700 A/mm2, following the data
reported by Foner et al. [14] for (Nb-4 at. % Ta)3Sn. The residual resistivity ratio
of the copper was again taken to be 100, and the strand diameter was again taken
to be 0.7 mm. The ambient pressure of the helium, which is now in the superfluid
state, was taken to be 1 atm.

As mentioned earlier, the stability of a cabled superconductor cooled with su-
perfluid helium depends, not on heating-induced flow of the helium over its surface,
but on heat transfer by the highly efficient Gorter-Mellink counterflow. Thus, tight
confinement of the helium is not necessary. If we start by assuming the conduit to be
perforated and to communicate hydraulically with a large plenum allowing pressure
relief, we can ignore the constraint of quench pressure. Figure 7 shows the allowed
area of the composition plane along with contours of stability margin and fraction
of critical current for a current density over the cable space of 45 kA/cm2. The
stability-optimized conductor has a stability margin of 98.6 mJ/cm3. On the basis
of this estimate, target values of 15-30 kA/cm2 over the entire winding pack seem
a reasonable target for a 15-T, 1.8-K Nb3Sn cabled conductor. Again I emphasize
that such a conductor should operate stably in spite of its high current density.
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98.6 mj/cmji
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U
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Fig. 7. The allowed area of the composition plane for the (Nb—4 at.
Ta)jSn/Cu cable-in-conduit conductor (45 kA/cm2 at 1.8 K and 15 T).

If the conductors surveyed in Fig. 7 were confined in an impervious conduit
with a hydraulic path length of 20 m, the quench pressure they would suffer in the
event of the simultaneous quench of a whole hydraulic path would be in excess of
800 atm. (This number may not be very accurate owing to the extension of the
theory of Ref. [5] outside the range for which it has been checked experimentally,
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but there is no question that the quench pressure would be very high.) Therefore,
for a plain cable-in-conduit conductor, a current density over the cable space of
45 kA/cm2 is too large. However, if we reduce the current density over the cable
space to 20 kA/cm2, we see (from Fig. 8) that conductors with acceptable quench
pressures exist. The allowed region of the composition plane is rather large, but
only the lenticular region above and to the left of the 275-mJ/cm3 contour is really
interesting. This is the region of conductors with quench pressures around 200 atm
and stability margins around 300 mJ/cm3. These conductors have Cu/SC ratios in
the neighborhood of 3 and void fractions of roughly 60%. If such cables are believed
to be too loose, moving to void fractions of 30% would increase the quench pressure
to roughly 300 atm and reduce the stability margin to roughly 150 mJ/cm3. Some
improvement is doubtless possible by using the configurations of Figs. 46 and 4c,
but the best solution to the quench pressure problem in the superfluid case is to
abandon the idea of tight confinement of the helium. This will, however, vitiate
the advantage cable-in-conduit conductors have of being completely surrounded by
insulation and thus of being able to withstand a large voltage.
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Fig. 8. The allowed area of the composition plane for the (Nb-4 at. %
Ta)sSn/Cu cable-in-conduit conductor at a lower current density than that of
Fig. 7 (20 kA/cm2 at 1.8 K and 15 T).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As we have seen, cable-in-conduit superconductors should be capable of stable
operation at high current densities, which means smaller and therefore cheaper
magnets. Furthermore, smaller magnets may mean smaller machines overall, so
that the savings won by the high current density may be magnified beyond just the
savings on the magnets themselves. The capability for withstanding high voltage
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(>10 kV) due to their unbroken exterior insulation is another advantage of these
conductors. In addition, because the jacket acts as co-wound structure and because
the conductors may be potted in epoxy, the winding pack can be quite rigid. Finally,
the helium inventory is lower than that in pool-cooled magnets. Taken all together,
these advantages make cable-in-conduit superconductors an attractive alternative
for superconducting magnets. The preceding rational design procedure, which is
the fruit of basic research carried out over the last decade, eliminates the guesswork
from the design of these conductors.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PULSED SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
AND THEIR OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

T. ONISHI
Electrotechnical Laboratory,
Tsukuba City, Ibaraki,
Japan

Abstract

The large scale pulsed magnets named PSM-1 and PSM-2, respectively
which were both wound with NbTi wire having almost the same characteris-
tics were developed. Those stored energies are 3 MJ and 4 MJ at rating
current of 5500 A, respectively. In the present paper, repetitive pulse
operations of the PSM-1 will be described firstly. It showed stable per-
formances against 1000 times of pulse operations at lop/Ic % 0.75 on the
load line and 3.6 T/sec.

The pool-cooled Nb3Sn pulsed magnets named HPSH-1 and HPSM-2, resepec-
tively were also developed by a wind-and-react approach. Their designed
fields were 8 T and 10 T, respectively at their rating currents. The HPSM
-1 was successfully operated up to 8 T in a background field of 4.9 T at
3.4 T/sec. The turn to turn transmission of electromagnetic force was
analysed, and the ac loss was also measured. The electromagnetic and
mechanical properties are compared with those of HPSM-2.

INTRODUCTION

Many pulsed superconducting magnets have been developed so far for
application to fusion reactors, pulsed energy storage equipments, and so
on1'3. It is essentially important to improve the reliability withstan-
ding repetitive cycles of pulse operations in order to make them fit for
practical use. However, repetitive operations of magnets have not been
studied yet from a viewpoint of fatigue.

The recent design of Tokamak fusion reactors requires high field ohmic
heating coils producing more than 10 T. Although Nb3Sn wire will be
indispensable for such magnets, it is difficult to apply it to pulsed
magnets because of the brittle characteristics.

In the present paper, the dynamic properties of the pulsed magnet wound
with NbTi wire will be described firstly, and then the electromagnetic
and mechanical properties of the two wind-and-react Nb3Sn pulsed magnets
will be discussed.
NbTi PULSED MAGNET

(1) Structure and parameters of PSM-1
The conductor used was a multi-stage twisted cable as shown in Fig.l,

and the critical current was more than 8000 A at 6 T. Ä Normex tape
( 0.5 mm thick, 7 mm wide ) was wound on the final cable spirally at an
interval of 8 mm. The insulated cable was co-wound in a double pancake
fashion together with the insulated stainless steel strip having approxi-
mately the same width as the cable.
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CuNi-ctad strand

basic strand

f irst- level
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vsecond-level
able

final cable Fig.l Schematic of cable cross
section.

The magnet was fabricated by using the 12 double pancake coils. The
spacers between the coils are 8-mm thick GFRP. Liquid-bubble separating
plates with the slope of 3° from horizontal were inserted in the gap as
shown in Fig.2. After the 12 double pancake coils were stacked , it was
pre-compressed by about 400 tons, and then fastened with the 16 tie rods.
The main parameters of the magnet are listed in Table 1.

Three strain gauges were attached separating each other by 120° on the
outer support bands of each pancake coils. Those are schematically shown
in Fig.3.

( A-A )

Double
Pancake

Bubble-liquid c
separating plate Spacer

Bubble-liquid
separating plate

Pig.2 Illustration of liquid-bubble separating plate.
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Table 1. Parameters of PSM-1

Coil
Winding i.d.
Winding o.d.
Winding height
Total turns
Inductance
I op
J •!op, coil
B HH

12 double
400 •>-
860 ••
625 ••
792
0.2 Henry
5500 A
30.3 A/M2

6.6 T

pancakes AA_Âi
ST-1-3

ST-1-1A
1 T r v

1* 300m
400mm
922mm

<j> 1000mm

Fig.3 Position of strain gauges.

(2) Tests results and discussions
The magnet was firstly operated at a low rate of change of magnetic

field and generated a maximum field of 6.6 T on the windings at 5500 A
without any quenches. Then, in pulse mode operations, about 6.5 T and 6 T
were generated at 2.2 T/sec and 4 T/sec, respectively. These values
were limited by the capacity of the power supply. The load line and
operating currents are shown in Fig.4.

In order to investigate the fatigue properties, it was then operated
repititively in bipolar field sweep iodes by using the energy storage and
transfer system4 which was composed of PSM-1 and PSM-2. A typical current
waveform is shown in Fig.5. These operations were repeated and the total
number of operations amounted to 1000 times in all by ragarding one
operation as an operation from 0 to a peak current and then to 0.

Repetitive Pulse
Operation

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 6 tlme(s)

Fig.4 Load line and operating
current of PSM-1.

Fig.5 Typical current waveform of
a bypolar field sweep.
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During the repetitive pulse operations, the strains of the windings and
the total counts of ÂE signal were measured. Those results are shown in
Figs.6 and 7. Any changes of strain did not occur up to 1000 times of
pulse operations and that the ÂE counts gradually decreased5. The reduc-
tion of the total ÂE counts means that the dominant part of the AE in the
present magnet came from the wire motions. Therefore, the rigidity of the
windings is supposed to be improved during the repetitive pulse operations
up to 1000 times of operations at least. A maximum strain of approximate-
ly 200 ppm was obtained which was well consistent with calculation.

200-

-200

-300

ST&-1

o—-0-—°—< —o~o— -o-o <- S B -1

..«-..*—-».< «-SB-11

500 600 700 800 900 1000
Number of Pu]se Operations

Fig.6 Strains vs pulse operations.

E
3
O

LU
<C

0
1 10 102 103 104

Pulse operation Times

Fig.7 Total AE counts vs pulse
operation times.

Nb3Sn PULSED MAGNETS

(1) HPSM-1
1-1 Cable structure

The cable was composed of 15 subcables in which 4 Nb3Sn basic strands
and 3 copper wires were twisted together. The Nb3Sn filament was about 2
jw m in diameter. The percentage of copper was about 36 % in the strand.
A critical current was about 4200 A at 8 T. The illustration of the final
cable is shown in Fig.8. In order to reduce the coupling current loss
between the basic strands, the stabilizing copper were put in the center
island of the strand and the surface sheath was designed to be turned into
bronze after heat treatment. The stainless steel strips (0.25 ram in
thickness, 8 mm in width) for internal reinforcement of the cable were
coated with AlgOs to reduce coupling current loss. The 0.1 mm thick woven
glass-fiber tape with high silica content was wrapped by three layers on
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Fig.8 Illustration of final cable.

the final cable at first, but it was found to become rauch brittle after
heat treatment of around 700 °C under some compressional load, although it
showed elasticity provided that it was heat treated under no load. There-
fore, the insulator was replaced with Normex tape (0.38 mm thick, 11.2 mm
wide and two layers) when the windings was reassembled.

1-2 Magnet construction
The six double pancake coils were stacked axially with GFRP spacers (4

mm in thickness) interleaved between each double pancake coil. The number
of spacers are 30 and the gap percentage between spacers is about 34 % of
the overall winding surface. One of the features of the magnet design is
that the windings are not epoxyimpregnated and hence liquid helium will
infiltrate well into the cable, leading to better cooling. After the
magnet was precompresed axially with about 36 ton, it was fastened with 8
stainless steel tie rods (10 mm in diameter) in the inner radius side of
the windings and 16 ones in the outer radius side. A Young's modulus of
the coil Wingdings before heat treatment against axial compression was
obtained to be more than 320 MPa in a Stresslevel corresponding to an
electromagnetic force at a rating current of themagnet. A photograph of
the completed magnet being set into a background field magnet is shown in
Fig.9, and the main parameters are listed6 in Table 2.

1-3 Transmission of electromagnetic force
Turn to turn transmission of electromagnetic force was analysed in a

pancake coil in the center of the magnet for the case of an operating
current of 2510 A in a background field of 4.9 T. The calculated strains
of the outer support band are shown in Fig. 10. It is made clear from the
result that the electromagnetic force is well transmitted from the inner
turn to the outer one of the windings if a compressive Young's modulus is
assumed to be a magnitude on the order of 200 GPa and the corresponding
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Table 2. Parameters of HPSM-1

Winding l.d,
Winding o.d,
Winding Height
No, of Turn

Jc,coil
Bm
Coil

101 mm
286 mm
180 mm
252
2510 A
38,1 A/mm2

8 T (BalQS: 4.9T)
6 W Pancake Coils

Pig.9 Photograph of HPSM-1.

300

200
c
I
t/5

100

L
8T(4.9Bias)

lop:2510 A

102 2 E 10 2 6 10 2 6 10

Compressive Young% Modulus ( MPa )

Pig.10 Calculated strains of outer
support band of HPSM-1.

strains of the support band «ill amount to about 300 ppm. However, in
case of a magnitude on the order of 100 MPa, the strains are expected to
be quite small, that is, the electromagnetic force will not be well
transmitted from turn to turn. In the experiments, about 30 ppm of strain
of the outer support band was obtained at 8 T (2510 A) in a background
field of 4.9 T. Both experimental and analytical results indicate that a
Young's modulus perpendicular to the flattened surface of the cable will
be less than 100 MPa.
1-4 Test results

The magnet was successfully charged at a rate of 3.4 T/sec up to the
rating current of 2510 A in a background field of 4.9 T. The correspon-
ding field was 8 T in the magnet bore. The load curve and short sample B-
I characteristics are shown in Fig. 11. Although the windings had a
fairly low rigidity, no remarkable wire motion was observed while it was
charged and discharged at high dB/dT rate. The electromagnetic force was
not necessarily transmitted sufficiently from the inner turn to the outer
one and accordingly measured strains were considerably smaller than
expected.
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Fig.11 A load line of HPSM-1.

Ac losses were also measured by an electrical
shown in Fig. 12 in comparison with calculation,
measured losses were roughly the same as the ones
basic strands to be independent electrically each
increased by approximately one order of magnitude
tion at higher field. This is supposed mainly to
contact resistance between strands by compression
force.

method. The result is
In low field region, the
calculated assuming the
other. However, they
compared with calcula-

be due to reduction of
of the electromagnetic
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Fig.12 Ac loss of HPSM-1.
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(2) HPSM-2
It consists of 10 double pancake coils which were fabricated by wind-

and-react approach using the flattened Nb3Sn cable similar to the one
shown in Fig.8. For the case of the present cable, a stainless steel
wire was placed in the center of the subcable in which four Nb3Sn wires
and two copper wires were twisted around the stainless steel wire. The
diameter of those wires are 0.5 ram. The filament diameter and twist pitch
is about 3 p m and 10 mm, respectively. The percentage of copper is about
34.8% in the strand cross-section. The final cable size is 10.9 mm by 3.0
mm and its critical current is more than 3000 A at 10 T. It was co-wound
with the insulator and stainless steel strip (0.25 mm in thickness) coated
with A1203. The coils were stacked with GFRP spacers (2 mm in thickness)
between each coil and fastened with tie rods under precompression of about
36 ton. The main parameters are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of HPSM-2

Winding i.d.
Winding o.d.
Winding Height
No. of Turn
Iop
Jc,coil
B (Design)

Coil

100 mm
302 mm
256 mm
540
2350 A

49.1 A/mm2

10 T (Bias: 5.IT)

10 W Pancake Coils

The HPSM-2 was charged up to 2350 A at a rate of 2.5 T/sec and produ-
ced 4.9 T by itself. A maximum field attained was 7.1 T in a background
field of 2.95 T at present6. A maximum measured strains of the outer
support band at 7.1 T was about 75 ppm. A maximum calculated strain
amounts to about 2000 ppm at 10T. It will be allowable from viewpoint of
NbsSn wire characteristics. Therefore, it is expected to be able to
produce 10 T just from viewpoint of mechanical strength of the cable in
the present magnet.

As to ac loss, the measured one was fairly small and about 0.1 % of a
total stored energy of the magnet in a cycle from 0 to 2350 A (4.9T) and
back to 0 at 2.5 T/sec.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two large scale pulsed magnets wound with NbTi wire were developed, and

the dynamic properties of one of them (PSM-1) was investigated. It was
clarified to be stable against 1000 times of pulse operations, although it
was the pool-cooled pulsed magnets.

Two wind-and-react Nb3Sn pulsed magnets which were not epoxy-impregated
were fabricated and operated in a pulse mode. The HPSM-1 was charged
up to 8 T at 3.4 T/sec in a background field of 4.9 T. Although ac losses
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were fairly large, the magnet was stably operated because of sufficient
cooling. In the HPSM-2, a ralatively high winding rigidity and low ac
loss properties were attained. As to the latter, a stainless steel wire
was placed in the center of the subcable and accordingly the coupling loss
was considerably decreased.
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ITER MAGNET DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AT THE
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY, USA*

S.S. SHEN
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
University of California,
Livermore, California,
United States of America

Abstract

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) magnet
development program at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory mainly
involves developing high-performance, radiation-tolerant magnet concepts. Model
coils, full-scale conductors, and insulation systems will be fabricated and tested. This
paper briefly describes the program plan. Also included is the description of the
Fusion Engineering International Experimental Magnet Facility (FENIX) which is
currently under construction for testing full-scale ITER conductors to 40 kA and
14 T. Its design parameters and schedule are reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project1 has
just completed the definition phase and is proceeding to a three-year design effort.
Meanwhile, an extensive superconducting magnet R&D program has also been
initiated. The program is deemed necessary to meet needs for both ignition and
steady burn of the plasma in ITER.

Toroidal field coils of 12 T and of a large size require high-current, niobium-
tin superconductors to operate under conditions of high stress, cyclic loading, ac
losses, and nuclear heating. As for the poloidal coil system, the conductors must
operate near 40 k A and at more than 12 T in the central solenoid to provide
sufficient flux swing for plasma startup and burning. Furthermore, TF magnets
need to be made radiation tolerant. Employing advanced insulators, forced-flow
magnets should possess high neutron heat-removal capability and good stability.

MAGNET DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The major objective of the ITER magnet development program is to develop
high-performance, radiation-tolerant magnet concepts using advanced conductor
designs (generally applicable to TF as well as PF systems) and nonconventional
bonding/insulation techniques. Model coils, full-scale conductors, and insulation

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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systems will be fabricated and tested and related to the engineering, component
databases by detailed analyses.

Table 1 outlines major tasks for the ITER R&D program at LLNL.

Tablet ITER R & D PROGRAMME

A. Radiation Tolerant Magnets
1. NbaSn Conductor Development
2. Structural Component Development and Characterization
3. Conductor System Analysis
4. Model Coil Development and Test

B. Insulation Development and Characterization_________

Descriptions of each prject are given below:

A-l. NbsSn Conductor Development

Objective:

Verify superconductor performance on a scale appropriate to ITER
magnet systems and demonstrate the basis for its prediction from the
component database.

Major tasks include:

Performing characterization tests on strand and subscale CICC.
Operation of FENIX facility for full-scale conductor testing.

A-2. Structural Component Development and Characterization

Objective:

Select and characterize materials suitable for the structural
components of high-current cable-in-conduit conductor systems of
ITER TF and PF coil systems.

Major tasks include:

1) Characterizing candidate sheath materials for tensile, fracture
toughness, and fatigue properties at 4.2 K.

2) Characterizing model of winding pack for orthotropic elastic
properties, failure modes, tensile properties, and fatigue at 4.2 K.

3) Producing appropriate structural components by industrial
processes.
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A-3. Conductor Systems Analysis

Objective:

Provide analysis, supported by the diverse databases presently in the
literature and by the databases produced by the other tasks, that will
accurately describe the performance expected of conductors in the
complex ITER environment of nuclear radiation, ac heating, and
multiaxial loading.

Major tasks include:

1) Providing predictive relation for Jc (B,T, e, fluence) for NbaSn.

2) Developing code predicting quench behavior, thermal margins
and stability performance of conductors in the ITER
environment.

A-4. Model Coils Development and Test

Objective:

Develop and demonstrate on a reasonable scale the conductor and coil
technologies required for the design and construction of ITER magnet
systems, and demonstrate reliable performance with mechanical
stresses and distributed heat loads comparable to those expected in
ITER.

Major tasks include:

1) Developing techniques appropriate for the insulate-wind-react-
impregnate method of coil construction using CICCs, such as
joints and insulations.

2) Fabricating and testing model coils with winding current density
of 40 A/mm2 at 15 T.

B. Insulation Development and Characterization

Objective:

Develop high-strength, radiation-tolerant insulations, and
characterize for tolerance the complex, multiaxial loading conditions
and radiation environment of the ITER TF component system.

The FENIX Magnet Facility

The FENIX Magnet Facility, under construction at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL), is a significant step forward in meeting the testing
requirements necessary for the development of superconductor for large-scale,
superconducting magnets. Proposed conductors for ITER measure ~ 35 mm on one
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side and will operate at currents of up to 40 kA at fields of ~ 14 T. The testing of
conductors and associated components, such as joints, will require large-bore, high-
field magnet facilities. A 14-T, transverse field over a test volume of 150 x 60 x 150
mm in length will be capable of testing conductors of ITER size.

FENIX is being constructed using the existing A20 and A2i magnets from the
idle MFTF (Mirror Fusion Test Facility) (Fig. 1). The east and west A2 pairs will be
mounted together to form a split-pair solenoid. The pairs of magnets will be
installed in a 4.0-m cryostat vessel located in the HFTF (High-Field Test Facility)
building at LLNL. Each magnet is enclosed in its own cryostat, the existing 4.0-m
vessel serving only as a vacuum chamber. Figure 2 illustrates the facility
arrangements.

Conductor test
weü
(wifh tail)
Liquid helium
reservoir

I2o magnets...

A,», magnets
Magnet

supports

Crossover
busses

FENIX
Magnet Facility

FIG. 1.

• 4 METER

\CRYOSTAT

HIGH FIELD AREA
«»

SEE PLOT FIQ.

1 METER

FIG. 2. FENIX test facility.
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With iron cores inserted in the bores of the high-field magnets, the
maximum field is 14 T. Forced-flow helium at adjustable temperatures, pressures,
and flows will be provided. Samples can be from one to several meters in length,
with about 0.15 m being in the uniform, high-field region. Power supplies are
available to provide currents up to 40 kA.

Anticipated completion of the FENIX is about April 1990. System testing and
shakedown should take another three to six months. The system should then be
available for conductor testing.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT OF
SUPERCONDUCTING HELICAL COIL AT THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR FUSION SCIENCE, JAPAN

J. YAMAMOTO
National Institute for Fusion Science,
Nagoya, Japan

Abstract

National Institute for Fusion Science was
May 29, 1989. The main plasma device of the
Superconducting Helical Device, which is made of
helical coils and poloidal coils. However
technology has grown up enough, this is the
winding coil for fusion device. Several
development programs of superconducting coil and
planned now.

established on
institute is

superconducting
superconducting
first helical
research and
conductor are

Major parameter of large helical device
Table 1 shows the major parameters of the Large Helical

Device (LHD). The major radius is 4 m, coil minor radius is
0.96 m, plasma minor radius is 0.5 - 0.6 m, field period 1/m
2/10, magnetic field 4 T, plasma duration 10 s, heating power is
20 MW. The magnetic energy stored in the coil is 2 GJ. Three

TABLE 1. LHD SPECIFICATIONS

1. HELICAL COIL
MAJOR RADIUS 4.0 a
MINOR RADIUS (COIL) 0.96 •
MINOR RADIUS (PLASMA) 0.5 - 0.6
1/m 2/10
MAXIMUM FIELD (PLASMA) 4 7
MAXIMUM FIELD (COIL) 8 T
MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE 8 MAT
CURRENT DENSITY 40 A/mm2

STORED ENERGY 2 GJ

2. POLOIDAL COIL
0V R=5.63m, Z= 1.55m, -5.02MAT
IS R=3.10m, Z= 2.03m, -3.22MAT
IV R=2.13m, Zs 1.25m, 6.11MAT

3. TIME SCHEDULE

YEAR
R&D
POLÖIDAL
HELICAL
EXPERIMENT

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96
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sets of poloidal coil is also made of superconducting coil. The
construction will be completed in 1995. The most important
point of LHD is the improvement of plasma confinement time of
currentless plasma.

Historical Background of Superconducting Magnet Technology for
Fusion Science at Universities

Monbusho (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture) has
funded superconducting magnet technology at universities these
ten years by grant-in-aid for scientific research on fusion
science. It also founded three superconducting research labora-
tories like for material research at Tohoku University, for
cryogenics and power application at Osaka University, and for
magnet technology at Kyushu University. Therefore the
universities accumulated enough knowledge for superconducting
technology for fusion science device. Before the decision of
the LHD proposal, precise design study on superconducting
helical coil was performed with researchers from universities.

From 1987, Plasma Physics Laboratory of Kyoto University
has successfully developed a small helical winding coil named
KYOTO-SC which is the first full torus superconducting coil in
the world. Superconducting split coil for conductor test is
also prepared there.

R & D Project at NIFS
For the construction of LHD, the institute has to develop

the high current conductor, winding technology, large stress
supporting apparatus, and cooling technology for the coil.

National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS) will prepare
cryogenics and superconducting test facilities at the new Toki
site in middle of 1990 in a new cryogenics building which area
is 2600m . NIFS has started 5 R&D coils named TOKI series
including a winding test coil, medium size full torus coils, a
poloidal coil, and a helical module coil as shown in Table 2.
Experimental results of these coils will be obtained from the
mid 1990.

TABLE 2. R&D COILS

NAHE
KYOTO-SC

TOKI-WT

TOKI-HB

TOKI-TF

TOKI-PP

TOKI-MC

TYPE
HELICAL
•»16 1-2
HELICAL
»=10 1=2
HELICAL
•>3 1»!
HELICAL
m*4 1-=1
POLOIDAL

S-SHAPE

COOLING
BATH-COOLED
FULL TORUS
SECTIONAL
LHD MODEL
BATH-COOLED
FULL TORUS
FORCE-COOLED
FULL TORUS
FORCE-COOLED
2 DOUBLE CAKE
BATH-COOLED
LHD MODULE

COIL SPEC.
a=0.3n r=0.063m
B=2.0T I=775A
RM. OB r=0.96m
Cu conductor
R'O.Sn r=0.2m
B»3.0T I«8930A
R*0.9n r =0.25«
B=2.77T I=8080A
Ri*0.6m Ro=0.82B
B«2.76T I=25000A
RJ.aO.8n Ro*1.4a
B=7.5T I=20000A

MANUFACT.

MITSUBISHI

HITACHI

HITACHI

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA

MITSUBISHI
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Selection of real size conductor and cooling method is an-
other important points. NIFS asks several coil and conductor
manufactures to prepare 10 kA class conductor. Critical current
measurement will start in this October at Kyoto University with
the split coil and- 30kA power supply.

Superconducting coil and conductor test facility
The first building at Toki site is a cryogenics building,

which will be constructed mid 1990. In the building, the super-
conducting coil and conductor test facilities will be prepared
as show in Fig. 1.

MECHANICAL
TESTING MACHINEU

CLEAN BOOM

SAS WARMER 30KA POWER SUPPLT

l 1000 TON PRESS
MECHANICAL
TESTING

! i CRYOSTAT
l

75KA POWER SUPPLY

[ SPLIT COIL
> "*C7̂ fo£I

tM-m »TOKI-P»
:.TPD •PURS WATER-

SUPPLY
[i±ÎIl IL. N2 TANK

3*4
HX OAS TANK

LAYOUT OP CRYOGENICS BUILDING

Fig.l. Layout of superconducting coil and conductor
test facility

1. Helium Liquéfier and supercritical helium generator
200 liter/hour of liquefied He supply or 500 W of refrigeration
power at 4.5 K, also 50 g/s of supercritical helium generation.
10000 liters liquid helium storage dewar. distribution box for
R&D coils. Storage gas tank of 400m0 in volume and 20bars in
pressure.

2. DC Current Supply
75 kA, 21 V current supply for superconducting coils and conduc-
tor, and 6 kA, 21V current supply a coil.

3. Mechanical Testing Machine
A press machine with capacity of lOOOton itself, cryostat capac-
ity is 500 ton for a coil pack test at liquid helium tempera-
ture, 150 ton for a conductor test at liquid helium temperature
up to 30 kA of current with 9T of magnetic field. Also a 20ton
Instron mechanical testing machine with a temperature control-
lable cryostat.
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R&D coil KYOTO-SC
Kyoto University and NIFS have developed a small full torus

superconducting coil which aims realization of superconducting
helical coil as future plasma device. The coil made of two
helical coils to produce magnetic field surface. Table 3 shows
the main coil and conductor parameters and Fig. 2 shows the
structure of the coil. Recent experimental results show the
coil is fairly rigid and the critical current of the coil is
almost same as the short sample test results as shown Fig. 3.

TABLE 3. KYOTO-SC PARAMETERS

Superconducting
Helical Coil

Coil Support
Coil Bobbin

Helical Coil
Major radius
Minor radius
Number of coiIs
Poloiclal pilch number
Winding method
Winding per coi 1
Coil cross section
Total inductance

300.0mm
62.7mm

2
16

Geodesic
] 1 turris>:22 layers

36.lmmx45.3mra
255mH

Norn i na l_____Maximum.
Current
Central field
Maximum field
Current densi ty
Stored energy

Superconducting wire

775A
2. IT
2.9T

llOA/mm8
77UJ

1530A
4. IT
5.7T

217A/mma
298kJ

Superconductor
Insulation
Dimension with formal
Cu/SC ratio
Critical current

Length of SC wire

NbTi/Cu
Formal (t=45/tm)
1.7mmx3.3mm
4.1
2R10A al 3.0T
2160A at 4.0T
1530A at 5.7T
884mx2=1768m

CoilC

Oll

ross
r

s

u»

e<rtion^ ̂
[-tfw^yrvyvymfrywi

L-H-
36.1

,x-

ÏY1

H

m
— Stainless Steel
q Wire

•;—- -Spacer
î — Superconducting
: Wire

-3.3

Fig.2. Structure of KYOTO-SC
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Fig.3. Operating current of
KTOTO-SC under different
quench number
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R&D coil TOKI-WT
TOKI-WT is a sectional 110° winding test coil of which

geometry is the same as LED as shown in Fig. 4. Copper
conductor having the .same mechanical properties as
superconductor is used there.

Fig.4. TOKI-WT

R&D coil TOKI-HB
TOKI-HB is a pool boiling type helical winding coil which

aims magnetic field accuracy of helical winding coil, stress and
strain of the helical coil under full current excitation and
cooling process, and stability test. The size of TOKI-HB is
almost 1/5 of LED. m and 1 number are 3 and 1 respectively.
Load ratio to short sample is the same as LED. The
specification and the structure are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 5.

TABLE 4. TOKI-HB PARAMETERS

Item
Major radius
Minor radius
Winding rule
Magnetmotive force
Operating current
Number of turns
Inductance
Stored energy
Maximum field
Cool ing method
Size of conductor
Critical current
StabiIity parameter

Parameter
0.8m
0.2m

1=1 m=3
1MAT

8930A
112turns
0.048H

1.9MJ
3T

Poo I-coo I ing
16mm widthX8mm height

17580A at 3T
0.67 Fig1.5. Helical can and support of

support of TOKI-HB
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R&D coil TOKI-TF
TOKI-TF is a forced flow type helical winding coil which

aims demonstration of forced flow type helical coil, mechanical
properties of the coil, and support system of the coil. The
size of the coil is almost 1/5 of LHD. m and 1 number are 4 and
1 respectively. Major and minor radii of the coil is 900 mm and
250 mm, respectively. Nominal current is 8.08 kA at 1.7 T.
Stored energy will be 13 MJ at nominal current. The conductor
is a NbTi cable-in-conduit type, of which size is 13 mm x 13 mm
including insulation. Number of strand in a cable is 324, of
which copper ratio is 4.8. The operation temperature, pressure,
and flow rate is 4.2 K, 10.0 bar, and 1.0 g/s. The
specification is tabulated in Table 5.

TABLE 5. TOKI-TF PARAMETERS

Major radius
Minor r ad i ua

Magnetomotive fore«
Operating current
Average current density
Max. f i e l d
Inductance
Stored energy

Superconductor:
Type of conductor

Material of conductor
Critical current
Condu 1 t

d 1 me na i o n
th Ickness

Vo id f ract 1 on
Strand diameter
Number of strands
NbTI:Cu ratio
Stability margin

Coo 1 an t :
Inlet temperature

Pressure drop

mm
mm

MAT
kA
Urn'
T
mH
MJ

kA

mm'
mm

mm

ILl/CC

K
bar
bar/I

900
250

0. 8
8. 08
47. 8
2. 77

41. 1
1. 34

Cable— in-condult.
Forced— f 1 ow
NbTi
16 at 4 T

11X11
1. 0
0. 4
0. 428

324
1 :4. 8
699

4. 2
10. 0
0. 0113

R&D coll TOKI-PF
TOKI-PF is a forced flow type poloidal test coil, which

aims the demonstration of the forced flow long conductor and
cooling technology. The coil is composed of 2 double pancakes,
and its inner and outer diameters of the coil are 1200 mm and
1640 mm, respectively. Nominal current is 25 kA, and the field
is 2.76 T. The conductor is a NbTi cable-in-conduit type, which
outer size is 22 mm x 27.5 mm including 0.5 mm thick
insulation. The cable in conduit is made from 486
superconducting strands, of which operation temperature,
pressure, and flow rate are 4.2 K, 10.0 bar, and 4.0 g/s,
respectively. The specification is tabulated in Table 6.
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TABLE 6. TOKI-PF PARAMETERS

Coil parameters:

Ou ter rad lus
Magnetomotive force
Operating current

Max. f i e l d
I nduc tance
Stored energy

S d t
T y pe of conductor

Material of conductor
Critical current
Condu 1 t

d ime ns 1 on
thickness

Void fraction
Strand diameter
Number of strands
NbTi :Cu :Cu-Ni ratio
Stabl 1 i ty margi n

Coo 1 an t :
Inlet temperature
Inlet pressure
Pressure drop

mm
mm
MAT
kA
Urn'
T
mH
MJ

kA

mm1

mm

mm

tl/cc

K
bar
bar/i

600
820

1
25
41. 3
2. 76
3. 35
1. 05

Cable-in-conduit,
Fore ed— f 1 ow
NbTl
50 at 7 T

17X22. 5
1. O
0. 4
0. 67

480
1:1. 6:0. 5
449

4. 2
10. 0
0. 0078

R&D coil TOKI-MC
TOKI-MC is a module coil for simulation of helical coil,

and aims to get engineering data of large electromagnetic force,
simulating LHD. The shape of the TOKI-MC is S type as shown in
Fig. 6. Inner and outer diameters are 800 mm and 1400 mm, re-
spectively. The operating current is 20 kA to get 7.5 T. Pure
aluminum stabilized bath cooled type conductor is adopted.

»00 ,.li*

L
l NNER D l AMETER
OUTER D I A M E T E R
A V E R A G E C U RRENT D E N S I T Y
MAX I MUM F I ELD
O P E R A T I N G C U R R E N T
CONDUCTOR S I Z E

(PURE A L U M I N U M

800mm
~1 400mm

40A/mm'
7.5T
20kA

2 O m m x 2 0 m m
STAB l L I ZED)

M A X I M U M T O R S I O N A L A N G L E IS'
M A X I M U M C H A N G I N G RATE

OF T O R S I O N A L A N G L E 4O*/m

Fig.6. Structure and design parameters of TOKI-MC
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Conductor Test Program
For the purpose of development and decision of the

superconductor and cooling method of the LHD, we are planning to
test 10 kA class superconductor using Kyoto University's split
type superconducting coil and 30 kA power supply. Conductors
are manufacturing now at several wire company. Besides the
critical current, mechanical properties and winding
characteristics like coil elasticity and electrical insulation
are important decision points.
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MODEL COIL TESTING TO COMPLETE THE DATABASE
FOR THE NET FUSION DEVICE

J.V. MINERVINI, N. MITCHELL
NET Team,
Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik,
Garching, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The magnetic fields of a future NET (Next European Torus) fusion device would be
generated by two main sets of superconducting coils : the system of the toroidal field
coils, 16 in number and about 7xl2m in bore, and the system of the poloidal field coils
with diameters ranging from 4 to 20 m. The maximum fields on each set of coils are
about 12.5 T, requiring the use of A15 force flow cooled superconductors. Coils with
these specifications are not available today, but a considerable experience in large
superconducting magnet technology has been gained by laboratories and industry
from fusion related R and D since early 1977. There is confidence that industry will
be able to produce the coils in due time as a result of a vigorous mission oriented
development being carried out under the Magnet Technology Programme.

There are three main stages in the conductor development programme :
1. Development of subsize conductors in long lengths and tested as a 12 T insert coil

in the SULTAN facility [1] at PSI in Switzerland (underway),
2. Development of short lengths of full size conductors [3] tested in either SULTAN

or the LLNL FENIX facility [2] in the US (to be completed in 1990),
3. Industrial fabrication of long lengths of full size conductors and manufacturing

of model coils to be tested in the KfK TOSKA [7] facility (to be completed in 1993).
In stage 1 the technology of Nb3$n conductors is developed and experience is

gained with fabrication and performance on a laboratory scale using conductors and
coils of moderate size.

The development of full-size conductors is performed in stage two making
extensive use of industrial facilities. In this way industrial feasibility is proven and
the firms are better prepared to respond to orders for long lengths of full-size
conductors required in stage 3.

In stage 3 four circular model coils will be manufactured by using the conductors
which have satisfied the qualifying straight sample tests. The model coils will be the
smallest size that is compatible with the use of the full size conductor and the
achievement of the full operating field levels. A circular stack is chosen as the most
efficient shape for achieving this.

The intention is that the coil manufacturing process approach to the maximum
possible extent that envisaged for the NET TF and PF coils. It must be representative
not only for the manufacture of the NET coil winding but also for the terminations
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and joints, current leads, feed throughs, the helium supply pipework and the
instrumentation. The manufacturing process will in particular demonstrate that the
conductors are robust enough to withstand the industrial handling during coil
manufacture and the successful operation will serve as final proof that the decision
to proceed with construction of the NET coils can be taken in confidence.

In this paper we define the test requirements and the coil configuration of the
model solenoid test facility envisaged to fulfill them.

GENERAL TEST OBJECTIVES

The model coil test programme must achieve certain well-defined goals in order
to prove the feasibility of the conductor and coil concepts chosen for the NET
machine. These general objectives are summarized below :

development of the entire coil manufacturing process including coil winding of
double pancakes, conductor termination and joints, coil insulation, assembly,
vacuum impregnation, current leads, feed throughs and instrumentation,
verification of the success of the industrial manufacturing process by testing the
coils under operation as close as possible to NET conditions,
validation of design codes for stress analysis, AC losses and quench behaviour and
validation of predictions of performance made on the basis of sub-size component
tests,
performance of tests that can only be made in a large coil test and that may point
up synergistic effects, i.e. combined stress degradation of superconductor
performance in the coil compared to single wire or cable short sample test,
selection among the conductor options based upon test performance,
manufacturing considerations, and cost .

The model coils should have geometrical dimensions which are representative for
NET coils in certain limits. They should reach field and stress values which are
similar to those of the NET coils and demonstrate that the manufacturing techniques
of conductor and coil are ruled by engineering standards and are reproducible.
Although NET relevant stress levels will be achieved in the model coils, this test will
not be sufficient for evaluating the mechanical fatigue life of the conductor jacket or
coil structure. Therefore this must be assessed by an additional materials testing
p r o g r a m m e .
Since the coils and conductors are prototype components, it must be possible to
complete a substantial part of the testing even if one coil is not available, due to
delays or failure.
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CONDUCTORS

Several types of conductors have been designed for the NET magnets, all of them
using an A15 compound as superconductor and the forced flow of helium as coolant
with a helium tight, reinforcing stainless steel jacket. These are being developed in
two main types ; a 16 kA react and wind type for the TF coil, and a 40 kA wind and react
type for the central solenoid (CS) and TF coils (3 versions) [3,4]. Additionally a 40 kA
conductor in NbTi is being developed for the outer PF coils. Figure 1 shows the
conductor types. These conductors should meet the specifications listed in Table 1.

The most promising conductor designs from the tests of short lengths will be
manufactured with a length of about 1-2 Km each using manufacturing process
which approach as far as possible those for the final NET conductors, including

connections and current lead feed throughs.
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FIG. 1. Model coil configuration and conductors.
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Table 1
SUMMARY OF CONDUCTOR SPECIFICATION

Toroidal Field

B,'max
maxB

$B2dt
T1op
Jcable space at operation
Jcrit f°r cable space at operating B, T
and eexternal = 0

External strain :
l ong i tud ina l
t r a n s v e r s e

Nuclear heating :

Unit conductor length

Central Solenoid

max
"max

(ßdt

AI
Jcable space at operation
Jcrj t for cable space at operating B, T
and eexternal = 0

External strain :
l o n g i t u d i n a l
t ransverse

Unit conductor length :

12 T
40 T/s (disruption)
0.3 T/s (operation)
2 T (disruption)
50 T2/s (disruption)
4.5 K
50 MA/m2

80 MA/m2

< 0.3 %
> 0.2 %

< 1 mW/cm^ (max)
< 1 kW/TF coil (av)

<400m

12.5 T
15 T/s (disruption)
2 T/s (operation)
l T/s (disruption)
10 T2/s (disruption)
6 kA (disruption)
50 MA/m2

80 MA/m2

< 0.3 %
> -0.2 %

<400m

COIL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

G e n e r a l
The model coil geometry has been chosen as circular, with the radius of the inner

bore determined by the minimum bending radius of the conductor (typically 1 m,
limited by keystoning for 40 k A wind and react bending and strain for 16 kA react and
wind). The circular shape enables a minimum volume of superconductor to be used to
generate the required fields, [5], and gives a predictable stress/strain level in the coil.
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The mechanical problems of vacuum impregnated coils for tokamaks are well
understood from copper coils at room temperature and 77 K. It is important to select a
simple coil geometry where the force/stress situation can be easily understood, to
allow interpretation of the superconductor measurements, rather than a coil where
winding problems dominate the behaviour.

The complete magnet will be composed of four subcoils. This allows different
conductors to be manufactured and tested in representative lengths, reduces the risk
of failure due to inproper heat treatment or insulation impregnation, and follows the
modular design of the NET central solenoid thus providing experience making
intercoil connections.

The four subcoils will be assembled to a coaxial solenoid. The assembly of the four
coils with its supporting structure has to be accomodated in the existing TOSKÂ
vacuum tank at the KfK Karlsruhe (Fig. 2), with the overall dimensions being
restricted by the available tank dimensions. The supporting structure has to be built
in such a way that the NET standard operating conditions can be simulated and the
limits of operation can be assessed. The assembly should also foresee the possibility of
testing additional pancakes. The coils will be assembled in such a way that after the
tests they can form a high field test facility by using the internal bore of the solenoid
assembly.

FIG. 2. Possible configuration of the model coil in the TOSKA facility [7J.
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Proposed Layout
The layout of the facility is shown in figure 1. The solenoid consists of a stack of

four separate coils, each nominally about 400 mm long with inner and outer radii of
1.0 and about 1.5 m. Optimisation procedures [5] have shown that for the field and
stress limits of interest, this geometry uses the minimum volume of superconductor.
Each sub-coil provides a nominal capability of 4.8 MA (i.e. 120 turns of 40 kA
superconductor, with a total length of about 1 Km/coil). The coils are wound as double
pancakes with cooling inlet on the inner bore and outlets, current leads and pancake
connections on the outside. The single pancake cooling length with a typical 40 kA
conductor is 125 m. The pancake connections on the outside should occupy the
minimum of radial space as required by the NET central solenoid stack, and should act
as a test of the connection concepts proposed for the solenoid. Pancake connection
concepts for the toroidal field coils have fewer space limitations.

Overall structural support is provided by two end flanges linked by bolts, which
will provide precompression to keep the coils in contact and support any outward
forces due to opposing coil currents. Thin steel sheets can separate the individual
coils but intermediate structural support or cases will not be used to allow
representative vertical stresses to be achieved.

At present four Nb3Sn superconductors are proposed for the coils, each having

slightly different dimensions due to design or current capability.
The solenoid can also be used to test 40 kA NbTi conductors proposed for the outer

PF coils by making provisions for a double pancake of NbTi to be placed on the end of
the stack.

To allow fully instrumented pancakes to be tested without the risk of the
instrumentation itself leading to coil failure, space for an extra double pancake in the
centre of the stack will be provided.

All coils are considered to have a steel fraction of about 0.27 corresponding to a
jacket wall thickness on a 40 kA conductor of about 3 mm. This allows maximum hoop
stresses in the jacket to approach the allowable limit for static and fatigue stresses
(500-600 MPa). In the tokamak coils, either a thicker jacket can be provided or extra
steel strip can be cowound with the conductor to provide the reinforcement
necessary .

Operating Conditions
The solenoid steady operating conditions which define the mechanical limits are

summarized in table 2 for normal operating conditions with all four coils charged and
in table 3 for operation with three coils charged.

In a first rough approximation the stresses are evaluated using the conventional
expressions for hoop tension in thick cylinders under internal pressure. Fields and
forces are calculated numerically. It is clear that at least 12 T can be achieved even
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with 3 coils, with some overcurrent in the conductor, but without exceeding the stress
limits. The tensile hoop strain at about 0.25% is close to the operating levels of the
coils .

The average modulus of the winding pack is about 50 GPa in the transverse
direction so transverse strain is about -0.1%. This is slightly lower than that proposed
for NET (table 1).

The electrical conditions for the coils are determined by the test procedure. The
insulation is built up to a nominal voltage tolerance of 20 kV between terminals and to
ground, as in the full size NET coils.

Table 2

4 subunits energised
120 turns/subunit

Conductor
Current

40
44.92
46.78

Maxim. Field
on Conductor

T

10.7
12.0
12.5

Minim. Field
in bore on
Conductor

T

8.0
9.0
9.4

Aver, vertical
stress at centre

MPa

43.2
54.5
59.1

Peak Tensile
stress in steel
jacket

MPa

439
553
600

Table 3
3 subunits energised
120 turns/subunit

Conductor
Current

40
50.36

Maxim. Field
on Conductor

T

9.53
12.0

Minim. Field
in bore on
Conductor

T

7.4
9.3

Aver, vertical
stress at centre

MPa

32.2
51.1

Peak Tensile
stress in steel
jacket

MPa

369
584

POWER SUPPLIES

The testing capability of the solenoid is strongly determined by the available
power supplies. The total stored magnetic energy of the solenoid is about 350 MJ. If
charging of the coils (0-12 T) on a timescale comparable with that expected in a
tokamak is required, (about 40 s) then either a power supply capable of delivering
about 20 MVA or an energy storage system with a capacity of about 0.5 GJ is necessary.
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This could be taken directly from the grid or from a flywheel generator, the only
restriction being financial.

If the test programme can be completed without a full charging capability then a
substantial reduction in the energy supply capacity is possible, at the expense of more
extensive switching systems and discharge resistors. Detailed calculations [6] show
that a 0.5 MVA supply (i.e. 50 kA, 10 V) is sufficient to charge the coils in 30 min. and
that switching of resistors and transfering energy between the subcoils can meet
almost all the necessary test requirements. The one exception is a swing through zero
field (i.e. +12 T to -12 T) which unavoidably requires an external energy source.
Charging of the subcoils in opposite directions allows a limited swing through zero
current at low (2 T) fields.

TESTING PROGRAMME

Tests for both the TF and OH coils can generally be divided into two categories,
namely tests at standard NET operating conditions and tests to determine the limits of
operation. Given the different objectives for the two coil types, the specific test
requirements for each type will be different. The tests should simulate as close as
possible the actual NET operating conditions including magnetic field, current, strain
and transient operation. This means, for the TF coils, DC current operation with steady
state and transient heat loads and transient external magnetic fields, and for the PF
coils, AC or fast ramp current operation with simultaneous transient magnetic fields.

The coils will be designed and instrumented to extract as much information as
possible. However, the experimental nature of these coils and the imposed
instrumentation should not interfere with the safe and reliable operation of the coils
or otherwise compromise the chances for a successful test. To achieve this it will be
required to make one double pancake, fully instrumented with embedded heaters,
voltage taps, etc. This will allow for full data acquisition and complete
characterisation of the performance without jeopardizing the operation of the bulk of
the model coil.

All test requirements for the model coils are based upon the assumption that a
significant basis of knowledge of conductor performance and parameters has been
determined by exhaustive tests on sub-size components and full-size conductors in
short lengths. To the extent that exhaustive characterization tests can not be
completed on sub-size components and coils, it becomes imperative that they be
carried out in the model coil test. For example, it might be difficult to get sufficient
data on quench behaviour from a sub-size test facility thus requiring more extensive
testing in the model coil. The identification of differences between component tests
and the model coil tests, and their explanation, will form an important conclusion of
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the test programme. The model coil is not a substitute for extensive component
test ing.

The actual operating range of the model coils depends significantly on the power
supply and how the coils are connected and this then limits the actual tests that can be
carried out. However it would be desirable to carry out the following tests :

Normal operat ion
Nominal peak current
Nominal peak magnetic fields
Nominal helium coolant conditions
Nominal global winding pack stresses which influence the conductor
(hoop tension, axial compression)
Simulate pulsed operation scenario
(PF conductor)
Simulate external pulsed field
(TF conductor)

Simulate nuclear heat load
(TF conductor)

Plasma dis rupt ion
From nominal operating conditions simulate a plasma disruption with field
components transverse to the conductor only with external field change only (TF
conductor) and current change (PF conductor)

The following additional tests and measurements should be performed :
Measure the energy deposition due to AC loss and mechanical hysteresis during a
pulsed cycle
Measure coil strain for verification of FEM calculations and global winding pack
pa rame te r s
Determine the DC limits of operation by measuring the critical current as a
function of magnetic field and temperature
The limits to stable AC operation should be determined by increasing the rates of
field change until the coil quenches. Alternatively, energy perturbations can be
superimposed on the normal opening cycle to determine the stability limits. A
parameter should be the time during the cycle when the quench is initiated
Protection system verification test under normal operation conditions
The tests described above should be performed over a wide range of helium inlet
temperatures, pressures and flow rates
Test of coil insulation system by static or pulse voltage test of coil ground
insulation and by development of NET relevant internal voltage distributions.
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TIMESCALE

A general timescale for the production of the conductors and model coils is given
by the events listed in Table 4.

Table 4

TIMESCALE OF THE MODEL COIL TEST

Event Date

Testing of full-size, short length
conductors and
pre-se lec t ion Mid-1990

Modifications to TOSKA Facility Jan. 89 - Jan. 91

Detailed Design of Model Coils Sept. 90- June92

Conductor Manufacture Jan. 91 - Oct. 92

Coil Manufacture & Assembly Jan. 92 - June 93

Assembly in TOSKA June 93 - Dec. 93

Testing Begins Jan. 94

CONCLUSIONS

A model coil test facility has been described that will provide the required
manufacturing, test, and operational database to proceed with the construction of the
NET magnet system with confidence. The various conductors proposed for the NET
coils will be produced in significant lengths and tested as sub-coils in the facility to
the maximum possible extent.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS FOR
A TOKAMAK FUSION MACHINE AT JAERI, JAPAN
(Abstract)

T. ANDO, S. SHIMAMOTO
Naka Fusion Research Establishment,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan

As development of superconducting magnets for the Fusion
Experimental Reactor (FER) which is the next generation fusion
machine after the JT-60 machine, two programs (the Proto Toroidal
Coil Program and the Demo Poloidal Coil Program) are in progress
at JAERI. The purpose of the Proto Toroidal Coil Program is to
verify the availability of the conductor and the winding
structure, designed for the toroidal coil of the FER. The coil
system of the Proto Toroidal Coil Program consists of the proto-
toroidal coil, two LCT coils and two LCT backup coils. The proto
toroidal coil is a racetrack form with a minimum winding diameter
of 1.5 m. The operating current of 30 kA at 12 T. For the proto
toroidal coil, there are three candidate conductors (TMC-FF type,
Performed Armor CICC type and Advanced Disk type). Trial
manufacture of them began from 1988. Three conductors are tested
and evaluated in 1989. The best conductor will be chosen for the
proto toroidal coil.

The purpose of the Demo Poloidal Coil Program is to develop
a technique required for the construction of superconducting
poloidal coils. This coil system consists of three coils (DPC-
Ul, U2 and DPC-EX). The winding inner diameter of these coils is
1 m and the total energy is around 40 MJ. The DPC-U1, U2 coils
which are made of a NbTi conductor, have an operating current of
30 kA at 7 T and a changing field rate of 7 T/s. The DPC-EX
which is made of a NbgSn conductor, has an operating current of
10 kA at 10 T and a changing field rate of 10 T/s. In March of
1989, the DPC-U1, U2 has been completed and the preliminary test
has been carried out with a pulsed operation of 7 T/s. In the
end of 1989, the DPC-U1, U2 with the DPC-EX is tested. After
that, the US-DPC in Japan-US collaboration program will be tested
with the DPC-U1 and U2. In this paper, the status of both the
Proto Toroidal Coil Program and the Demo Poloidal Coil Program
are described.
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Abstract

The SULTAN test facility is one of the major tools in the European Community for the development of high current
superconductors Presently the so called SULTAN phase II (a superconducting magnet system with a free bore of 0 58 m in
diameter and a field of 12 T usable for tests of reacted conductor loops or coils) is close to completion. By relatively small
changes of SULTAN II the flexibility of the facility can be considerable enhanced In fact a split coil configuration can be
realized by substituting the present 8 T section with two intermediate A-15 coils and by splitting the 6 T part with was
previously realized with a pancake structure In this way the facility will be used for NET conductor prototypes and series
acceptance tests as well as for measurements on subsize NET pancakes

In this paper we will present the SULTAN splitting project (SULTAN III) which is a collaborative effort among ECN, ENEA
and PSI, giving details about the new mechanical structure and the 6T magnet in the splitted configuration, the two
intermediate A 15 coils, the new equipment necessary for high measuring repetition rate including a superconducting
transformer and the cryogenic circuitry layout

1. INTRODUCTION
The main task in the area of magnet technology la to

develop a toroidal magnet system for NET with super-
conducting coils for about 8m times llm bore for gen-
crating maximum field of 10-12T, highly reliable in the
Tokamak environment at a stored energy level of tens
of Gigajoulcs. A significant present step in this task is
the International Large Coil Task Project (LOT), ini-
tiated m 1977 as a joint experiment by the USA and
its partners EURATOM, Japan and Switzerland. The
experience gained in the LOT programme has to be ex-
tended in coil size by factor 3x and from 8 to 12 Tesla
in max field strength. Ultimately, integration of coils
at that size into a Tokamak configuration will require
the most extensive development effort.

A single full size TF coil for NET represents an in
vestment of the order of 40 MUG. Therefore, it is very
probable that the full aize coil fabrication and tests will
only be possible as a first phase of the final commis-
sioning of NET, with the sequence of coil fabrication

being influenced by successive performance tests of the
first set of coils. For such an undertaking prior to final
design, risks need to be reduced significantly by imple-
menting of a comprehensive development programme
closing the gap LOT-NET in several areas as:

« design studies,
• high field conductor development including also

conductors for the more advanced objective of
pulsed superconducting OH coils,

• coil technology verification tests,
• full size conductor tests,
• full size and/or subsize pancake tests.

ECN, ENEA and PSI, presently engaged in a collab-
oration on the development and testing of high field
forced flow superconductors for fusion devices, are now
preparing conductors and insert coils in order to demon-
strate the feasibility of s.c. technology for high current,
high field applications based on a react and wind tech
nique. Their programme includes the modification of
the existing SULTAN facility1.
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2. SPLIT PAIR CONFIGURATION
The main component is a superconducting magnet

system with a free bore for testing of conductor loops or
coils in a background field of 12 Tesla at 0.58 m diam
eter after realization of the SULTAN Phase II stage
Upgrading of SULTAN-II by split coils replacing the
8 Tcsla section will enhance the flexibility of the test
facility considerably This upgrading represents a rela-
tively cheap solution to fulfill the special needs required
by the NET programme In order to test fullsize NET
conductors a 12 Tesla magnet system with at least 4 m
inner bore or a smaller magnet system with split coil
configuration is needed It is proposed to construct a
split coll facility using as many of the existing mag-
nets of SULTAN-II as possible. In fact only one of
the present NbTi coils has to be replaced by two coils,
due to the fact of having in the new facility, called
SULTAN-III a splitted magnet system The "new" in-
termediate coils must have a higher current density and
as a consequence to withstand a higher magnetic Meld
than the "old" NbTi coil. The new magnet will have
therefore to be built by A-15 conductors. The splitted-
III facility will provide a possibility to test short sam-
ples from industrial pilot productions of full size NET-
conductors which could be extended to testing of larger
coiled samples (pancakes of 2.0m diameter).

1290

Aare Berg

FIGURE 1
Arrangement of split coils for SULTAN-III

(dim in mm)

3. ANALYSIS OF MAGNET
CONFIGURATION
Field: The magnetic field distribution has been

calculated using the code GFUN. The iron parts of the
faculty have been divided into 350 elements, the max-
imum allowed by the code. Figure 2 shows the radial
distribution of the field modulus, at the center of the
gap, produced by the magnet system alone and in pres-
ence of a test pancake energized. In Figure 2 the field
distribution at the inner radii of the coils in presence
of a test pancake is reported. The field has been cal-
culated for each coil along the generatrix on which the
field modulus reaches its maximum value. Since the
self-field of the lest pancake decays rapidly along the

Z direction, it has only a limited influence on the peak
fields showed in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2
Field distribution in the gap and max field at the innei
radii of the SULTAN-III coils
(a) in presence of a energized test pancake
(b) magnet system alone

In fact, without the test pancake the peak field on the
A15 insert lowers from 12.2T to 12T while there is prac-
tically no influence on the rest of the coils.

Forces: The forces acting on each coil of the mag-
net, in presence of a test pancake, have been calculated
using the local value of field and current. Each coil has
been divided into 256 elements, the field being calcu-
lated in the middle point of each element The total
forces Fx and F z acting on each coil are schematically
reported in Figure 3. The X axis is the vertical one
There are no net forces in the Y direction because of
the symmetry. It is worth noting the huge centering
force acting between the test pancake and the magnet

FIGURE 3
Forces acting on the different coils
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system due to the asymmetric position of the test pan-
cake as shown in Figure 3. This force necessitates the
application of a rugged central flange and the applica-
tion of a lOrnrn stainless steel liner inside the ENEA
6T coil. The liner has to prevent possible radial move-
ments in the pancake wound 6T solenoid.

In absence of a lest pancake, the axial forces re-
ported in Figure 3 have practically the same values
but, in the vertical direction, the six coils of the mag-
net are subjected only to a total downward force of
about 3 tons. This force is generated by an asymmet-
ric distribution of the iron masses with respect to the
middle plane of the magnet.

Sirènes: The mesh of the SULTAN-111 facility
with the imposed boundary conditions consists of 448
isoparametric elements with 20 nodes and reduced in-
tegration (C3D20R) and of 136 interface elements (IN-
TER 8) placed around the two coils in order to sep-
arate these two component« from the flange and the
stainless steel cylinder. The mesh represents only one
half of the SULTAN facility because the magnetic loads
and the geometry are symmetric with respect to the xy
plane. The displacements of the flat sid« of the flange
are fully contained. In the corners of the two coils near
the corner between flange and cylinder, separate but
coincident nodes have been introduced in order to have
distinct normals of coatact. The coincident nodes have
also been constrained to have the same displacements
and rotations by mean» of the multi-point constraints
relations (MFCS). Three different materials have been
considered in the model: stainless steel and two differ-
ent equivalent materials for the two coils. The stainless
steel and the ENEA coil have been supposed Isotropie
while the 9T coils have been assumed orthotropic. The
loads due to the Lorentz force have been applied to the
model as body force.

As a result the peak value of the von Mises stress
are:

« on the ENEA coil 80 MPa
• on the liner 200 MPa
« on the 9T coil 180 MPa
• on the flange 300 MPa

These values are well below the allowable stresses for
the liner and the flange. As far as the 9T and ENEA
coils are concerned, the calculated stresses are rather
high but still within the capabilities of these windings.

Energy Discharge: The magnet system is divided
into 3 subsystems for powering and energy discharge
viz. the 12T section (6 kA current), the 9T section (12
kA current) and the 6T section (4.5 kA current).

In case of detection of a normal zone in one of the
coils the power supplies arc switched off from the mag-
net system and dump resistors are switched into the
circuit.

The new 9T coils will operate at a current density
being about twice as high as in the other coils. As the
dissipated energy inside a conductor during quench is
about proportional to / j* dt, the energy of the new
9T coils has to be discharged faster from the new coils
than from the existing coils at the detection of a normal
zone inside one of the magnets. This enables to keep

the hot spot quench temperatures for ail the magnets
at about the same level. A faster discharge means on
the other hand that a large fraction of magnetic energy
will be transferred to the other coils.

Figure 4 gives an impression of the current decay in
the 3 subsystems. It is shown that the current in the
6T section rises initially from 4.5 kA up to 5.4 kA. The
hot spot temperatures in the coils are respectively 34K
(12T), 42K (9T) and 43K (6T).

10
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FIGURE 4
Fast discharge of SULTAN-III coil system;

current decay ofthe three subsystems

4. 8T MAGNET
The present ENEA 6T coil is a pancake wound sole-

noid, where 40 double pancakes are stacked together11.
In order to reach the split pair configuration, the 6T
coil will be divided into two halves. The new mechani-
cal structure has been designed in a way to use as much
as possible of the existing components. The main ad-
ditional new element is a system of two stainless steel
central flanges and a spacers. The flanges are necessary
to obtain two separate semi-coils. The spacer, 10cm
thick, will be inserted between the flanges to withstand
axial compress!ve forces. A centrai hole in the spacer
will allow radial introduction of the sample holder for
conductor tests. This assembly of rather thick stainless
steel elements necessitate its own cooling circuit.

FIGURE 5
The splitted magnet with the central flange.

The hole to insert test cables is shown

For this purpose a pattern of canal series will be ob-
tained by machining the flanges and the spacer to get
some rectangular quarries closed by stainless steel he-
lium tight welded strips. Once the two halves of the
coil will be reassembled, the internal surface will have
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to be machined in order to fit for coupling with the
liner. On the other hand surface layers with a. reduced
roughness are required to lower the friction heat gener-
ated between the stainless steel liner and the EN E A coil
by movements produced by the compression Lorentz
forces. The use of special antifriction materials is also
being considered.

The new general view of the magnet showing the
hole where the superconducting cable will be inserted
for tests is given in Figure 5.

5. DESIGN OP THE OT COILS
Starting point for the 9T coils is the use of the

12T niobium-tin composite conductors as developed for
SULTAN stage II1-3. Use of these pre-reacted conduc-
tors in the new 9T coils saves costs for development
testing and production of the conductors.

These conductors have been designed for a trans-
port current of 6 kA at 12.2 T and 4.5K.AI 9T, being
the maximum field on the winding package of the new
middle magnets, the conductors can carry a transport
current of 12 kA taking into account the same mar-
gins to the critical current. The critical current will be
about 18 kA (9T, 4.5K).

Lorentz-forces acting on the conductors are roughly
a factor of 2 larger than for the 12T coils. It will be
clear that additional structural material is necessary
to support the conductors, therefore 2 stainless steel
strips are soldered to the conductors. Both coils will
be layered: 10 layers of 24 turns each constitute the
winding pack of 240 turns. The outer stainless cylin-
der will be used to support the coils.

Both coils will be cooled by supercritical helium.
In the ECN 9T coil each layer will have its individual
coolant inlet, located at the outer radial side-plane of
the coil, coolant outlets are on the transition from one
layer to another so that 2 layers have one common out-
let. In the PSI coil only one helium inlet and outlet are
foreseen at the outer radial plane.

In the ECN coil 5 individual conductor lengths (about
180 m long, being sufficient for 2 layers) arc used. In
the PSI coil only one conductor length of about 900m
is used. For both coils the electrical connections are
located at the outer radial side-plane. Coil character-
istics are given in Table I; a global sketch of the ECN
coil is given in Figure 6.

TABLE I
Coil Characteristics

Operation»! current (9T.4.5K)
Critical current (9T.4.5K)
Number of winding»
Number of layer»
Number of winding» per layer
Ampere- turns
Inner diameter winding package
Outer diameter winding package
Length of winding package
Average length of 1 winding
Total conductor length
OTerall current dentity (wind.package)

kA
kA

-

MA-tumi
m
m
m
m
m

MA/mJ

ECN
12
18

240
10
24

2.88
1.088
1.270
0.6T5
3.71
891
46.8

PSI
12
18

240
10
24

2.88
1.064
1.276
0.676
3.68
886
40.3

z krnrsutlnt

FIGURE 6
Global sketch of the ECN coil

PSI Conductor Concept: The concept for thé PSI
conductor is based on a flat cable of NbjSn strands
cooled by forced flow of supercritical helium. The con-
ductor, designed to carry 12 kA at 9T and 4.5K is
shown in Figure 7. It consists of a pre-reacted flat
cable sandwiched between two copper strips and po-
sitioned between two cooling tubes. To support the
hoop stress of about 190 MPa acting on the conductor
in the coil, two reinforcing stainless steel strips of 1.8
mm each are added to the assembly. All seven conduc-
tor components are joined together in one operation by
soldering. The superconducting cable design is based
on a Nb3Sn strand of 0.6 mm diameter made by the
internal tin or bronze technique. To reach the speci-
fied critical current, a cable desigrt was made using 112
strands in two cabling stages.

ECN Conductor Concept: The conductor is based
on NbjSn material produced by the ECN powder pro-
cess. Strand material to be used is 1mm in diameter.
Thirty-six strands are cabled to a flat Rutherford ca-
ble, having a thickness of 1.84 mm and a width of 18.1
mm. The cable is enclosed in copper necessary for addi-
tional stabilization and current by-pass in case of nor-
mal zones. Two copper cooling channels are present.
The equivalent diameter of the coolant channels is 2.75
mm. Helium massflow in the conductor is 2.5 g/s. Av-
erage pressure drop over 1 conductor layer is 60 kPa.
Two stainless steel strips (thickness 1.5 rnm) are placed
on lop and bottom of the conductor as reinforcement.
The cable is heat treated for 48h at700°C in argon at-
mosphere. After heat treatment the cable is soldered to
the other components of the composite conductor. The
7 components of the conductor are soldered together
in only one soldering run. To have a good bonding
between copper and stainless steel the stainless steel
strips are pretinned.
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TABLE II
Characteristic dimensions composite Nb3Sn conductor n

pumping lube

Cross section
Nb3Sn + Powder+ Nb
Copper
Bronze + Ta
Stainless steel
Insulation
Helium
Solder
Voids

ECN
mm2

11.31
109.84

78.00
21.12
15.12
5.81

-

%
4.7

45.5

32.3
8.8
6.3
2.4
-

PSI
mm1

8.0
97.0

7.8
94.6
25.6
25.1
15.3
4.7

%
2.87

34.88
2.8

34.0
9.2

9.02
5.50
1.69

Table II gives the dimensions of the two composite
conductors and the distribution of the different mate-
rials.

6. MEASUREMENT OPTIONS

Short Sample Teils: In order to reach high rep-
etition rates for sample measurements a special sam-
ple insert unit allowing fast sample insertion without
warming up the whole magnet system is foreseen. This
unit - similar to a telescope - will be mounted together
with the sample holder on top of the facility. The insert
unit has an overall length of 6m and a diameter of 0.5m.

A superconducting transformer will be used as cur-
rent supply for the short samples. Such a solution elim-
inates large and power consuming current leads. The
transformer is specified for currents up to 50 kA. It
will be mounted on top of the sample holder in the in-
sert unit to avoid large and complicated current feed
through» (see Fig. 7).

Pancake Teil: The facility will be modified in such
a way that also small pancakes of NET-conductors can
be tested in the midplane gap of the magnet system. A
free gap region of 100 mm is reserved for the windings
of the pancake. For the design of the split coil system
a "standard" double pancake is taken into considera-
tion. This standard double pancake has 2 x 9 = 18
turns; the inner diameter of the pancake is 1.6 m and
the outer diameter is 2.1 m. The width of the double
pancake is 76 mm. The conductor current taken into
account for the design is 16 kA. The position of the
standard pancake is given in Figure 3. The maximum
field in the gap region is 11.7 T; the self field of the
pancake (0.7T) is included in this figure.

J-T valve

.300 A current leads
4K helium Inlet
BOK helium Inlet

90K helium outlet

4K helium outlet

vncuuiti tulle

radiation shield

cryostat

secondary winding
.primary winding

NVV 500

4ieat exchanger

helium supply

current connection

FIGURE 7
Top of sample holder with cryostat
and superconducting transformer
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CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW HIGH-FIELD LABORATORY AT THE
NATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR METALS, JAPAN
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T. ASANO, K. ITOH, H. AOKI
National Research Institute for Metals,
Tsukuba City, Ibaraki,
Japan

Abstract

The National Research Institute for Metals( NRIM ) has been
developing a series of high-field magnets since 2 years as a participant
organization in the Science and Technology Agency( STA )'s Multi-Core
Research Project on Superconductivity which focuses on the research and
development of high-temperature oxide superconductors. These magnets
should be used to evaluate the properties of superconductors developed in
the project. They will eventually be gathered at Tsukuba and form a new
high-field laboratory, a center for various kinds of experiments
using high magnetic fields. The magnet development program involves an
80 T class long-pulse magnet system, a 40 T class hybrid magnet system, a
20 T class superconducting large-bore magnet system, and three NMR
quality superconducting magnet systems.

INTRODUCTION
Stimulated by the recent discovery of high temperature oxide

superconductors, the Science and Technology Agency( STA ), Government of
Japan, initiated an integrated research project in 1987 which aimed at
supporting research activities on oxide superconductors. The project was
named "the Multi-Core Research Project on Superconductivity" , and is
based on the collaboration among research organizations belonging to the
STA. The idea for " Multi-Core" is such that each participant organ-
ization offers its relevant researchers and facilities as (a) research
core(s) for (a) research area(s) where it has high research potential,
and interacts with research organizations both inside and outside the STA.
Research cores and responsible institutes are shown in Table 1.

Thus, the National Research Institute for Metals( NRIM ) has been
contributing to the Multi-Core project in all three areas. Its major
contribution to the project is to develop a series of large high-field
magnets useful for the evaluation of the properties of superconductors
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developed in the project. The development program In fact Involves the
development of an 80 T class long-pulse magnet system, a 40 T class
hybrid magnet system, a 20 T class superconducting large-bore magnet
system, and three NMR quality 12~16 T class superconducting magnet
systems. These magnets will be installed in a NRIM's new laboratory to
be constructed at Tsukuba.

Table 1: Organization for Multi-Core Project.
Areas

Fundamental

Synthesis
&

Fabrication

Evaluation
&

Characterization
Application

Research Cores
Theory
Data Base
Materials Exploration
Materials Purification
Thin Films
Single Crystals
Microfabrications
Composite Conductors
Space Environment Application
High-Field Magnets
TEM
Neutron Irradiation
Patent Development

Institutes
NRIM13
NRIM
NIRIM2'
NRIM
NRIM
NIRIM
IPCR33
NRIM
NSDAJ""
NRIM
NIRIM
JAERI5>
RDCJS)

1)NRIM (National Research Institute for Metals)21NIRIM (National Institute for Research in Inorganic Materials)3)IPCR (Institute of Physical and Chemical Research)NSDAJ (National Space Development Agency of Japan)JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute)RDCJ (Research Development Corporation of Japan)

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MAGNET SYSTEMS
(A) High field magnet systems
® 80 T class long pulse magnet system

Main specifications are shown in Table 2.
The most critical problem to the system is to develop conductor

materials which have high electrical conductivity and large mechanical
strength. Strengthening is accomplished by alloying which usually
deteriorates conductivity. To overcome this dilemma, intensive R & D
work on Cu-based alloys is going on, and candidate materials at present
are CuNb and CuCr. Coil design is also being studied by carrying out a
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series of destructive coil tests using the 1.6 MJ capacitor bank newly
installed. Attainable fields so far are in the range of 50 T.

This system will be completed in 1992.

Table 2: Specifications of 80 T Class Long Pulse Magnet System.

magnet
maximum field; 80 T,
operation temperature; 77 K
conductor materials; CuNb, CuCr
rise time to 80 T; 4 msec,
bore; 10 mm <f> at 77 K and for 80 T.
power source
capacitor bank energy; 1.6 MJ,
capacitance; 128 mF,
maximum voltage; 5 KV,
rise time; 0.5 msec~0.2 sec.

© 40 T hybrid magnet system
Main specifications are shown in Table 3.
The key to successful construction of this system is again the

development of conductor materials with good conductivity and large
strength. R & D work similar to that for the pulse magnet system is
being carried out, and promising materials now seem to be CuNb and
Cu-Al203. Coil design and fabrication studies based on the polihelix
concept are proceeding which include melting of a large volume ingot and
spark cutting of a polihelix coil out of such ingot. The monohelix coil
concept is being examined under a collaboration program among NRIM, MIT
and Toshiba.

R & D studies on superconducting coil materials are also underway.
Different fabrication methods, such as the Nb-tube method, are being
applied to Ti-doped Nb3Sn conductors. Attention is paid also to the
fabrication of NbsAl conductors. Coil design involves grading in a
pancake consisting of 2 outer NbTi and 2 inner Nb3Sn conductor sections.
All conductors are designed as cryostabilized with Cu, while stabiliza-
tion using Al is also under consideration.

The completion of this system will be in 1994.
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Table 3: Specifications of 40 T Hybrid Magnet System.

normal conducting magnet (water-cooled)
maximum field; 25 T,
operation temperature;~ room temperature
conductor materials; CuNb, CuAlsOs
coil geometry; polihelix
bore diameters;30 mm <f> for 40 T,

50 mm ci for 35 T,
power supply; ̂  15 MÏÏ.
superconducting magnets
maximum field; 15 T,
stored energy; 49MJ,
operation temperature; 4.2 K/1.8 K,
conductor materials; NbTi, (Nb,Ti)3Sn,
bore; 400 mm <p for 1ST and at room temperature.

® 20 T superconducting large-bore magnet system
Main specifications are shown in Table 4.
R & D studies on superconducting materials are underway in parallel

with those for the 40 T hybrid magnet system. Particular attention is
paid for Ti-doped Nb3Sn conductors fabricated by the Nb-tube method. In
the coil design NbTi and Nb3Sn coils are centrically placed, forming 3 -
4 layers; NbTi/NbaSn/NbsSn/NbaSn. 2 outer coils will be cryostable. Al
stabilizer is under consideration.

1.8 K operation is assumed for the magnet system design, where
saturated superfluid helium is used as the coolant.

This system be completed in 1993;

Table 4: Specifications of 20 T Superconducting Large-Bore
Magnet System.

maximum field; 20.5 T,
stored energy; 47 MJ,
operation temperature; 1.8 K
conductor materials; NbTi, (Nb,Ti)3Sn,
bores; 40 mm c6 for 20.5T and at 1.8 K,

160 mm çô for 1ST and at 1.8 K,
310 mmçô for 15 T and 1.8 K.
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(B) High-resolution magnet systems,
3 high-resolution magnet systems are now under construction. In

each system design parameters have carefully been selected, enabling the
specifications, such as sample space geometries, operating temperatures,
field decay time, etc., to be well compatible with the requirements for
measurements of very high quality. Thus, they will have the highest
possible performance attained using the current cryo-magnet technology.

(D Broad-band solid state NMR study system: Main specifications are
shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Specifications of Broad-Band Solid State NMR Study System.

operating fields; 0-15.5 T,
field homogeneity; 10~5/10 mmdsv(in driven mode),
field decay; 10~c/hr(in driven mode),
bore; 70 mm 0 at 4.2K,
sample space; 50 mm 0
operating temperatures; 0.35-300 K(He3/ He4),
equipment; high power pulse NMR spectrometer(4KW)

(D High resolution solid state NMR study system: Main specifications
are shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Specifications of High-Resolution Solid State
NMR Study System.

operating field; 11.75 T,
bore; 89 mm 0 at room temperature,
field homogeneity; 2.6xlO~6/20mm dsv(superconducting shim),
field decay; 8xlO~B/hr,
probes; cross-polarization/magic angle spinning probes.
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(D Quantum oscillation study system: Main specifications are shown in
Table 7 (a dilution refrigerator is equipped).

Table 7: Specifications of Quantum Oscillation Study System.

operating fields; 0-16 T,
homogeneity; 10~VlOnim dsv,
bore; 65 mm <f> at 4.2K,
sample space; 25 mm <p ,
operating temperatures; 45 mK-300 Kfdilution/He"4)
probes; top loading set-up.

Various equipments and probes will be developed and offered for
supporting a variety of measurements using these high-resolution magnet
systems. These systems, together with the measurement equipments and
probes, will be completed in 1990.

SUMMARY
Based on the research potential established in various research

programs involving applications of superconductivity, such as those on nu-
clear fusion, NRIM has been developing a series of high-field magnets,
each having the world's top quality. These magnets will be installed in
the near future, in a laboratory to be newly constructed, and offered for
collaborative research programs proposed by either NRIM's research staff
members or outside researchers. Emphasis will then be placed on
international collaboration. Already, NRIM has been establishing
collaborative relationship with the Francis Bitter National Magnet
Laboratory of MIT, Cambridge, and the High-Field Laboratory of Centre
National de la Researche Scientifique, Grenoble. One example of such
collaboration may be found in the international workshop on " Develop-
ment and Applications of High-Magnetic Fields " to be held in October
1989 in Tokyo. This will be hosted by NRIM, with participants from the
other 2 institutes.
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